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15-240 Watt
HY5
Preamplifier

HY30
15 Watts into 80

HY50
25 Watts into 80

HY120
60 Watts into 80

HY200
120 Watts into 80

HY400
240 Watts into 40

POWER

SUPPLIES

The HY5 rs A ninny hybrid amplifier ideally suited for all applications All common input tweceew
!mug Cartridge tuner etc) are catered for internally the desired function is achieved crier As 
multi.way switch or direct connection to the appropriate pins The internal volume and beef ow..
merely require connecting to external potentiometers foot included) The HY5 rs COmPalklake 0.116

P power amplifiers and power supplies To ease construction and mounting 3 P C corevoraw e
supplied with each pre -amplifier
FEATURES: Complete pre amplifier m single pack - Multi function equalization Low no -se -lot

High overload - Two simply combined for stereo
APPLICATIONS: Hi-Fi Mixers -- Disco Guitar arid Organ Public address
SPECIFICATIONS:
INPUTS Magnetic Pick-up 3mV Ceramic Pick-up 30mV Tuner 10LnV Microphone 10m1,
Auxiliary 3 100inV input impedance 471,11 at lkHz
OUTPUTS Tape 100mV, Main output 500mV R M S
ACTIVE TONE CONTROLS Treble 12d8 at lOkHz Bass at 100Hz
DISTORTION 0 1 , at 11tHz Signal Noise Ratio 6848
OVERLOAD 18i1E1 on Magnetic Pick-up SUPPLY VOLTAGE - 16 30V
Price E4.75 + 59p VAT P&P Be,..

'The HY30 is an exciting New kit from I t P it features a virtually indestructible I C with short cdsvea
and thermal protection The kit consists of I C heatsink P C board 4 resistors. 6 catelleelels
mounting kit together with easy to hallow construction and operating instructions This ampler 
ideally suited to the beginner in audio who wishes to use the most up-to-date technology evadable
FEATURES: Complete Kit - Low Distortion Short Open and Thermal Protection - Easy to tide
APPLICATIONS: Updating audio equipment - Guitar practice amplifier - test amplifier -made
oscillator
SPECIFICATIONS
OUTPUT POWER 15W R M S into 81! DISTORTION 0 t at 15W
NNW SENSITIVITY 500mV FREQUENCY RESPONSE 10Hz 16k1-1: --3dB
SUPPLY VOLTAGE - 18V

Price £4.75 + 59p VAT P&P free.

ThellY50 leads I L P s total integration approach to power amplifier design the amplifier features an
integral heatsink together with the simplicity of no external components During the past three yews
the amplifier has been refined to the extent that it must be one of the most reliable and robust High
Fidelity modules in the Worki
FEATURES: low Distortion - Integral Heatsink Only five connections - 7 Amp output transistors

No i-gtemal components
APPLICATIONS: Medium Power Hi -Fl systems - Low power disco Guitar amplifier
SPECIFICATIONS: INPUT SENSITIVITY 500mV

I T POWER 25W RMS into 81! LOAD IMPEDANCE 4 1612 DISTORTION 004Y at 25W at
1 Mir
SIGNAL. NOISE RATIO 7f.clET FREQUENCY RESPONSE 10Hz 45kHz-3c113
SUPPLY VOLTAGE  25V SIZE 105 50 25rnm
Price £6.20 + 77p VAT P&P free.

The HY120 is the haby'of ILP s new high powe- range designed to meet the most exacting
requirements including load line and thermal protection this amplifier sets a new standard m rnudutar

FEATURES:E RES: Very loot distortion -- Integral heatsink - Load line protection Thermal protectato
Five connettrons No external components
APPLICATIONS: Hi-fi High quality disco - Public address -- Monitor amplifier Guitar arid
organ
SPECIFICATIONS
INPUT SENSI I iVITY 500niV
OUTPUT POWER 60W HMS into 81! LOAD IMPEDANCE 4 161! DISTORTION 004% at SOW at
1 kt la

SIGNAL. NOISE RATIO 90r1B FREQUENCY RESPONSE 10Hz 45kHz -34.113 SUPPLY VOL (AGE
355

SIZE 114 50 Elbmni

Price E14.40 +E1.16 VAT P&P free.

the HY200 now improved In give an output of 120 Watts has been designed to stand the most
lugged conditions such as disco or group while still retaining true Hi -F: performance
FEATURES: Thermal shutdown Very low distortion -- Load line protection -- Integral heatsink
No esiernot eornoortents
APPLICATIONS. Disco Monitor - Power slave - Industrial Public Address
SPECIFICATIONS

51-NS1 iVITY 500mV
OUTPUT POWER 120W RMS into 8!! LOAD IMPf DANCE 4 161! DISTOR LION 0 05'-Y. at 100W a:
1 kHz

SIGNAL, NOISE RATIO 96 dB FREQUENCY RESPONSE 10Hz 45kHz -- 3dB SUPPLY VOI TAGE
- 45V

SIZE 114 100 85mm
Price £21.20 + E1.70 VAT P&P free.

The HY400 is I L P s Big Daddy of the range producing 240W into 412, It has been designed fur
high power disco or public address applications If the amplifier is to be used at continuous high power
levels a cooling fart rs recommended The amplifier includes all the qualities of the rest of the family tc
lead the market as a true high power hi -fidelity power module
FEATURES: Thermal shutdown Very low distortion - load line protection - No externai
rompone..is
APPLICATIONS: Public address Disco Power slave - Industrial
SPECIFICATIONS
OUTPUT POWER 240W RMS into 40 LOAD IMPEDANCE 4 160 DISTORTION 0 1% at 240W at
lkHz
SIGNAL NOISE RATIO 94dB FREQUENCY RESPONSE 10Hz 45kflz 3(18 SUPPI. Y VOI !AGE -
45V
INPU1 SENSITIVITY 500mV.SILE 114x100x85trim
Price £29.25 + £2.34 VAT P&P free.

PS11:16 sortable foe two HY30 s E4.75 plus Sep VAT P P lie.
PSU50 sortable fie nee 0050 s £6.20 plus 77p Vet P P free
PSU70 suitable. he non 11Y170 s £12.50 pies t 1 00 VAT P free
0S1.191)sunalge for one 141(200 E11.50 roost 0 92 VAT P P free
PSU1130 two try IDO s or one HY400 £21.00 piusil 68 VAT P P ,i,

I.L.P. Electronics Ltd
Crossland House

Nackington, Canterbury
Kent CT4 7AD
Tel (0227) 63218

440
NbNle 4,4"
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TWO YEARS' GUARANTEE ON ALL OF OUR PRODUCTS

Please Supply
Total Purchase Price
I Enclose Cheque 0 Postal Orders 0 Money Order CI
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SEMICONDUCTORS
TRANSISTORS *74 SERIES T.T.L. I.C's

BRAND 811W, FULLY GUARANTEED
TYPE PRICE TYPE PRICE T)'PE. PR ICE_ TYPE PRICE
ACII7K *0.30 BC170 0.09 0E271 *0.31 2819311 *0.2 I
AC122 *0.12 131:171 0.09 8E272 *0.81 2NI131 *0.1/4
AC 125 *0.18 0C 172 0.011 13E273 0.343 2811132 *0.18
AC126 *0.14 BCI73 0.09 01274 0.36 2.41302 *0.15
ACI27 .011 BCI74 0.15 BFWI9 *061 2811303 0.1.5
ACI 28 4.11 BCI75 *0.22 BFX29 .0.23 2811304 *0.18
AC132 *0.15 BCI77 *0.16 101X84 .0.19 2811305 *0.114
AC134 0.15 BC178 *0.16 EIFX85 0.25 2N1306 .11.21
ACI37 *0.15 9C179 0.16 BFX86 0.22 2811307 00.21
AC141 .0.19 8C180 0.25 BFX87 0.72 2811306 *0.24
AC 141K .0.80 BC 181 0.25 BFX613 *0.22 2811309 13.21
AC142 .019 BC182 0.09 BEY50 *0.13 281I613 0.16
ACI42K *0.26 EIC182L 0.09 13FY51 .0.13 2811711 *0.16
AC151 .0.111 1303183 0.09 BEY52 *0.13 2NI6R9 11.12
AC I53K 0-24 BC183L 0.09 BEY53 *0.13 2811890 *0.46
AC154 *0.20 BCI84 0.09 FISX19 0.16 2811893 *0.38
ACI55 *0.20 BC1841. 0.09 BSX20 .0.16 2812I47 *0.73
ACI56 .0.20 9CI86 *0.29 BSY25 0.16 2812148 0.58
AC 157 *0.25 BCI87 .0.29 BSY26 0.16 2842192 .0.36
AC1435 *0.20 BC207 0.11 6SY27 *0.16 2842193  0.36
AC166 *0.20 9C200 0.11 BSY28 .0.16 2812I54  0.36
AC167 *0.20 BC209 0.12 BSY29 .0 16 2812217 *0.22
ACI68 .0.25 BC212 0.10 BSY38 0.19 2812218 *0.19
AC169 .0.15 BC2I2L 0.10 BSY39 *0.19 2N2218A 0.18
AC176 *0.11 BC2I3 0.10 BSY40 0.29 28122I9 0.18
AC176K 0.26 BC2131. 0.10 05Y41 *029 2722220 .9.22
AC177 .0.25 00214 0.10 F1SY95 .0.13 272222I 11.18
AC178 .0.29 B(:214L 0.10 BSY95A *0.13 2812222 .0.18
AC179 *0.29 BC 225 0.26 00105 .190 2722366 0.18
AC180 0.20 BC226 0.36 319T100 0.19 2N2369 0.12
ACI8OK .0.30 BC 251 0.10 MATI 01 0.20 2N2369A .0.12
ACI8I *020 100301 0.28 MATI 20 *0.19 27224I 1 9.25
AC18IK *0.30 90302 4,0.25 MATI21 020 28124I2 *0.25
ACI87 .0.22 11C303 .0.31 MJ 1521 *0.56 2812646 0.34
AC I87K *0.23 00304 *0.37 MJ12955 .0,88 2712711 0.21
ACI88*0.19 BC327 0.12 MI 13055 *0.57 28127I2 0.21
ACI813K 0.23 BC328 0.12 MJ E 3440 *0.51 28127I4 0.21
AC? 17 0.26 BC337 0.12 31PF102 .0.28 2722904 *0.14
ACY18 .0.20 BC338 0.12 VIPE 104 *0.28 2N2904A 0.18
ACYI9 0.20 BC440  0.31 MPI- 105 *0.28 2N2905 *0.10
ACY20 *0.20 BC460 .0.37 EX:19 .0.36 28129058 0.19
ACY2I .0.20 BCY30  0.25 OC 20 0.80 2722906  0.12
ACY22 00.17 BCY3I 0.27 ocz2 0.47 27229068 *0.14
ACY77 *0.19 BCY32 *0.31 oc2.3 .0.49 2722907 0.15
ACY2R 0.19 tiCY33 -0.22 0024 .0,57 2612907A *0.19
ACY29 *0.36 BCY34  0.26 OC:25 .9.39 2722923 0.15
ACY30 *0.29 BCY70 *0.15 0C26 .0.38 2812924 0.15
ACY3I *0.28 pky71 0.20 04226 0.60 292925 0.15
ACY34 *0.21 BCY72 0.15 OC 29 .9.60 27229260 0.09
ACY35 *0.21 BCZIO *0.20 0C35 .0.45 2N2926Y 0.09
ACY36 *0.29 BCZ I I 0.26 ()C36 .0.51 28129260 0.08
ACY40 *0.18 BCZI2 .0.26 0C41 .0.20 2N2926R 0.07
ACY41 *0.18 BDI 15 0.63 0042 *0.25 28292619 0.07
ACY44 *0.38 BD116 *0.81 0044 .9.16 2813010 .0.71
ADI30 *0.39 BDI21 *0.61 0045  0.13 2N3011 0.15
AD140 0.49 BDI23 0.67 OC70 *0.10 2813053 .0.15
A0142 *0.55 00124 *0.70 0071 0.10 2813054 *0.40
AD143 *0.49 130131 .6.36 0072 .0.15 2813055 *0.40
AD149 *0.45 00132 .0.40 0074 *0.15 2723391 0.15
ADI61 *0.36 00133 0.67 ()C75 *0.16 2723391A 0.17
AD162 *0.30 BDI35 0.41 0076 0.16 2N3392 0.15
ADI61 & BD136 0.41 0077 .0.26 2813393 0.15
AD162(MP) B0137 0.46 (XS!  0.16 2813394 0.15

.0.68 1301351 0.51 00810  0.16 2N3395 0.18
ADT 140 *0-51 130139 0.36 .0032 .0.16 2813402 *0.21
AE114 *0.23 00140 0.61 (X'.820 0.16 2723403 *0.21
AF I 15 .0.22 130155  0.81 0E783 0.20 2813404 *0.29
AE116 .0.22 013175 *0.61 (x' 13.9 *0.20 2723405 *0.45
A1117 0.22 130176 .0.61 0C140 .0.20 2N3414 0.16
AF118 .022 80177 0.67 00169 .026 2N3415 0.16
AFI 24 *0.28 01)176 0.67 (X'170 0.28 2813416 0.29
AF125 .0.26 80179 .0.71 0C171 *0.26 2813417 0.29
AFI26 *0.26 E10160 .0.71 0C200 .0.26 2N3525 0.77
AFI27 .0.26 130165 0.67 00201 0.29 2N3614 .0.69
Al130 *021 00186 *0.67 (X.7202  0.29 2843615 .0.76
AF 178 *0.51 60187 .0.71 0C203 0.26 28136I6 *0.76
AFI79 *0.51 80188 0.71 (X:204  0.26 2813646 *0.09
AFISO *0.51 130189 00.77 0472115 .0.38 2813702 0.09
AFI81 .0.51 60190  0.77 00309 *0.41 2N3703 0.09
AF186 *9.51 1313195 .0.87 OC P71  0.44 2N3704 0.08
AF239 *0.38 80196 *0.87 116P12/ 2N3705 0.08
AL102 *0.75 130197 .0.90 NSL4931 0.48 2813706 0.08
AL103 *0.75 BD198 .0.92 ORP60 0.41 27237137 0.09
ASY26 *0.26 BDI99 *0.90 ORI'61 0.41 2N3706 0.08
ASY27 *0.31 130200 *0.90 P20 0.51 2723709 0.08asy28 *0.26 B D205  0. 01 P346A *0.20 2813710 0.09
ASY29 *0.26 130206 .0.81 P397 .0.43 272371 I 009
ASY50 *0.26 00207  0998 ST140 .0.13 2723819  0.29
ASY51 *0.28 80208 .0.98 STI41 .0.18 2723820 *0.51
ASY52 *0.26 1113Y20  1.02 TIP29 0.40 2813821 *0.36
,ASY54 *0.26 131115 TI P.30 0.45 2813823 *0.29
4ASY55 *0.28 91117 *0.46 n P31A .0.52 2813903 0.29
ASY56 *0.26 BF 110 9.71 T1P32A .060 2813904 0.31
ASY57 *0.28 13E119 .9.71 TIP4I A *0.65 2813905 0.29

,ASYS8 *0.26 81121 0.46 T1P42A 0.72 2813906 0.28
ASY73 *0.26 10123 0.51 11843 .0.25 2N4050 0.12
ASZ2I *0.41 07125 0.16 UT46  0.20 2814059 0.10
BC107 *0.08 01127 0.51 ZTX107 0.07 2N4060 0.12
BC1013 *0.08 01152 0.36 ZTX108 0.07 2N40)i1 0.12
BC109 *0.08 FIF15.3 0.16 rrx109 0.07 2814062 0.12
BC I 13 0.10 131154 0.46 ZTX300 0.07 2814264 0.16
BC 114 0.16 07155 0.71 ITX500 0.09 2814285 0.18
BC 115 0.16 141156 4,0.49 ZN414 1.1 2814286 0.18
BC 116 0.16 111157 *0.36 2G301 0.19 2814287 0.18
BC 117 0.19 13E158 0.56 20302 .0.19 28142.8.13 0.18
8C1 18 0.09 01159 0.61 20303 *0.19 2.^4289 0.18
PC119 *0.31 BFI60 0.41 20304 .0.23 2814290 0.18
BC120 *0.81 13E162 0.41 2G306 0.41 272429! 0.18
BC 125 0.12 0F163 0.41 2G 3494 0.36 1N4292 0.18
BC 126 0.19 1311E4 0.41 20 309  0.37 2814293 0.18
130132 0.12 0F165 0.41 20339 0.20 2725172 0.12
0C134 0.19 13F167 .0.22 20139A *0.17 2815194 *0.56
BC 135 0.12 81173 *0.13 :±t; .144 0.19 285294  0.56
90136 *0.16 0F176 0.36 281407 0._10 2815296 *056
BC 137 *0.16 0F177 *9.36 2N4141A 0.29 2725457 * 0.32
BCI39 .0.41 8E176 *0.31 281524 0.13 2815458  0.32
BC140 *0.31 0F179 *0.31 281527  0.30 2725459 -.0.41.
0C141 *0.31 137160 .0.31 281596 .9.13 2N6I21 0.69
BC142 *0.31 BEIM *0.31 281.599 .0.40 2,:3111 *0.51
1303143 *0.31 B1102 *0.41 2N0.96  0.10 253024 .O43
BCI45 0.46 91183 *0.41 272697 0.11 23302  0.43
BC 147 0.09 BEIM *0.26 281698  0.20 20303 0.56
BCI48 0.09 BEI 85 0.31 2726,119 .0.36 28304 *0.71
00149 0.09 01187 .0.28 281706  0.08 25305 0.80
100150 0.19 87 188 0.41 2817068 .0.09 28306 0.80
BC 151 9.29 tir 194 0.10 2N7(04 .0.11 23307 .0.80
BC152 0.18 81195 0.10 281711  0.31 23321 0157
EiC153 0.29 8E196 0.12 281717  0.36 29322 0.1'1
00154 0.20 131197 0.12 2N716 .0.25 251322A 0.-13
BC 157 011 13E196 0.12 2N71/4A .0.51 28323 0.57
00158 0.11 8E199 0.12 281728 0.29 29324  0.71
BCIS9 0.11 Brzoo .0.46 281727  0.29 25.325  971
BC160 .0.46 131222 *0.46 272743  0.09 23326 .0.7!
BC 161 .0.51 101257 .0.26 21' 744 0.20 29327 .0.71
BCI67 0.10 BF258 .038 2N914 *0.15 2.8701 0.43
BC 168 0.10 131259 *0.46 284910 0.31 40361  0.41
130169 0.10 BF270 0.36 281929 *0.21 40362  0.5!

TNpe

01 PAK STILL LOW PRICE. FULL SPECIFICATION
GUARANTEED

Quantities Type Quantities
I 25 100 - 1 25 100+

7400 0.09 0.09 0.08 7486 0.32 0.30 0.29
7401 010 0.09 0.08 7489 2.90 2.80 2.70
7402 0.11 0.10 0.09 7490 0.37 0.35 0.33
7403 0.11 0.10 0.09 7491 0.60 0.58 0.56
7404 0.13 0.12 0.11 7492 0.43 0.42 0.41
7405 0.13 0.12 0.11 7493 0.43 0.42 0.41
7406 0.25 0.24 0.23 7494 0.43 0.42 0.41
7407 0.25 0.24 0.23 749.5 0.70 0.68 0.66
7408 0.15 0.14 0.13 7496 0.68 0.66 0.64
74119 0.15 0.1-I 0.13 74100 1.00 098 0.96
7410 0.09 0.09 0.08 74104 0.40 0.18 0.36
7411 0.2.3 0.22 0.21 74105 0.40 0.38 0.36
7412 0.26 0.25 0.24 74107 0.36 0.34 0.32
7413 0.26 0.26 0.25 74110 0.56 0.54 0.52
7416 0.28 0.27 0.26 74111 0.83 0.81 0.79
7417 0.28 0.27 0.26 74118 0.90 0.88 0.86
7420 0.12 0.11 0.10 74119 1.25 1.20 1.15
7422 0.28 0.27 0.26 74121 0.26 0.26 0.25
7423 0.30 0.28 0.26 74122 0.50 0.48 0.46
7425 0.30 0.28 0.26 74123 0.36 0.36 0.54
7426 0.30 0.28 0.26 74141 0.60 0.58 0.56
7427 030 0.28 0.26 74145 0.96 0.94 0.92
7428 0.42 0.38 0.36 74150 1.30 1.2.5 1.20
7430 0.12 0.11 0.10 74151 0.76 0.74 0.72
7432 0.30 0.28 0.26 74153 0.93 0.93 0.91
7433 0.39 0.37 0.35 74154 1.50 1.45 1.40
7437 0.30 0.28 0.26 74155 0.80 0.78 0.76
7438 0.30 0.28 0.26 74156 0.80 0.78 0.76
7440 0.12 0.11 0.10 74157 0.93 0.93 0.91
7441 0.64 0.82 0.60 74160 1.00 0.98 0.96
7442 0.65 0.63 0.61 74161 1.00 0.90 0.96
7443 1.10 1.05 1.00 74162 1.00 0.98 0.96
7444 1.10 1.05 1.00 74163 1.00 0.90 0.96
7445 0.95 0.60 0.85 74164 1.23 1.20 1.15
7446 1.10 1.05 1.00 74165 1.25 120 1.15
7447 0.67 0.65 0.63 74166 1.48 1.44 1.39
7448 0.80 0.78 0.76 74174 1.00 0.95 0.90
7450 0.12 0.11 0.10 74175 0.95 0.93 0.91
7451 0.12 0,11 0.10 74176 1.16 1.11 1.06
7453 0.12 0.11 0.10 74177 1.16 I.)! 1.06
7454 0.12 0.11 0.10 74180 1.16 1.11 1.06
7460 0.12 0.11 0.10 74181 2.00 1.90 1.80
7470 0.25 0.24 0.2.5 74102 0.00 0.58 0.40
7472 0.22 0.21 0.20 74164 1.67 1.62 1.58
7473 0.26 0.24 0.22 74190 1.50 1.45 1.40
7474 0.27 0.25 0.23 74191 1.50 1.43 1.40
7475 0.48 0.46 0.44 74192 1.15 1.10 1.05
7476 0.25 0.24 0.23 74193 1.15 1.10 1.03
7480 0.50 0.46 0.46 74194 1.13 1.10 1.03
7481 1.02 1.00 0.98 74195 0.80 0.70 0.76
7482 0.83 0.81 0.79 74196 1.00 0.98 0.96
7483 0.98 0.96 0.94 74197 1.00 0.96 0.96
7484 0.90 0.88 0.86 74198 2.10 2.00 1.90
7485 1.25 1.20 1.15 74199 1.93 1.90 1.85

Devices may be mixed to qualify for quantity price (TTL 74 Series
only) Data is available for the above series of IC's in booklet form
PRICE 35p.

SUPER UNTESTED PAKS

Pak Nu. Description Price
UI 120 Glass Submm G.P. Germ diodes 0.60
U2 50 Mixed Germanium transistors AFIRE  0.60
U3 75 Germ gold bonded sub -min like 04347 0.60
U4 30 Germ. transistors like 0081, AC 128 *0 60
U5 60 200mA sub -min silicon diodes 0.60
U6 30 Sil trans. NPN like BSY95A, 2N706  0.60
U7 16 Si!. rect. 750mA up to 1000 6.60
Us 50 Si!. diodes 1130.7 250mA like 09200/202 0.60
U9 20 Mixed voltages, 1 Watt Zener Diodes 0.60
U10 20 BAY50 charge storage diodes 00.7 0.60
Ul I 20 PNP Oil. trans. TO -5 like 2N1132. 2N2904  0.60
U13 30 PNPNPN Si]. trans 0C200 &29104  0.60
U14 150 Mixed silicon and Germ diodes 0.60
U15 20 NPN Sil. trans TO.5 like 281696 ...... .0.60
U16 10 3Amp Si! rect. stud up to 1000 PIV .0.60
U17 30 Germ. PNP AF trans TO.5 like ACY 17.22 .1.60
U18 8 6Ampsil rect. BYZI 3 up to 600 PIV  1.60
1119 20 Silicon NPN trans. like BC 108 .0.60
1)20 12 15 Amp sil rect. lop hat up to 1000 PIV 0.60
U2I 30 AF Germ irons. 20300 series & 0071 .0.60
U23 25 MADT's like MHz series PNP series  0.60
U24 20 Germ I Amp rect. GJM up to 300 PIV 0.60
U25 25 300MHZ NPN sil. trans. 2N708. BSY27 * 0.60
U26 30 Fast switching sil. diodes like 181914 0.60
U29 10 I Amp SCRs TO -5 up to 6C)0 PIV .1.20
U32 25 Zcner diodes 400mW D0.7 3-33 volts mixed 0.60
U33 15 Plastic I Amp sil. reel IN4000 series 0.60
034 30 Sil. PNP trans. TO -5 BCY 26. 25302/4 *0.60
U35 25 Si!. trans PNP T0.16 2N2906 0.60
036 20 Sil. NPN trans TO.5 BFY50/51 /52 0.60
1137 30 Sil. trans. SO 2 PNP 0C200. WS322  0.60
U38 30 Fast switch sit trans. NPN 400MHz  0.60
U39 30 RF. Germ PNP trans. 2N 1301 /5 TO.5 *0.60
U40 10 Dual trans. 6 lead TO -S 2812060  0.60
U43 25 Sil. trans. plastic TO -18 BC113/114 0.60
U44 20 Oil. trans plastic TO.5 00115 0.60
U45 7 3A SCR 7066 up to 600 PIV *1.20
046 20 Unijunclion trans similar to TIS43 0.60
U47 10 T0220913 plastic tetacs 50V 6A  1.20
048 9 NPN sit power trans. like 2813055 * 1.20
U49 12 NPN sit. plastic power 60W like 2815294  1.20

Code Nos mentioned above are given as a guide to the
type of drvIce in the pak The devices themselves are
normally unmarked.

SPECIAL POWER OFFER

2N5295. NPN to 3
PLASTIC POWER
VCF 50V VCB 60\

P 38w Ic 4A

hFc 30-120

ONLY E1.50* for 10

*INDICATOR

LED. Displays
DL707 Common anode, 0.3" 85p

DL747 Jumbo common anode, 0.6" £1.70

DL727 Double digit display, common anode, 0.5"
£2.00

LE.D.s
Available in 0.125" and 0.2"

Red 10p. Green 17p. Yellow 17p.

Mounting clips 2p each

3015F Minitron 7 -segment filament E1.11

NIX! TUBE - ITT 5870S
Character height 13.46mm

SPECIAL OFFER 5 for E2.00

VOLTAGE
REGULATORS

TO 3 Plastic Encapsulation
uA 7805/L129

5V (equiv. to MVR5V)
*A 7612/L130

12V (Equiv. to MVRI2V1
uA 7/315/L131

I584 (Equiv to MVRISV)
uA 7816

183/ (Equiv. to NIVRIKV)

1.25

1.23

1.25

1.25

D.I.L. SOCKETS
I 25 100+

BPS8 8 pin type (low cosi)
0.14 0.12 0.10

BPSI4 14 pin tsar (low cost)
0.15 0.13 0.11

BPSI6 16 pin type (low cost)
0.16 0.14 0.12

8PS24 24 -pin type (low cost)
0.35 0.33 0_30

* DIODES
99119
49120
A.9129
AAY30
AAZ13
BA 100
BAII6
BA126
0814$
BA 154
BA155
BA16.5
09173
80104
BYI00
BY101
BY 105
RY114
BY124
BY126
BY 127
BY126
BY130
BY133
BY164
BYX38
BYZIO
BYZI I
BYZI2
BYZI3

0.08
008
0.08
0.09
0.10
0.10
0.21
0.22
0.15
0.12
0.15
0.14
0.15
0.15
0.16
0.12
018
O. i2
0.12
0.13
0.16
0.16
0.17
021
0.51
0.43
0.36
0.31
0.31
0.26

BY7.16 0.41
BYZ17 0.36
BYZ18 0.36
BY7.19 0.26
C062
(0891 Eq) 0.06
0.746.51

(0A70.0970) 0.07
085 Short
Leads 0.21
0,310 0.14
0947 0.07
0A70 0.07
0,979 0.07
0881 0.07
0995 0.09
0A90 0.07
0,91 0.07
0895 0.07
07.203 0.07
08202 0.07
0010 0.06
SDI9 0.06
IN34 0.07
IN34A 0.07
IN914 0.06
IN916 0.06
lt44148 0.06
1.9021 0.10
13951 0.07

*THYRISTORS
PIV 0.6A OKA IA 38 SA 58 78 10A 1643 30A

1018 T092 105 T066 1066 1064 1048 1048 70414 1046
10 0.13 0.13
20 0.15 0.18
30 0.19 0.22
50 0.22 0.28 020 0.25 0.36 9.36 0.40 0.51 0.54 1.18

100 0.25 0.30 0.25 0.25 0.48 0.46 9.51 9.57 0.38 1.43
1541 9.31 0.36
200 0.38 0.44 0.23 0.30 0.50 0.50 0.57 9.62 9.62 1.63
-4141 - - '3.30 0.39 0.53 0.57 0.62 0.71 0.77 1.79
600 - 0.39 046 0.69 0.69 0.78 0.99 0.90 -
5141 - 0.34 0.65 0.81 0.81 0.92 1.22 1.39 4.07

V.A.T.
All prices EXCLUDE V.A.T.

Please add 8% to all prices
marked * Remainder add 121/3%

LINEAR I.C's
type

72702
72709
72709P
72710
72741

72741C
72741 P
72747

72748P
SL201C
31.701C
31.702C
TAA263
788293

Quantities Type
1 25 100 

0.46 0.44 0.42 TAA3509
0.23 0.21 0.19 oA703C
0.19 0.10 0.17 uA7074C
0.32 0.31 0.28 uA7IIC
0.28 0.27 0.26 u8712C
0.26 0.25 0.24 uA723C
0.28 0.27 0.26 76003
0.79 0.74 0.61 76023
0.35 0.33 0.31 76660
0.46 0.42 037 134380
0.46 0.42 0.37 .721555
0.46 0.42 0.37 .N1556
0.74 0.65 0.56 1139800
0.93 0.68 0.113 7.81414

Quantities
I 25 100 

1.71 1.67 1.57
0.26 0.24 0.22
0.19 0.18 0.17
0.32 0.31 0.28
0.32 0.31 0.28
0.45 0.43 0.40
1.39 1.34 1.30
1.39 1.34 1.30
0.88 0.86 0.8.3

0.93 0.90 0.88
0.45 0.43 0.40
0.88 0.66 0.83
1.39 1.34 1.30
1.11 - -

SILICON RECTIFIERS
300mA 750m8 IA 1 5.4 3A 10

PIV 41)07) (3(116) Plastic (0016) (90101 (S010)
50

100
200
400
600
SOO

1000
1200

0.05 0.06
0.05 0.07
0.06 0.09
0.07 0.14
0.08 0.16
0.11 0.)8
0.13 0.28

0.32

1N4001
1814002
IN41103
IN4004
1844005
1814001,

IN4007
1N4007

0.05
0.06
0.07

0.0N
0.09
0.10
0.11

0.07 0.14
0.09 0.16
0.12 0.20
0.14 0.28
0.16 0.33
0.18 0.35
0.23 0.44
0.28 0.54

 0.19
 0.21
 0.23
*0.35
*0.42
0.51
 0.60
0.89

309
(T(14S)

 0.56
 0.69
*0.93
.1.23
 1.76
 1.91
.2.31
.2.88

*TRIACS DIACS
BRIO() 0.23

('.Ise 100V 20072' 4003' 032  0.23
Amp 705 0.31 0.31 U.71 (These twn cliacs are

i; Amp 11.166 9.31 0.61 0.77 recomoriehded for use
Ill Amp T(46 0.77 0.92 1.12 with macs.)

AVDEL BOND

SOLVE THOSE
STICKY PROBLEMS!

with

CYANOACRYLATE C2
ADHESIVE

The wonder bond which works in seconds -
bonds plastic, rubber. transistors. components
permanently, immediately

OUR PRICE ONLY 70p*
for 2gm phial

UNTESTED
AUDIO PACKS

Comprising 5 I.C.s
76003/76023 series

ONLY £1 per PAK
Complete with data

FM STEREO
DECODER

Composing 5 l.C.s like
MC1307 and SN76110

ONLY E1.50 per PAK
Complete with data

BRIDGE RECTIFIERS

2A/50vRMS
2A/100vRMS
2A/200vRMS
2A/400vRMS
2A., I 000vRMS

0.35
0.40
0.45
0.50
0.60

Postage and packing
add 25p. Overseas add
extra for airmail. Mini-

mum order £1

PO BOX 6, WARE, HERTS



BIPAllir

OUR PRICE ONL

£19.95

',::".7.* ,,,:: '
.............. .::,:: :::::::

High quality modules for stereo, mono and
other audio equipment.

PUSH-BUTTON

STEREO

FM TUNER
Fitted with Phase Lock -loop Decoder

The 450 Tuner provides instant program selection at the touch
of a button ensuring accurate tuning of 4 pre -selected stations,
any of which may be altered as often as you choose, by simply'

'jcfiangn§ the. ieftTriai of the 'pre -et controls. '

Used with your existing audio equipment or with the BI -KITS
STEREO 30 or the MK60 Kit etc. Alternatively the PS12 cart
be used if no suitable supply is available, together with the:
Transformer T538.
The S450 is supplied fully built tested and aligned. The unit is
easily installed using the simple instructions supplied.

* FET Input Stage
* VARI-CAP diode tuning
* Switched AFC
* Multi turn pre-sets
* LED Stereo Indicator

:Typicalpfcification:
Sensitivity 3µ volts
Stereo separation 30db
Supply required 20-30v at
90 Ma max.

STEREO PRE -AMPLIFIER

'A top quality stereo pre -amplifier
and tone control unit. The six
push-button selector switch pro-
vides a choice of inputs together
with two really effective filters for
high and low frequencies, plus tape
output

MK. 60 AUDIO KIT: Comprising
2 x AL60's. 1 x SPM80. 1 x
BTM80. 1 x PA100. 1 front panel
and knobs. 1 Kit of parts to include
on/off switch, neon indicator.
stereo headphone sockets plus
instruction booklet. COMPLETE'
PRICE £27.55. plus 62p
TEAK 60 AUDIO KIT: -postage.
Comprising-. Teak veneered cabinet
size 1 6.3/4nx 1 1 1/?')/;1r, other
parts include aluminium chassis.
heatsink and front panel
bracket plus back panel
and appropriate sockets
etc. KIT PRICE' £8.20

plus 62p
postage.

Frequency Response + 1 dB 20Hz
20KHz. Sensitivity of inputs
1. Tape Input 100mV into 100K ohms
2. Radio Tuner 100mV into

100K ohms
3 Magnetic P.0 3mV into

50K ohms
P U Input equalises to R1AA curve with
1d8 from 20Hz to 20KHz
Supply - 20-35V at 20mA.

Dimensions
299mm x 89mm
35mm.

SPECIFICATION:
 Harmonic Distortion Po = 3

 Load Impedance 8-16ohm  Size: 75mm x 63mm x 25mm
FreqUeriey-iii-qionse -± 3dB 11Toi-.2

'Sensitivity for Rated 0/P - Vs=25v. H L= Bohm f 1KHz 75mV.RMS

AL20 5w R.M.S. £2.65 AL30 10w R.M.S. £2.95

PA 100
OUR PRICE

£13.50

AUDIO
AMPLIFIER MODULES

1E1

-30
The AL20 and AL30 units
are similar in .their appearance and
in their general specification.
However, careful selection of the
plastic power devices has resulted
in a range of output powers from 5

.to 10 watts R.M.S.
The versatility of their design
makes them ideal for use in record
players, tape recorders, stereo
amplifiers and cassette and car-
tridge tape players in the home.

watts f =1K Hz- 02.50/0

AL60, 25 Watts (RMS)
* Max Heat Sink temp 90C. * Frequency response
20Hz to 100KHz * Distortion better than 0.1 at 1 KHz *
Supply voltage 15-50v * Thermal Feedback * Latest
Design Improvements * Load - 3,4,8, or 16 ohms *
Signal to noise ratio 80db * Overall size 63mm. 105mm.
13mm.

Especially designer:Ito a strict specification Only the
finest components have been used and the latest;
solid-state circuitry incorporated in this powerful little*
amplifier which' should satisfy the most critical A F

',enthusiast.

Frequency Response 20Hz-20KHz
(-3dB).- Bass and Treble range
12dB. Input Impedence 1 meg ohm.
Input Sensitivity 300mV. Supply
requirements 24V .5mA. Size 152mm
x 84mm a 33mm.

Enjoy the quality of a magnetic cartridge with
your existing ceramic equipment using the new.
M.P.A. 30, a high quality pre -amplifier enabling.
magnetic cartridges to be used where facilities
exist for the use of ceramic cartridges only.
It is provided with a standard DIN
input socket for ease of connection.
Full instructions supplied.

VAT
ADD
12½%

PACKING
POSTAGE &

Postage & Packing add
25p unless otherwise
shown. Add extra for
airmail. MM. £1.00

STEREO
COMPLETE AUDIO.
CHASSIS
7+7WAITS
R.M.S.

The Stereo 30 comprises a complete stereo
pre -amplifier. power amplifiers and power supply. This,
with only the addition of a transformer or overwind will
produce a high quality audio unit suitable for use with a
wide range of inputs i.e. high quality ceramic pick-up,
stereo tuner, stereo tape deck etc. Simple to install,
capable of producing really first class results, this unit is
supplied with full instructions, black front panel knobs,
main switch, fuse and fuse holder and universal
mounting brackets enabling it to be installed in a record
plinth. cabinets of your own construction or the cabinet
available Ideal for the beginner or the advanced
constructor who requires Hi-Fi performance with a
minimum of installation difficulty (can be installed in 30.
mins)

TRANSFORMER £2.45 plus 62p p &p
TEAK CASE £3.65 plus 62p p & p.

.  .

1 NEW PA12 Stereo
Pre -Amplifier corn-'
',lonely redesigned
foe use with AL
20/30 Amplifier :,

Modules. Features inciucieon/off volume.
Balance, Bass and Treble controls. Complete_ .

wrth tape output.

6.

Stabilised Power Supply Type SPM80
SPM80 is especially designed to power 2 of the AL60 Amplifiers,
up to 15 watts (R.M.S.) per channel simultaneously. With the
addition of the Mains Transformer BMT80, the unit will provide
outputs of up to 1.5A at 35V. Size' 63mm. 105mm. 30mm.
Incorporating short circuit protection.
Transformer BMT80
£2.60 + 62p postage

Power supply for AL20/ 30,
PA12, SA450 etc.

Input voltage 15-20v A.C. Output voltage 22-30v D.C.

Output current 800 mA Max.size bOmm x 43 -mm x 26mm.

Transformer T531-2.12.30

P.O. BOX 6, WARE, HERTS.



YOU'RE NEVER ALONE WITH AN MPU

The worlds largest ever ship, the
550,000 ton 'Batillus' is under MPU
control! All engine control monitoring
and alarm systems are now run from
the system shown in the picture. The
video monitors are hooked to the MPU
'Alphaprom' units - one per engine -
which each have 225 alarm points
throughout its system.

The control room has an alpha -

VERY SUBMIN SWITCH

Roxburgh Electronics have a new
subminature rotary switch which is
sealed in an industry -standard TO -5
can. Designated the Series 30, the
switch offers a wide range of configur-
ations, and from 2 to 8 switchpositions.

Nominally rated at 0.5A, 125V AC,
the switch contacts are capable of
handling up to 3A, and the Series has
been designed for direct mounting
to PCB's, or for panel -mounting by
means of an optional bush.

A thumbwheel switch is also
available.

Roxburgh Electronics Limited, 22
Winchelsea Road, Rye, Sussex.

numeric printer, which reads out to
the operator any deviation in levels
considered significant, along with pre-
cise time codes. New alarms appear as

red type, and faults rectified as black.
Naturally a loud acoustic alarm is also
provided. After all the controller
might be colour-blind!

CSI By, P. O. Box 174 Vlaardingen,
Holland.

SINGLE -CHIP JFET PREAMPLIFIER

The first monolithic JFET preamplif-
iers types T100/300 by Siliconix will
serve as single -device replacements for
the discrete component assemblies
generally used to buffer hig-
impedance signals from piezo-electric
and capacitive microphones/trans-
ducers. They operate at low power
levels from single DC power supplies
of 1.3 to 30V. Applications include
hearing aids, microphone preamp-
lifiers and general purpose impedance
converters. Two versions have been
introduced, both in TO -72 metal can
packages.

No external components are
required for operation with devices
such as ceramic electret-condenser,
and air -condenser, microphones, or
piezo-electric capacitive transducers.

Each chip contains an N -channel
depletion -mode, junction field effect
transistor (JFET), with a diffused
source resistor and back-to-back
Schottky diodes. The diodes from the
high -impedance, gate -bias resistance.
The circuit is self biasing.

Siliconix Limited, 30A High Street,
Thatcham, Newbury, Berks RG13
4JG.

TRUTH TABLE DETECTOR CLIP

The 548A Logic Chip from H.P. is
designed to clip on to a 16 -pin DIP -

pack IC, when its light -emitting diodes
show the logic states of each of the
IC's pins simultaneously.

It is automatic for all logic families
from 4 to 18V DC. Three volt CMOS
is tested by connecting a 4.5V supply
to an auxiliary power pin.

With internal, self-seeking logic
circuitry, the 548A locates the supply
and ground pins automatically; it can
be placed on the IC 'upside down' or
'rightside up'. Total current drawn
by the clip is less than 40mA with
15 LEDs on. Input current is less than
15mA, assuring virtually no circuit
loading. Inputs are protected to 30V
DC for 1 minute. Price is £77.

Hewlett-Packard Limited, King
Street Lane, Winnersh, Wokingham,
Berkshire RG11 5AR.

SHARP PRACTICES IN WATCHES?

One very interesting little snippet
caught our eye last month - Gillette,
the well known face scraping
company, are adverting in the USA for
digital watch engineers. Both LCD and
LED men are required, as are I2L logic
designers. With their past history
Gillette can't fail to carve themselves
a good chunk of the market,
(literally!).

GAMES FOR HIRE

Later this year Fairchild
Semiconductors who have recently
taken a hand in digital watches, will be
introducing their long awaited TV
games chips into Europe. These are
based on the F8 microprocessor,
and according to Fairchild, can handle
teletext as well. In order to assure
themselves of a market, the company
plans to do a deal with a TV rental
company so that games could be hired
with the set. The cost to the user
would be about £1 extra on top of a
colour rental.



TIME BOX

Not for pursuit of Daleks, but
ideal for digital clocks, this new case
from West Hyde is moulded in anti-
static ABS with 3Y2mm walls. It has
high impact strength, and integral
front feet which lift the case to good
viewing angle. Two positions for PCB's
are provides.

Available in white, red, orange and
blue in any quantity, all have 3mm
thick red acrylic window panels.

Dimensions: 56mm x 131mm x
71.5mm deep. Prices: 1 off £1.79 -
100 off less 25%.

West Hyde Developments Limited,
Ryefield Crescent, Northwood Hills,
Middlesex HA6

NEW CATALOGUE FROM
MARSHALL'S

One of the catalogues which we at ETI
refer to most has just been updated:
that from Marshall's. The new edition
has 160 pages - considerably larger
than the previous one. More inform-
ation of semiconductor lead -outs are
included as is a new listing of
Japanese equivalents.

For callers the price is 30p but it's
also available by post for 40p from
A. Marshall, 42 Cricklewood
Broadway, London NW2 3ET.

CLOCK MODULE SHRINKS

The interest generated by the MA1001
series of clock module subsystems has
encouraged National to introduce a
further series, designated MA1002.
This new series miniaturises the com-
plete module to a package only
7.5mm x 3.5mm,

Various versions are available for
12/24 hours formats and input fre-
quencies, and further details are
available on request from National
Semiconductor, 19 Goldington Road,
Bedford, M K40 3LF.

HOME ON THE (TEXAS) RANGE

The consumer electronics fields is

about to be asked to hear the weight
of yet another giant. Texas
Instruments are placing their highly
digital boots firmly in the earth of the
home market, and expect them to take
root there, and grow to 93% of their
total business in 1978.

Whether or not they achieve the
full bloom of this success depends
entirely as to whether you and I take
to the gifts the giant comes bearing.
It almost gives one a feeling of power
does it not?

As a starter T.I. have introduced 16
digital watches, 12 of which are in
plastic cases. Technology is I2L, not

the ubiquitous MOS - a move to
newer pastures, broken by Sinclair.
The range is priced from £15.95 to
around £32. Yer pays yer money and
takes yer choice - of case and strap,
the modules are the same in all the
watches, and give 5 functions as usual.
The styling is certainly carefully
thought out, and new types will be
dropped onto the public as and when
T.I. deem it timely to do so.

A calendar feature is incorporated,

preset to 4 years of correct month
length. However since the batteries
last you at most a year, and date info
is lost on switch -off (battery change)
so don't get too excited with the idea.

Marketing is to be through anybody
and everybody who will sell the
watches, so they will be around very
quickly. The displays are all LED but
Texas are expending many hours of
toil in the LCD field, and expect to
bring to fruition a watch with this
display sometime during 1977.

Calculators are the other channel
from which T.I. hopes our money

will flow. In order to speed this flood,
they have an extensive new range with
several very ingenious machines. At
the low cost end we have the TI 1600,
a slimline rechargable at £17.95.
Especially for the student, the TI 30
possess no less than FIFTEEN levels
of parenthesis. It also has full scientific
facilities, and will turn off the display
if you're wasting battery power.

Price £19.95.
The TI 5050 and 5040 are thermal

printing machines, the former portable
at £99, and the latter desk -bound for
£109. Perhaps the most amazing of all
is the SR -60. Defined as a calculator
only because it requires no peripherals
to work, it has a possible 1920 pro-
gramme steps and 100 memories! The
display is alphanumeric, and can inter-
rogate the user if programmed to!

Well, it prompts him anyway, (It is

to be hoped we don't get an SS
machine just yet! Ve hav vays of
making you compute and all that).
The tings the SR 60 won't do are very
few indeed, but for circa £1500 per-
haps this is not too surprising. Before
we are deafened by crys of 'MPU's
rule OK' let us add hastily that this is
not an MPU machine, but is calculator
chip based.

The range all use T.I.'s new (?)
Arithmetic Operating Logic, said to be
truly arithmetic in operation. In
practice it looks like an improvement
on ordinary arithmetic logic certainly,
and anything is an improvement on
RPN!

7
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COLOUR OSCILLOSCOPE

The Scopex 4D25 now includes a
special 'Glarecheq' graticule for
'refelection-free' measurement. This
does not decrease the brilliance of the
trace or increase the spot size but acts
to down extraneous reflection.

As a 'reaction against drabness in
instrumentation', a pleasant shade of
blue has been selected for the front
panel, and the controls and bezel have
been colour matched.

Technically the 4D25 offers 3%
accuracy on both time and voltage
measurements, and incorporates a
25MHz bandwidth with Y -amplifier
signal delay. Apart from which think
how well it will match the wallpaper!
Price £245.

Scopex I ntruments Limited,
Pixmore Industrial Estate, Pixmore
Avenue, Letchworth, Herts SG6 1Jd.

IN 3 x 106 YEARS TIME, IT WILL
BE ONE SECOND SLOW!

RCA are working for the US Navy to
determine the feasibility of using
hydrogen maser clocks -- precise to
one second in three million years -- in
Global Positioning Systems (GPS)
satellites.

These satellites are part of a tri-
service programme under Air Force
direction. NTS-1 was launched in July
1974 and tested rubidium clocks.
NTS-2 will test cesium clocks; NTS-3
will test hydrogen maser clocks.

A planned constellation of 24 GPS
satellites will be continusously trans-
mitting time synchronized signals. A
ship, airplane or land craft suitably
equipped to receive the signals, will be
able to determine its exact position
anywhere on the glode.

Hydrogen atoms are employed
because of an extremely stable fixed
frequency generated under certain
controlled conditions. The atoms are
produced from hydrogen gas
molecules by an electrical discharge
and beamed intp a special container
in a microwave cavity. The hydrogen
atoms undergo an energy state change
and emit a frequency that can be used
to very accurately control the output
frequency.

Can you just see the thing ticking
away merrily on your mantelpiece?
The BBC would have to phone you for
a time check - about 5976 AD!

£37.286 PER DIGIT!

The Data Precision 175 is a full
function, 32 range battery and line
operated instrument, whose basic
sensitivity is 100mV.

With 5 ranges of DC/AC voltage
measurement and 100% overrange cap-
ability per range, the 175 measures
from 100/..tV to 1000V, protected to
±1000V on any range (including
100mV). Basic instrument accuracy is
0.1%, and this is a 1 year specification
over a ±-50 temperature range.

Resistance measurements are
catered for from 100mS2 to 20M52 in
6 ranges (basic accuracy of better than
0.1%).

A 'low voltage' mode is provided
having the same ranges as the normal
resistance measurement, but with only
300mV of open circuit excitation.
This enables resistance measurements
to be made on circuits while still
connected to semiconductor devices.

The £120 the Model 175 costs
brings, in addition to the basic instru-
ment, its rechareable battery module,
a pair of fuse protected test leads,
mains lead with charger, alligator clip
adaptors and a complete certificate
of traceability.

Farnell International Instruments
Limited, Sandbeck Way, Wetherby,
West Yorkshire LS22 4DH.

FIRST LIVE 4 -CHANNEL
BROADCAST

Live quadraphonic broadcasting
experiments- have been conducted by
Radio Clyde (the commercial station
servicing the Glasgow area). Four and
a half hours of the "Proms 76"
concerts, by the Scottish National
Orchestra, were broadcast in four -

channel mode, direct from Kelvin Hall,
Glasgow. on June 26 and July 2, using
encoded signals. The encoding system
used for this experiment was the
Sansui OS Matrix.

The experiment follows one by
Piccadilly Radio - in April - where,
apart from certain records already
encoded, the Staion's output for two
days was synthesized via the QS
system into 4 -channel. The
Independent Broadcasting Authority
monitored and transmissions. We can
only hope for the experiments to
spread, with perhaps good ole Auntie
taking a hand (or four!).

NO, THE WHISTLE ISN'T DIGITAL

This hand-held battery -powered stop-
watch measure time to 50 minutes,
59.9 seconds in one -tenth second
intervals. Controls allow simple start./
stop, Time IN/Time Out, and include
safeguard against accidental reset.

Accuracy is controlled by a quartz
crystal, and the display LED. Weigh-
ing 6oz., the ET105 is approximately
41/2 x 2'/2 x 11/2 ins, and will slip into a
jacket pocket.

Price to be announced. Newitt and
Company Limited, 81 Goodramgate,
York YO1 2LU.

IC IN CAMERA
Contained in a 16 pin DIP the
ZNA134 is a complete system, requir-
ing only a single 5V supply. An on -
chip oscillator (which can be over-
driven) externally permits multiple
SPG unit usage.

The ZNA134 incorporates such
features as synchronising between
units, direct reset to horizontal and
vertical counters, facailities for adding
and subtracting lines, automatic inter-
lacing and a field reference output.
Perhaps its most novel feature is its
abaility to provide both CCIR and EIA
equalisation by changing the voltage
on a single pin.

The ZNA134 generates all the
horizontal, vertical, mixed blanking
and synchronising pulses necessary for
raster generation in 625 or 525 line
commercial, industrial or military TV
systems. It can be supplied to operate
over the military temperature ranges.

Ferranti Limited, Electronic -
Components Division, Gem Mill,
Chadderton, Oldham OL9 8NP.



/Marshall'
Call in and see us 9-5.30 Mon -Fri 9-5.00 Sat Trade and export enquiries welcome

A Marshall (London) Ltd Dept: ETI
4_9142 Cricklewood Broadway London NW2
Tel: 01-452 0161/2 Telex: 21492
& 85 West Regent St Glasgow G2 2QD
Tel: 041-332 4133
& 1 Straits Parade Fishponds Bristol BS16 2LX
Tel: 0272-654201/2
& 27 Rue Danton Issy Les Moulineaux Paris 92

Catalogue price 40p (30p to callers).

op I I Semicon  uctors from
manufacturers branded stock

the largest range in the UK - All devices NEW RANGE TOOLS -
HIGH QUALITY

25456
254554

1.40
1.54

253390
253391

0.37
0.29

255295
255296

0.40
0.36

Al -186
-F200

0.50
0.70

BC2596
8C261.4

0.18
0.21

8F194
87195

0.12
0.11

14011_

LM7805P
0.41
1.99

SN76003N 2.36
SN750135 1.50 MINIATURE

254574
25490
25491

1.70
4.60
5.10

253391A
253392
753393

0.34
0.14
0.15

255298
2N5451
255458

0.36
0.29
0.26

47239
47240
47279

0.74
0.90
0.80

BC2678
BC763C
BC300

0.19
0.31
0.45

871 96
87197
BF198

0.13
0.14
0.15

LM78127
LM 78157
LM78247

1.99
1.99
1.99

SN760235 1.95
55760280 2.50
ST2 0.20

ELECTRONIC PLIERS
INSULATED HANDLES

77492 5.75 753394 0.15 255459 0.29 AF280 0.85. 8C301 0.45 87200 0.29 MC1303 1 47 744300 2.87

25493 5.98 753402 0.30 755497 0.42 AL102 1.50 BC303 0.60 8F225J 0.25 MCi310 1.96 TAA263 1.25 Hound nose box joint 4" long £2.50
25596
75697
75698

0.25
0.16
0.82

253414
2113415
253416

0.15
0.17
0.23

255494
255496
255777

0.45
0.50
0.45

AL103
BC107
8C108

1.50
0.14
0.12.

BC307
BC3084
BC309C

0.20
0.18
0.25

6E244
87245
87246

0.35
0.34
0.76

MC1330P
MC13511,
MC1352P

0.75
0.87
0.87

TAA350 2.48
744550 0.60
TAA611C 2.25

Diagonal cutters box joint 4" long
£2.80

25599 0.55 253417 0.27 256027 0.45 BC109 0.15 BC317 0.14 BF254 0.20 MC1466L 3.95 TAAB21 2.15 Flat nose box joint 4" long £2.40

25706 0.12 253440 0.57 35128 0.50 BC113 0.17 BC318 0.13 87255 0.20 MC14698 2.80 7446618 1.32 Snipe nose box joint 4" long £2.40
2570645 0.12 253441 0.78 35139 1.45 BC115. 0.19. BC337 0.19 87257 0.37 ME0402 0.20 7846418 2.50 Desoldering tool E5.00
219708 0.21 7N3442 1.20 3%140 0.85 BC116 0.19 8C338 0.21 87258 0.49 ME0404 0.19 TBA651 1.69

25709 0 50 2713638 0.16 35141 0.85 BC1194 0.20 8C547 0.12 87759 0.49 ME0412 0.20 TBA810 0.98

25711 0.55 2536384 0.16 3N200 2.60 aciI7 0.22 90548 0.10 87459 0.39 ME4102 0.10 784820 0.85

25718 0.22 753639 0.30 40361 0.45 8C118 0.16 80549 0.13 8E879 0.24 M14104 0.10 TBA920 2.90

25 7184 0.40 253641 0.20. 40362 0.48 BC119 0.30 BCY30 1.03 BFS21A 2.60 MJ480 1.65 71009. 0.30

25720 0.69 253702 0.17 40363 1.00 8C121 0.45 8C731 1.06 8FS28 1.04 MJ48I 1.30 TIP29A 0.50
25914 0.22 253703 0.15 40389 0.50 eci25 0.18 EICY32 1.18 BES6I 0.30 MJ490 1.05 TIP30A 0.60 P.C. MARKER PEN DALO 33PC

25916 0.43 253704 0.15 40394 1.20 EIC126 0.25 BCY33 0.90 EIFS98 0.27 MJ491 1.55 TM314 0.62 0.87.. ZENER DIODES 400MW
27918 0.34 253705 0.15 40395 1.20 BC132 0.30 SC734 0.98 87829 0.36 MJ2955 1.00 DP324 0.75 0.11, 1W 0.17, 2.5W 0.35. IC

25929
7N930
251302

0.25
0.26
0.37

253706
253707
273/08

0.14
0.18
0.14

40406
40407
40408

0.45
0.38
0.60

BC134
BC135
8C136

0.15
0.15
0.19

BCY38
8C742
BCY56

2.00
0.60
0.55

BFX30
BFX84
BFX85

0.38
0.38
0.41

MJE340
MJE370
MJE3 /1

0.58
0.68
0.87

TIP33A 1.00
717344 1.50
717354 1.70

SOCKETS EMIL 0.14, 14DIL 0.15,
16DIL 0.16. RESISTORS %W

251303 0.45 253709 0.15 40409 0.55 BC137 0.14 BCY59 0.32 BFX87 0.35 MJE52.0 0.65 TtP364 8.36 0.02 (100 per value £1.30), 55W
251304 0.40 253710 0.14 40410 0.65 BC140 0.60 BCY70 0.25 8E888 0.32 MJE571 0.75 TiP414 0.70 0.03 (100 per value £2.00).
251305 0.40 253711 0.15 40411 2.30 BC141 0.65 130(71 0.26 BFX89 0.75 MJE7955 1.25. TIP42A 0.90 SCORPIO CAR IGNITION KIT
751306
251307
2511308
2N1309

0.31
0.30
0.60
0.60

253712
253713
253714
273715

1.20
2.30
2.45
2.45

40594
40595
40601
40602

0.75
0.85
0.70
0.50

BCI42
BC143
BC147
BC148

0.30
0.30
0.10
0.10

80472
86115
BD116

,80121

0.24
1.20
1.20
2.00

87750
81551
87552
87753

0.30
0.38
0.36
0.34

MJE3055
MP8111
MP81 12
MP81 13

0.75
0.35
0.40
0.45

01729c 0.80
T1P30c 0.85
TM31c 0.85
TI P3 2c 1.25

£12.95. BOX £1.80 TRANS-
FORMERS £3.75 IMF 440 VAC
£1.50 BOARD 0.95 JUMBO

251671 1.80 253716 2.60 40603 0.60 9C149 0.13 83173 2 00 87790 1.27 MPF102 0.30 71733, L45 7 -SEGMENT DISPLAYS £2.00.
2516/14 1.92 753771 1.60 40604 0.60 BCI53 0.27 80124 2.00 BRY39 0.50 MPS405 0.20 TiP34c 1.70 DL 707 £1.75. MINITRON £1.50.
2516716
251711
251907

2 12
0.27
5.50

253772
253773
253779

1.70
2.65
3.15

40636
40573
AC126

1.15
0.73
0.37

BC154
ac,57
8C158

0.27
0.12
0.11

90131
BD132
80135

0.51
0.54
0.34

BSX20
SSX21
8U105

0.31
0.32
3.05

MPSA06
.MPSAI 2
MPS455

0.20
0.35
0.20

.71741, 1.00
TiP42, 1.20
TIP2965 1.00

LEDs RED YELLOW GREEN .2,n
dia 0.24.

272102 0.60 253790 2.75 AC127 0.44 8C160 0.78 B0135 0.36 811705 2.40 MPSA56 0.20 7173055 0.50
252147 1.40 253791 2.75 4C126 0.57 sc,s7s 0.12 50137 0.36 CA30834 1.10 MPSUO5 0.40 rS43 0.30

252148 1.85 253792 2.90 AC151V 0.35 BC1688 0.12 BD138 0.39 CA3030 A 1.80 MPSUO6 0.40 21.8300 0.15
2517160 1.10 253794 0.26 AC152V 0.50 BC168C 0.12 80139 0.42 CA3028A 0.85. MPSU55 0.45 7TX301 0.15

2192218A 0.47 253810 0.26 AC153 0.40 801698 0.12 80140 0.46 CA3035 0.80 MPSU56 0.45 ZTX302 0.20
2512219
2512219A

0.42
0.52

253870
253873

0.29
0.61

ACI53K
AC154

0.42
0.45

BC169C
BC170A

0.12
0.16

80529
50530

0.35
0.38

CA3052
CA3046

1.62
0.73

NE555V
NE555

0.48
1.30.

ITX5C0 0.15
ITX5C1 0.15 SEE MARSHALL'S FOR

752220
252221

0.35
0.22

2N3904
253906

0.21
0.22

AC176
AC1765

0.40
0.45

BC171
80172

0.14
0.12

80770
131115

1 13
0 36

CA3048
CA30891-

2.15
2 00

585500
NF561

4 48
4.48

ZTX5C2 0.18
ZTX530 0.23

CMOS

25272IA 0.25 0.19 NE559 1 30 C04000 0.20 C1740'8 1.01 CD4042 0.83

2N2222 0.25 254037 0.55 ACI886 0.45 BC178 0.18 8E171 0.55 LM30IA 0.47 0C28 2.00 CD4001 0.20'004019 0.57 CD4043 0.91

21422224 0.25 2N4058 0.20 A0142 0.65 BC179 0.21 BF123 0.55 LM3085 1.32 0C35 1.50 Mini ceramic C04002 0.20 CD4020 1.12 CD4044 0.85

252368
252369A
257369

0.17
0.21
0.25

254059
254060
254061

0.15
0.20
0.17

40143
AD149
40150

0.75
0.74
1.20

80182
8C182LBC
EIC183

0.11
0.14
0.11

61152
87153
10154

0.25
0.25
0.25

LM309K
LM380
LM18 IAN

1.80
0.98
2.07

0C42
0C45
0071

0.50
0.75
0.45

capacitors
1pF--0.015mF

C04006 1.16 CD4021 1.01 C04045 1.30
CD4007 0.20 074022 0.97 004046 1.20
CD4008 0.97 C04023 0.20 C0404 7 0.95

252646 0.55 254062 0.18 40161 1.23 BC1B3L 0.14 BF 159 0.35 LM /02C 0.75 0072 0.45 5p CD4009 0.57 CD4024 0.79 c04049 0.66

252547 1.10 254176 0.17. AD162 1.23 8C184 0.12 81160 0.30 LM 709705 0.98 0081 0.75 CD4010 0.57 034025 0.20 C04050 0.56

272904 0.36 254789 0.30 AF105 0.45 BC184L 0.14 37161 0.60 LM74 I CAN 0.38 0083 0.50 Polystyrene co4011 0.20 CD4027 0.56.074510 1.54

2512904A
252905
2529054

0.37
0.37
0.35

754919
754920
254921

0.85
0.90
0.60

AF114
AF115
A7116

0.65
0.65
0.65

8C207
BC208
BC212

0.11
0.10
0.14

8.166
87167
87173

0.40
0.33
0.33

8011
14DIL
LM7 1 0

0.35
0.40
0.45

ORP12
653
SL4144

0 60
1.80
2.35

capacitors
10pF.-15000

C04012 0.20 C04029 0.91 CD4511 1.70
C04013 0.59 CD4029 1.17 C04516 1.54
CD4014 1.01 CD4030 0.57 004518 1.38

252906 0.28 254922 0.65 AF117 0.65 BC2I2L 0.14 87177 0.38 LM3900N 0.55 Sl610C 2.35 5p C04015 1.01 C04031 2.26 CD4520 1.38

2529064
252907

0.25
0.21

254923
255190

0.70
0.70

AF118
AFI24

0.65
0.65

BC214L
8C237

0.17
0.14

BF178
87179

0.45
0.48

LM 723C
LM 7411099

0.60
0.40

S1611C
SL812C

2.35
2 35

15000--
p000

C04016 0.56 CD4037 0.97 C04553 4.07
CD4017 1.01 CD404 i 0.83

2529074
2N2924
252926

0.22
0.15
0.13

255191
255192
255195

1.30
1.00
1.10

47125
AF126
AFI27

0.65
0.65
0.65

8C238
8C239
8C251

0.12
0.15
0.15

BFI80
87181
BF182

0 36
0.36
0.35

LM 709CA5
EIDIL
140IL

0.48
0.40
0.38

SL620C
St 62IC
S1523

3.50
3.50
5.75

10P
4700p-:

7N3053 0.25. 255245 0.35 47139 0.69 8C253 0.22 8F183 0.35 LM747EN 0.78 SL640C 4 00 OlnnF

253054
253055

0.50
0.65

255294 0.40 BC2574
5C2584

0.17
0.17

8.184
8.185

0 35
0.35

LM 748
BOIL

0.78
0.44

SL641C 4.00
. _

20p Veroboard

NEW REDUCTIONS FOR TTL
TTL Integrated Circuits - Quality & Prices you can't beat

S57400
SN /401
SN7402
SN7403
557404
557405
SN 7406
S57407
557408
951409
SN 7410

0.16
0.16
0.16
0.16
0.18
0.18
0.51
0.18
0.18
0.18
0.16

SN 7417
557413
SN7416
857417
85 7420
S%7423
55 /475
S574: 7
977430
577432

0.25
0.40
0.43
0.43
0.16
0.26
0.27
0 27
0.16
0.27

SN7437
957438
SN 7440
SN 7441
SN 7442
SN 7445
857446
SN 7447
5517448
SN7450
SN 7451

"15%

DIN PLUGS - 14p
DIN CHASSIS SOCKETS - 10p
3 -pin, 4 -pin. 5-p '.n 180 . 5 -pin 240 . 6 -pin speaker

LINE SOCKETS 14p each
3 pin. 5 pin 180 speake'

PHONO PLUGS (screw top). Red, White, Black. Green
or yellow -- 10p.

LINE PLUGS (same colours) -- 10p
PHONO CHASSIS SOCKETS: Single 7p,

Double 10p, 3 -way 12p, 6 -way 25p, 8 -way 35p

0.35
0.35
0.16
0.76
0.55
0.94
0.86
0.81
0.85'
0.16
0.16

Sr,i7453
557454
55.7.160
SN 74.70
SN7472
SN7473
S5/7474
557475
SN7476
SN 7480
SN7481

0.16
0.16
0.16
0.32
0.26
0.30
0.30
0.40
0.36
0.45
1.10

SN 7482
557483
SN 7.184
SN /485
S57486
SN7490
SN7491
Se47492
SN 7493
5,47494
S77495

0.67
0.92
0.85
1.25
0.29
0.43
0.68
0.43
0.43
0.74
0.59

SN 7496
S574100
SN 74107
557.1118
551/4119
95741:1
S1,174122
S574123
5574141
5574145
SN74150

0.78
1.15
0.30
0.90
1.80
0.34
0.45
0.40
0.72
0.74
1.20

5N74151
5574153
55 74154
SN 741 55
SIv7:157
SN74150
5574151
5574162
SN74163
S574164
511474185
SN74157

DISCOUNT FOR 100 MIX"

JACK PLUGS & SOCKETS
V.," mono plastic plugs
'/4" mono chrome plug
1/4" mono line socket
1/4" plastic switch socket
14" stereo plastic plug
1/4" stereo chrome plug
1/4" stereo plastic line socket
1/4" stereo chrome line socket
1/4" stereo plastic switched socket
3.5mm plug
3 5mm socket
3 5mm line socket
2.5mm plug
2 5mm socket

0.77
0.73
1.29
1.20
0.88
1.20
1.20
1.20
1.20
0.93
0.93
3.70

S,7)4174
S574175
87174126
S11174190
SN7418I
SIN 74190
SN74161
SN74192
55174193
5574196
5574197
5574198
5574199

1.06
0.94
0.86
1.23
2.58
1.33
1 33
1.13
1.13
1.85
1 85
2.04
2.04

15p
22p
15p
18p
20p
30p
20p
35p
25p
10p
10p
10p
10p
10p

ALL PRODUCTS FULLY GUARANTEED TO MANUFACTURERS SPECIFICATIONS

Copper Plain

0 1 0.15 0.1 0.15
Ep Q.p Ep Ep

2 5x33/4in 36 29 22 17
2 5x5in 44 40 - 19
334x33/4in 44 40 -

49 54 32 32
33/4 a 171n 1.73 1.44 1.00 1.92
PINSx36 30 30

x200 1.16 1.16

TRADE AND RETAIL SUPPLIED

Potentiometers
Linear or Log

Single Double
Rotary Pots 25p 75p
Rotary Switched 55p
Sliders 45p 75p
FULL RANGE OF CAPACITORS
STOCKED. SEE CATALOGUE FOR
DETAILS.

Presets Horizontal or Vertical
0 1W Sp 0 3W 10p

SEND FOR OUR NEW 160 PAGE
CATALOGUE - CRAMMED WITH
NEW PRODUCTS, TECHNICAL
INFORMATION AND ALL BACKED
BY THE USUAL SUPERLATIVE
MARSHALL'S SERVICE - FOR
ONLY 40p POST PAID OR 30p TO
PERSONAL CALLERS

PLEASE ADD VAT TO YOUR
ORDER. POSTAGE & PACKING
30p.
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Low Cost VDU
I 560

LAST MONTH WE DESCRIBED the
design requirements and system
description of a simple VDU; this
month we will cover most aspects of
construction with modifications and
applications next month. The pro-
ject has been designed with PCBs in
order to simplify construction; there
is no reason why the circuit should
not be built on Veroboard as was
the first prototype of the 560 VDU.

INTERFACE TO TV
The TV set used in the prototype is a
Heathkit GR-9900 set built from a
kit. If you decide to use this kit set
which is one of the most attractive
portable sets that I have seen then it
will be necessary to break the circuit
in the set by removing the positive
end of C18 from the PCB. On the
prototype two video sockets were
added at the rear of the set, one
connected to the point where C18
was on the PCB (TV video out), and
the other connected to the now
floating end of C1 8 (Video in), both
sockets using chassis ground. A
short link of coax with a plug at each
end will connect the two sockets for
normal TV programs or the output
from the 560 VDU can be connect-
ed to the Video in socket.

It may be possible to modify any
other portable set in a similar
manner but check that there is a

transformer in the mains input
circuit. Domestic TV sets may be
modified to accept a video signal
but check with manufacturer first.
The alternative is to use a UHF
modulator as supplied by Crofton
Electronics but this must be cor-
rectly set up or else all of the
verticals in each character will have
a stepped or wobbly look. If a

modulator is used then the 560
VDU can be used with any TV set,
colour or B/W. NB: These modula-
tors can transmit back down an
aerial line even if the normal aerial
line is disconnected and if the
modulator output line is too near the
aerial line then any other set

Part 1:Construction
Components for this project are available from Watford Electronics (who supply the
metal case, type WE 1), Technomatic. Bywood or Catronics

fi
12

5

VDU -A

Fig. 2(a) Board A PCB

connected to that aerial may also
pick up this signal. This is more
likely to happen in flats, etc, where
a common TV aerial is very often
built-in.

POWER SUPPLY
The TTL and MOS RAM require a

stabilised 5v supply at about 1A
current; this is most conveniently
supplied by the well-known LM309

-r

voltage regulator which :uses the
metal case as a heatsink and a

groundplane. The MOS ROM
(251 3 character generator) requires
supplies of 5v, GND, -5v and
-- 12v, all at very low current levels;
the -5 and --12v supplies are
derived from a second winding on
the transformer with Vdd as a

common ground. The circuit dia-
gram of the power supply shows the

10 ELECTRONICS TODAY INTERNATIONAL-SEPTEMBER 1976



two transformer windings rectified
by D1-4 and D5-8 and smoothed by
C1 and C2. The output from Cl is

used to feed the voltage regulator
REG1 which outputs a regulated 5v
at up to 1 Amp, LEDI and R1 are
used as a panel lamp to indicate
"Power On The output from C2
will be in the area of -15v; this is
limited by zener D9 to -12v and in
turn this -1 2v is limited to -5v by
zener D10. No indicators were used
here but an LED could be connected
across C2 (with suitable limiting
resistor) to give a panel indication
that both positive and negative
supplies were on.

Note that the transformer must
have two separate windings (12-0,
12-0); a 12-0-12 centre -tapped
type will not do.

BOARD 1'

The block diagram of board 'B' is

shown in Fig 3. Its function is to
generate TV sync signals and
character video information and
then to mix these two signals with a
blanking signal to produce a

standard video signal for input to a
modified TV set.

The sync generator is formed by
two 555 timers in a stable mode
both with a mark/space ratio of
about 10:1. ICI runs at 50Hz and
IC2 at 15K Hz. The outputs from
these ICs consist of a short negative
pulse from each which are mixed in
IC5 to give a mixed sync signal. We
will refer to these signals as FS
(Frame Sync), LS (Line Sync) and
MSYN. IC3 and IC4 are 555 timers
in the monostable mode. IC3 uses
FS as a trigger input and produces
an output called FSD (Frame Sync
Delay) which is basically FS inverted
but with the length of the short
pulse adjustable by VR3. The width
of this pulse is used to define the
distance from the top of the screen
at which the output will start and
the signal is used to blank the video
and to reset line and row counters.
IC4 produces a similar signal (LSD)
which defines the distance from the
left-hand side of the screen and is
used to blank the video and also
resets the Master Clock (MCLK) and
character counters.

The Master Clock (MCLK) is
generated using two gates of IC5
which will oscillate at about 6MHz
whenever LSD is low. As LSD
always goes low at the same ""time"'
on each TV line MCLK always starts
at the same position on each TV
line; this is very important to avoid
ragged edges or verticals on the
characters.

04.4.....a..x.s4N4,

1

opI

2 vA 2 vV4

G NO

.0044104.

..0.44.740X4.0

4111111.

TO

CI

VDU -A

Fig 2(b) Board A component overlay

SYNC GEN DELAY GEN MASTER CL.K
VIDEO

BLANK:NG

M
S

N 1D

B
V

VIDEO
CCLK

T.V. LINE
COUNTER

CHARACTER
GEN ROM MULT!FLEXER VIDEO MIXER

RC LK

C LAT

CV1D

3 BoardFig. B block diagram.LATCHED DATA BUS

VIDEO GENERATOR
1C15 is a 7421 4 -input AND gate
(note not a 7420 NAND) which
mixes the blanking signals RCLK,
FBLK, LBLKI, and BLNK. RCLK
occurs on the last two of every ten
TV lines after FSD, this thus blanks
at the bottom of each character row.
FBLK and LBLKI are from the
flip-flops IC13-14, the FBLK signal
is set by FSD and reset by EOF
which is generated when the text
row counter exceeds the number of
rows (8 at present). LBLKI is formed
in a similar manner. To test board
-B- connect a temporary link from
LBLKO to LBLKI. BLNK signal is

generated to "flash" the output
character, it can be left unconnect-
ed at present. IC15 output (BVID) is
mixed with the character video
(CVID) from the character generator
and multiplexer and then mixed
with MSYN to emerge from IC16 as
something close to a standard video
signal. If we mix this signal reduced

by about 50% with the full scale
MSYN .we have a standard video
signal with the large negative
troughs from MSYN very apparent
if seen on a scope.

If you build up board "B" with
ICs 1-6 and 13-16 and associated
components you should now be.
able to produce a video picture on
the set. Set all presets to midway
and turn on, adjust VR1 until
picture stops -rolling- and then
adjust VR2 until picture stabilises
horizontally. It was found that FS
and LS sometimes drifted off after
warming up and thus VR1 and VR2
may need adjusting during use. You
may prefer to use panel -mounted
potentiometers in place of or in
addition to the board -mounted
presets.

Having stabilised the picture you
should see a set of horizontal lines
produced by RCLK, these should be
thick white lines with thin spaces
between; each white line will
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Fig. 4 Board B circuit diagram
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IC11
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IC 16a IC 16b IC 16c
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IC 15a
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IC 13

IC 14
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Fig. 5 (a). Board B PCB

0

become a character row. Adjust
VR3 until the first of these rows is
about two inches from the top of the
screen and then adjust VR4 until
the lines start about one inch from
the lefthand side of the screen. If
you do not have access to an
oscilloscope then the TV screen can
now be used to test out each part of
construction. DISCONNECT
POWER SUPPLY AND CONNEC-
TION TO TV BEFORE SOLDERING
EACH TIME.

ICS 8-12 can now be mounted
and the supply and TV reconnected.

This should now show each white
row now split up into white boxes.
You may also have white vertical
lines the same width as the boxes
above the FSD line; do not worry
about this at this stage. Count the
boxes from the left and adjust VR5
until you have about 34-35 boxes
across each row. When the EOF and
EO.L. signals are connected from
board "C"' the boxes will be
blanked after number 32 and the
rows- will be blanked after number
8, thus giving our display -box-.

Disconnect, install IC7 with its

power supplies (note MOS handling
precautions) and reconnect supply
and TV. Assuming that all of the 6
data input lines to IC7 are open
circuit each character box will show
either an "at" sign "@" or a

question mark "?- or a mix of both.
The inputs may pick up stray 50Hz
radiation and swap between all high
(-?") and all low ("@"). When you
have become bored with watching it
you can celebrate being about
half -way to completion.

Omar
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BOARD 'C'
A block diagram of board "C" is
shown as Fig 6; assembly is almost
as simple as it looks.

Start by inserting lCs 17-19 and
connecting CCLK, RCLK, FSD and
LSD from board "B" and EOF and
EOL back to board "B". The results
on the screen should now be that
we have finished defining our
display box of 32 characters wide
by 8 rows high with flip-flops
IC13-14 now working correctly by
blanking any video generated out-
side our box.

ADDRESS COMPARATOR
Any positive true logic address
input from switches or other logic
input to IC20-21 will be inverted by
these ICs if ENABLE is connected to
logic "1"; if ENABLE is at logic "0"
then this will cause all 8 outputs to
go high thus almost effectively
disabling the address inputs. The
Enable signal is not used in the
basic unit and should be connected
to a permanent logic "1" or via a
1K resistor to Vss. If we consider
output "C" from IC19 and the
inverted H input address line we can
19ok at the expected output from the
7486 to which they are connected.
A 7486 is an EXCLUSIVE NOR gate
and the logic of EX -OR is a logic
"1" if either but not both inputs are
at logic "1", the output "1" is
inverted to logic "0" because this is
an EX -NOR gate not EX -OR. Thus
we will get a logic "1" whenever
either 19C is low and H is high (H
low) or if 1 9C is high and H is low

CCLK

LSD

RC LK

FSD

CHARACTER
COUNTER

CHARACTER ADDRESS

TEXT ROW
COUNTER

ROW ADDR

2
ADDRESS

INTERFACE RE OD ADDR

ADD RESS
COMPARATOR

RAM WRIT

INPUT DATA BUS

LATCHED

LATCHES
CL AT

COMP

Fig. 6 Board C block diagram

BIT 8

FLASHER BLNK

(H high), or in plain language we
get a logic "1" if 1 9C is the same
logic level as input H and a "0" if
they are different. Each 7486
output can be checked by leaving
A -H inputs high and linking each
7486 output in turn to BLNK input
to IC15. The results should be as
follows. 19C -H output should be
high during text rows 5-8 and tow
during 1-4. As a low input to BLNK
will turn off the display we would
expect text rows 1-4 to be turned
off, 19C will be the inverse of this
and thus the 1 9C input to the 7486
connected to BLNK will turn off
rows 5-8 and the 7486 output will
turn off rows 1-4. Similarly, counter
output 19B will extinguish rows 3,
4, 7, 8, and 1 9A will turn off rows
2, 4, 6, 8. The outputs from
counters 17-18 will blank columns
rather than rows with 1 8A blanking
columns 17-32, 1 7D blanking 9-16
and 25-32, 1 7C blanking groups of
4 17B blanking groups of 2 and
17A blanking every alternate

column. The outputs from the
7486s are the inverse of the above
signals and would thus cause the
opposite effects.

The output from IC30 will only
go low when all inputs are high and
this condition only occurs when the
counter outputs have the same
value as the A -H address inputs, i.e.
when both are addressing the same
box on the screen. If the output
from 1C30 is temporarily connected
to BLNK then only one box will be
blanked off, if the address inputs
are still all high then this will be the
box in the bottom right corner.
Check other settings of A -H input
switches to ensure that the box
which you think you should be
addressing is the one which is then
blanked.

ADDING THE RAM
THE MM2112 is a MOS RAM
containing 1024 (called 1K) bits.
Each bit can be a '1 or a "0" and on
turn -on will be mixed randomly; a
bit can set to the desired value by
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uniquely addressing that bit, setting
up the required data (1 or 0) at the
data I/O pin and putting a low onto
the R/W pin, preferably in that
sequence. Although our RAM con-
tains 1024 bits they are organised
internally as 256 words each of 4
bits in each RAM, we have two
RAM chips and thus we have a
choice of 512 x 4 or 256 x 8
organisation depending on a serial
or parallel connection, we need
words with at least 6 bits for ASCII
and thus we have chosen the 256
words of 8 bits organisation.

Ignore the concept of writing to
the RAM at present and assume
that the random pattern inside the
RAM at switch -on is the required

dTsplay output. As each display box
is addressed by ICs 17-19 so the
word is also selected in the RAM
and the appropriate data produced
at the RAM I /0 pins, six bits of this
RAM word are the ASCII code to
be passed to the 2513 ROM. Now
we come up against one of the
problems of working with MOS
devices - speed. The RAM takes at
least 650nS to find the required
word and present it at the I /0 pins
but in the meantime the data from
the previously addressed word is
still at the I/O pins. If we consider
the reaction time of the TTL
counters to be about 50nS before
the data is available for that box. If
we displayed the data straight from

Fig. 8(a) Board C PCB
the KAM then tne character would
appear to change halfway through
each box. First of all we tried to fool
the system by starting to display the
data during the latter half of each
box plus space time by using the
upper 5 outputs of the 7442 rather
than the lower 5. This would have
given us a space 5 units wide and
then a character 5 units wide.
Unfortunately the RAM data
appeared to change at about the 6th
or 7th unit and so the first one or
two units of our character box were
always wrong.

If we latch the RAM outputs at a
time when we know that they have
settled to their new values then we
can use the latched data to pass to

14 ELECTRONICS TODAY INTERNATIONAL-SEPTEMBER 1978



the ROM. In our system we have
decided to latch with 7442 output 9
and use 4-8 (or any other group of
5) outputs to generate our char-
acter. If we consider the first
characters in each text row we can
expect that box 1 will start with
rubbish and then change to the
desired character halfway through.
At the end of box 1 the data for the
first character will be latched to the
ROM and thus box 2 will show the
first character correctly, char 2 will
be latched at the end of box 2 and
displayed in box 3, etc. This means
that we will have a rubbish box at
the start of each row and that char
32 will be blanked because it is in
box 33 and box 33 is blanked by
the LSD/ EOL flip-flop. If we delay
_the action of this flip-flop until the
end of box 1 and the end of box 33
then box 1 will be enabled. We can
use the same latch pulse (7442
output 9) to do this causing
9/ 10ths of box 1 to be blanked by
LSD and the last 1/10th of box 33
to be blanked by EOL; as the last
1 / 10th of every box is always blank
anyway (only 4-8 are used) this will
have the effect of moving our
complete display area about 1/4 inch
to the right. As we are only using 6
or 7 of the bits we thus have a spare
latch in one of the 7475's which we
can use to latch the flip-flop.
Disconnect the temporary link on
board 'B' between LBLKO and
LBLKI and connect these points to
the spare input and output of IC26.
We are only using 6 RAM bits and 7
latch bits at present and thus we
have at least one spare. It was
decided to use this bit to define that
the displayed data should flash on
and off to thus bring attention to
any important parts of the message.
A 555 timer - IC28 - is set up to

Fig. 8(b) Board C component overlay ,
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ROW ADDRESS
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CHARACTER ADDRESS

oscillate at about 1 Hz, the output
from this is enabled by latched bit 7
and the resulting signal passed to
BLNK. If bit 7 is a logical '1' then
the appropriate character will be
blanked whenever the 555 output
is high which is for about half a
second every second; if bit 7 is low
then the BLNK signal will always be
high and thus the character will not
flash.

WRITING TO THE VDU
We now have a system which will
display any of 128 different char-
acters (64 steady and 64 flashing)
in any of 256 possible boxes on our
screen. What we need to know is
how to write data into the RAM in
order to get it displayed on the

screen. As we mentioned earlier a
low at the R/W input of the RAMs
will cause the data at the I /0 pins to
be placed in the memory location
addressed at the same time. Thus if
we set up a data word on the input
data bus we can write that data into
every position of the RAM by
holding R/W low for a time in
excess of the complete address
cycle time, as a complete cycle
takes less than 1/50th second we
can connect a push -on relejse-off
switch between R/W and Vdd. If
the data set up is ASCII '100000'
our switch will load ASCII spaces
into all positions of the RAM and
thus the screen will be cleared of all
other characters except spaces, for
this reason this switch is called
'CLEAR.' Note that CLEAR will load
all positions with the data set up.
This data will usually be ASCII
space but could be any other (all ""
looks very pretty).

Referring to Fig 9 the CLEAR,
switch can be seen as SW18
connecting writ (which goes to
R /W) to Vdd. This switch also
connects a low from Vdd to the
common of the data switches (and
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IC1-4
IC5
IC6
IC7
IC8-9
ICIO
IC11
IC12
IC13-14
IC15

INTEGRATED CIRCUITS

555
7400
7490
2513
7403
7404
7442
7490
7400
7421

LEO1 TIL209 or similar
01-8 1N4001 or similar
D9 12V 2ener. 400mW
DI 0 5V 2ener, 400mW
011.18 1N914 or similar

IC16
IC17.19
IC20-21
IC22-23
IC2425
IC26-27
IC28
IC29
IC30
REG 1

DIODES

7400
7493
7400
7486
2112-2
7475

555
7400
7430
LM309

the flash switch if connected). Each
switch is diode blocked from its
neighbours and held high by a

resistor if not connected to the
common Vdd by the switch being
closed, thus the data bus (6 or 7
lines) will reflect the open or closed
position of the switches if the
common line is low. If the common
line is open circuit then each bit in
the data bus will be held high by its
resistor but can be pulled low
against this resistor if the RAM
output for that bit is low, thus the
data bus from the switches is
effectively Wire-Or'd to the RAM
I /0 pins.

If we wish to write to a particular
RAM location then we have to set
up that location on our address
switches and the required data on
our data switches. This will have the
effect of causing IC30 output

VR 1 100K vertical preset
VR2 22' vertical preset
VR3 22Kvertical preset
VR4 10Kvertical preset
VRF 1,1 vertical preset

R1-3 1K

R47
R8
R9
RIO
R11

R12
R13
R14

4K7
220K
22K
15K
2K

RESISTORS

R15
R16
R17
R18
R19
R20

490h
1K

390R
470R
390R
4

CAPACITORS

Cl 2000uF 25V electrolytic C7-8 150F
C2 470uF 25V electrolytic C9-11 1001 16V electrolytic
C3 0.1 uF C12-13 0.47uF ceramic
C4 2200F C14 4.7uF 16V electrolytic
C5 0.1uF C15 1001.4F 16V electrolytic
C6 2200F C16-17 0.47uF ceramic.

MISCELLANY

PCBs ETI 560A, 5608, 560C
CASE Type WE 1 (Watlord Electronics)
Transformer T1 0-1 2v. 0-12V, 1A

33K R21 22K FUSE Fl 250mA ( +holder)
3K3 R22 33K SW1 Mains toggle switcht:SW12 Miniature toggle switch
470R R23-30 1K SW17 Miniature push -to -make

_ _ .. . .. .

(COMP) to go low whenever the
comparison between the scanned
address and required address shows
that the scan has reached the
required box. If COMP is now
connected to the data switch
common then this will go low
causing the switch data bus to
output lows wherever a switch is

closed during the time that comp is
low. Similarly, if COMP is connect-
ed to WRIT then the RAM will store
the data bus whenever COMP is
low. Thus whenever SW is
closed COMP will cause the active
data bus to be read into the RAM
whenever COMP is low, as this only
happens when the required box is
scanned then the data for that
particular box only is changed.
SW1 7 (WRITE) must be held closed
for a minimum of 1/ 50th second, if
it is opened during the time that

comp is low then rubbish could be
written into the RAM, but as this
does not happen very often and it
can be corrected by pressing WRITE
again we have not guarded against
this occurrence.

MODIFICATIONS
FLASH. Bits 7 and 8 can be used for
other purposes than flash, eg colour
generation if the TV has video
inputs for RGB. Remember that bit
8 will need to be latched as is bit 7.
SYNC. External sync may be used if
it is split into FS and LS. A switch
could be installed to give internal or
external sync options. MPUs. If you
wish to use the 560 VDU with a
microprocessor you will need a

socket to connect 8 bit address, 6-8
bit data, COMP and WRIT plus a
ground (Vdd) connection. Further
details next month.

CONTINUOUS DISPLAY LCD WATCHES
UNIQUE ALTERNATING DISPLAY FEATURE

The watch continuousiy displays HRS. and MINS. with MONTH, DAY and SECONDS on demand. The owner
selects the feature where the HRS. and MINS. or MONTH and DAY display alternatively for 2 second intervals
until owner resets to normal display. During the alternating cycle seconds are still available on demand.

**Finest American MOS technology
**Quartz accuracy.
**Multi -function:

Hrs., Mins., Month, Day, Seconds.
Alternating display Back -light.
Programmed 28, 30, 31 day months.
A.M./P.M. indication for ease of
date setting

***All important: UK factory
manufacturing and servicing
facilities.

£34-50
INCL. V A T & P&P

talgrmic
Watch Division, Lee Instrumentation Ltd.
Bedwas, Newport, Gwent NP1 8YZ
TEL (OM 885756-7-8. TELEX: 497084

839437. VAT Reg. No. 133 8154 80Ree.

Watch despatched
with matching Gold
plated bracelet, in
presentation box
with instruction
booklet and guar-
antee. Model 1113-10
is also available in a
stainless -steel brace-
let.

I
MI MI

To. Leetronic, Lee Instrumentation Ltd., Newport,
Print - FREEPOST - no stamp required.

Please forward ..(qty) model

Name

Address

I Signed

1

_ at.. _each

Gwent NP1 8YZ

OTAL:

I enclose

cheque --

postal order_

money order__

Barclaycard/Access no.

16

1111 MI IN II MI a MI III
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Ma by
TEXAS
7400 17p
7401 13p
7402 lap
7403 114
7404 23p
7405 25p
7406 45p
7407 31p
7408 22p
7409 22p

7483
7484
7485
7486
7489
7490
7491
7492
7493
7494
7495
7496

85p,
103p
130p

32p
291p
43p
111p
43p
43p
81p
709
$4p

74194 130p
74195 96p
74196 120p
74197 120p
74198 214p
74199 220p

C-MOS ICA
4000 19p
4001 19p
4002 199

OP. AMPS
301A Ext. Comp 8 pin OIL
5367 FET Op Amp TO 99
709 Ext Comp 8/14 pin OIL
741 Int Comp. 8/14 pm OIL
747 Dual 741 14 pin OIL
748 Ext Comp 8/14 pin OIL
776 Prog Op Amp TO 99
1458 Dual Op Amp 8 pin DIL
3130 CMOS Op Amp 8 pin OIL
3900 Quad Op Amp 14 pin OIL

40p
300p
36p
25p
70p
40p

160p
70p

108p
60p

TRANSIS-
TOMS
AC125
'AC126
AC127
AC128
AC176
AC187
AC187K
AC188
9C188K
AD149

20p
18p
1 Bp
16p
18p
lip
26p
18p
25p
46p

BF178 30p.
8E194 13p
8F195 11p
BF196 17p
BF197 19p
BF200 40p
8F257 34p
BF258 39p
8FR39 37p
BFR40 37p
BF R79 37p
BFR80 37p

TIP42C alp
TIP2955 78p
1193055 110p
11593 30p
2TX108 11p
ZX300 16p
ZTX500 19p
ZTX504 60p
25697 22p
25698 32p
25706 22p
2N708 22p

254403 34p
2N5089 34p
255296 115p
255401 62p
256107 70p
2N8247 1715p

(Comp to
253055)

40360 43p
40361 43p
40362 45p
40410 65p

RECTIFIER
87100 31p
137126 15p
87127 12p
154001 Ilst
154002 elp
154004 7p
154005 7p
154007 11p

ZENER
2 7 to 33V

BRIDGE -

RECTIFIERS
19 50V 25p
IA 100V 27p
1A 400V 31p
to 600V 37p
2A 50V 37p
2A 100V 44p
2A 400V 5159
4A 100V 76p
6A 50V 75p.
6A 100V 78p-

LINEAR 1.C4 -7410 lip 7497 291p 4006 120p A0161 39p BF888 37p 259113 43p 40409 65p 400mW 11p 6A 200V 84p
7411 26p 74100 116p 4007 19p CA30289 DiS Cascade Amp 1099 112p AD162 39p BFX30 32p 25930 19p 40411 243p 1W 22p 6A 400V 110p
7412 27p 74104 60p 4009 67p CA3046 5 Transistor Array 14 pin OIL 7Sp AF115 18p 80(84 30p 251131 209 40594 85p
7413 36p 74105 60p 4011 19p CA3048 4 Lo Noise Amp. 16 pin OIL 250p AF1 16 18p BFX85 30p 251132 20p 40595 97p TUNNEL TRIACS
7414 80p 74107 32p 4012 19p CA3053 DM. Cascade Amp TO5 i DIL 509 Af 117 1ep BFX86 30p 251304 38p AFY11 76p Amp Voles
7416 34p 74110 55p 4013 569 CA3089E FM IF System 16 pm Ott. 250p AF 139 43p 8FX87 30p 251305 38p FETe 3 400 130p
7417 34p 74118 90p 4015 90p CA309090 FM Stereo Decoder QIL 500P AF239 43p BFX88 30p 251306 43p 8F244 45p VAR ICAP 6 400 1529
7420 lIp 74121 32p 4016 54p ICL8038CC VCO Fun Gen 16 pm OIL 3709 8C107/ B 109 EON'S() 18p 251613 27p M PF 102 40p 551)75 33p 6 500 1114p
7421 43p 74122 52p 4017 123p LM380N 2 W Audio Amp 14 pin OIL 115p 13C108/13 10p EIF751 16p 251711 27p MPF103 40p 10 400 200p

'7422 24p 74123 73p 4018 247p LM381N Stereo Pre Amp14 pin DIL 1769 BC109/C lip BFY52 15p 251893 32p MPF104 40p NOISE 10 500 270p
7423 40p 74126 715p 4020 270p M252 Rhythm Generator 16 pm OIL 1000p 8C147 9p BRY39 415p 252219 22p MPF105 40p 25.J 140p 15 400 310p
7425 33p 74132 75p 4022 180p MC1310P FM Stereo Decoder 14 pin DIL 176p 8C148 9p BSX19 20p 2N2222 22p 253819 27p 1,5 500 340p
7427 40p 74136 81p 4023 19p MC1351P Lim/Det Aud Pre amp 104p 8C149 10p BSX20 20p 252369' 15p 253820 50p 40430 108p
7428 39p 74141 110p 4024 125p MFC40008 1/4W Audio Amp PCB 75p 8C167 11P BU105 175p 252484. 32p 253823 54p 40669 106p
7430 18p 74145 75p 4025 19p MFC6040 Electronic Anenuator 150P BC158 13p BU108 312p 252904/A 22p 255457 40p
7432 309 74148 173p 4026 200p NE540L Aud Pwr Driver 105 1409 BC159 13p MJE34O 49p 252905/9 22p 2N5458 40p DIAC
7437 32p 74150 155p 4027 81p NE555V Timer 8 pin OIL 401, 8C169C 16p MJ2955 1209 252906 22p 2N5459 40p BR100 25p
7438 32p 74151 77p 4028 1529 NE556 Dual 555 14 pin OIL 969 BC171 12p MJE2955 120p 2N2026RB 9p 35128 90p
7440 18p 74153 112p 4029 129p NE5618 PLL voth AM Demod 390p 8C172 12p MJE3055 70p 25292600119 35140 92p
7441 76p 74154 1649 4030 59p NE5626 PLL with VCO 16 pin DIL 390p 5C173 13p MPSA06 4.0p 253053 19p 35141 90p
7442 76p 74155 116p 4042 150p NE585 PLL 14 pin OIL 2009 8C177 20p MPSA12 62p 253054 54p 40603 63p
7443 116p 74156 96p 4043 2189 NE566V PLL Fun Gen 8 Pin 0,1- ZOOp 5C17e 17p MPSUO6 78p 253055 54p 40673 8311
7444 11ep 74160 1111p 4046 150p NE567V PLL Tone Decoder 8 pin DIL 2009 8C179 20p MPSU56 98p 2N3442 161p
7445 90p 74161 115p 4047 168p 2567 Dual 567 16 Pio OIL 4009 5C182 12p 0C28 76p 253702 14p UJTS

7446 90p 74162 116p 4049 116p 5572710 Dill Comparator 14 pin DIL 64p gc183 14 0C35 75p 253703 14p T1S43 40p
alp 74163116p 4050 50p SN 72733 Video Arnp 14 pin OIL 150p BC184 14p 0071 26p 253704 14p 252160 96p SCR THYR1STOR6.7447

7448 85p 74164 130p 4054 2109 SN 76003N Aud Pwr Amp with int HS 275P 8C187 329 TIP29A 50p 253705 149 252646 48p 19 50V TO5 43p
7451 lIp 74168 1311p 4055 2109 S5760135 Aud. Pwr Amp with int HS 17SP 8C212 14p TIP29C 62p 253706 12p 254871 409 1A 100y 105 469
7453 111p
7454 189
7460 20p

74174
74175
74176

131p
92p

131p

4056
4060
4069

145p
2150p
40p

SN76023N
SN760335
TAA621A

Aud Fore Amp with tnt HS
Aud. Pwx Amp with int HS
Aud Amp for TV QIL

175P
276p
2259

8C213
8C214
8C478

12p
17p
32p

TIP309 60p
TIP30C 72p
TIP31A 56p

2N3708 12p
253709 12p
2N3707 149

PUJT
256027 SOp

lA 400V 705
STUD

50p
3A 400V
7A 400V

51p
+ HS 97p

7470 32p
7472 30p
7473 349
7474 349

74177
74180
74181
74182

1209
120p
322p

Sip

4071
4072
4081
4082

29p
29p19p125P
299

TAA6618
T1396418
T8A800
TBA810

FM/IF Amp Lim/pet
Audio Amp OIL
5W Audio Amp QIL
7W Audio Amp OIL

150P
300p
1009

8C547
8C557
8CY70
13C771

12p
12p
20p
24p

TIP31C 68p
TIP32A 53p
TIPS 85p
TIP33A 97p

2N3773 270p
2N3866 90p
253904 22p
253905 25p

0100ES
SIGNAL
0927
0970 '1}10p

EIA 50V Plastic
129 400V Plastic

1429

16A 100
173p

V Plastic 1110p
169 400V Plastic 1969

7475 48p 74185 148p 4510 142p 18A820 2W Audio Amp OIL 100P 80124 90p TIP33C 120p 253906 22p 0981 15p 16A 600V Plastic 238p

7476 34p
7480 54p
7481 103p
7482 75p

74190 155p,
74191 1569
74192 1309
74193 1309

4511
4516
4518
4528

200p
140p
108p
130p.

1092020
XR2240
25414

20VV Audio Amp QIL
Frog. Timer/Counter
TRF Radio Receiver

37SP
4009
141311

80131
80132
80135
80136

39p
43p
549
55p

119349 124p
TIP34C 160p
TIP359 2439
TIP35C 290p

254058 19p
2N4060 19p
254123 22p
2N4124 22p

0985
0990
0991
0995

15p.i
' P9p
a

87106 1A 700V STUD 1309
C10110 4A 400V Plastic 63p
MCR101 1/29 15V TO92 27p
2N3525 59 400,/ 1066 97pOPTO-ELECTRONICS""P

VOLTAGE REGULATORS PHOTO -TRANSISTORS LEDS 80139
80140

79p
87p

111.36A 297p
TIP36C 360p

254125 22p
254126 22p

09200
0A202

Sp
10p 211444.4 89 600V Planic 200p

Fixed.Ptestic 3 Terminals
19in p +w
SV 7005 1509

12V 7812 150p

--Ve
7905
7912

,
216p
215p

OCP70
OCP71
2N5777
MR.

33p TIL209 Red
1209 TIL211 Green
43p TIL 32 Infrared

0.2"

16p2/160410
32p
819

13F115
BF167
8F173

249
25p
27p

719419 70p
TIP41C 51p
TIP429 78p

254371 142p
254348 173p
254401 34p

15914
15916
154148

49
110

4p-
-

0 8A 30V 1092 lep
2146062 0.8A 100V 7092 40p
2N60114 0.8A 200V 1092 439

VAT INCLUSIVE PRICES. Add 20p P&P - no other extras15V 7812 1150p
18V 7818 150p

7915
7918

216p
215p

ORP12
ORP60

60p Red

76p Green
11Ip
29p

24V 7824 1509 7924 2159 ORP61 759 Yellow 32p
MAIL ORDER ONLY. Minimum Order £2

LM309K 5V 1 Amp 703 150p SEVEN SEGMENT DISPLAYS
1.M3235 5V 3 Amp TO3 7509 3015, 1769 DL707 1609
7696258 12V 0.59 705 10159 DL704 1150p 01.747 2509
VARIABLE
72__3 14pin OIL 45p 13141Y RS

75491

MEMORY
849 75492 1049 TECHNO ATIC LTDLOW PROFILE DIL SKIS BY TEXAS

13 pin 139 16 pin 15p 251 3 Character Generator 850P 54 Sandhurst Road, London NW9 1111
14 pin 14p 24 pin 54p 2112 ON R A M 425p

BINDERS
In reply to the question "Do you keep
your copies of ETI for more than three
months?" a staggering 98% of readers
replied "Yes." This is also borne out by
the enormous sales of ETI Binders since
they were inoduced in December . . .

our original order for a year's estimated
sales were sold out by February!

Our binders are a real top-quality
product finished in black leather -look
plastic with gold lettering and designed

to hold 12 issues. Cost is £2.50
each including VAT and

postage.

ETI BINDERS,
ETI MAGAZINE,
36 EBURY STREET,
LONDON SW1W OLW.
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TAKE AN
S -DeC
David Gibson.
This device generates a random sequence of binary
digits. It has the advantage over tossing a coin in that
there is no possibility of cheating.

When the battery is connected the lamp will glow at
half its full brightness. To electronically "toss" a coin,
connect a lead between sockets 19 and 51 on your S-DeC
when the state of the lamp, ON or OFF, will represent a
HEAD or a TAIL.

The n-p-n/p-n-p pair (the two transistors on the
right) is connected as a Unijunction transistor which
oscillates at a frequency determined by the 1µF capacitor
and the resistor between sockets 48 and 53 on the S-DeC.

39 36

20 66

40
-c
6V

10

Fig. 1 Circuit diagram of Electronic Coin Tosser showing
relevant hole numbers of S-DeC.

The output signal from the oscillator is made to switch a
7 binary multivibrator, the two -transistor circuit on the left,

and this in turn Switches the bulb on and off. When S-DeC
sockets 51 and 19 are connected, the oscillator stops and
the binary freezes in the state it had immediately before
stopping the oscillation.

Building circuits like this is simple if you use an S-DeC
(see photograph). Component leads are plugged into the
relevant numbered holes (see circuit diagram) and are
automatically connected into circuit.

r -

No15
Electronic Coin Tosser

Beneath the holes are special sockets connected
together in a pattern which is shown on the upper surface
of the S-DeC. When you have finished building the
Electronic Coin Tosser, simply unplug your components
and use them again.

If you want to keep a circuit permanently wired, then
fo1 only a few pence you can buy a Super Solder Board.
These printed circuit boards have holes and copper tracks
which exactly match those on the S-DeC. To preserve
your circuit, simply transfer the components from the
S-DeC to exactly the same matching holes on the Super
Solder Board and solder a permanent circuit. Holes on
both S-DeC and Super Solder Board have the same letter/
number marking. Making mistakes is almost impossible.

When you have built your Electronic Coin Tosser you
can build other exciting projects on your S-DeC. Many of
the circuits featured in the popular electronics construc-
tion journals can be built on your S-DeC. In addition, P.B.
Electronics has written a special projects handbook for
the S-DeC experimenter. The book contains 48 different
projects to build. These include record player amplifiers,
emotion meter, radio jammer, electronic tug-of-war,
strength meter, radio microphone and dozens of others -
and you can build every one on your S-DeC.

The S-DeC costs only £1.98 plus 37p post, packing
and VAT. It also includes a booklet giving 9 S-DeC
circuits you can build.

Please rush me S-DeC's at L1.98 plus 37p p. & p.
and VAT each.
I enclose a postal order/cheque for

Name ... .. .....
Address

...9. II It NO*

P.B. ELECT RONICS (SCOTLAND) LTD.

57 HIGH STREET '. SAFFRON WALDEN  ESSEX CB10 1AA  ENGLAND I
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2ili 111111101 AMP
Most mobile two metre transceivers are limited to about ten
watts output. This RF power amplifier boosts output to 45 watts

Flg.1. The 45/W, two metre RF power amplifier. The 2N6084 transistor Is visible in the centre of the
p.c. board. The mica compression trimmers located on the right hand side are for tuning the Input, those
on the left for tuning the output. The printed inductances are readily visible. The two quarter wave coax
lines are visible at the top. They may be coiled up as shown or conveniently arranged in some other way.
Note that the components are soldered on the copper side of the printed circuit board.

ONE OF THE MOST POPULAR ama-
teur radio activities these days is FM
mobile operation on the two -metre
band. The use of FM, particularly
mobile, has a number of advan-
tages. It reduces the effects of
impulse noise interference, mostly
generated by car ignition systems
and provides clear, largely noise -
free communications. But mobile
operation has its problems such as
flutter caused by surrounding
buildings and terrain, and the
relatively low gain of mobile anten-
na systems.

The majority of mobile trans-
ceivers, such as those made by
Icom, Yaesu, Trio etc, produce about
low output power. They also have

.pretty 'hot' receivers, which means
that output power and receiver
sensitivity are not 'matched' and
you can hear higher power stations'
or repeaters over much greater
distances than they can copy you.
Simple solution: an RF power
amplifier to boost your output
power.

When considering the pocket, or
how much a suitable power ampli-
fier would cost, a good rule of
thumb is 'less than 70p per watt'.
Thus, one needs to consider a single
transistor. This must have adequate
gain and be able to accept an input
power in the range of 8 to 12 watts.
There are a number of suitable
transistors that commence at this
level and will produce output
powers in the range of 25 to 50
watts or more from a power supply
rail of 12V. Those transistors
producing output powers over 50
watts from the 10 to 12 watt price
level become more expensive on a
per -watt basis than those transistors
producing output powers below 50
watts. The higher power transistors
require a substantially larger heat -
sink also - increasing size and cost
considerations. As most of the
popularly used commercial trans-
ceivers - and many homebrew
ones, are quite small physically, the
size of the power amplifier is also a
consideration.

710

Apart from cost, availability of
suitable transistors and other com-
ponents is a necessary considera-
tion. The 2N6084 transistor fits all
our requirements very well. The
data sheet on this transistor indi-
cates a power input of between 8
watts and 12 watts at a supply
voltage of 12.6 volts. The manu-
facturers claim that the transistor
will withstand severe mismatch
under operating conditions. A graph
of power output versus power input

drive power) is giyep in.Fig 2
along with a table of typical!
performance and base input -
collector output impedances.

Having chosen the devicd, an
appropriate circuit, suitable for a kit
or simple home construction was
necessary. The current ARRL VHF
Handbook describes a circuit that
works very well, but has a number
of drawbacks, local availability of
some of the components in particu-
lar. It was also felt that the design
could be simplified with a conse-'
quent reduction in components and
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2m POWER AMP
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Fig. 2. Power output Vs power input for 2N6084.

cost. Another drawback was the
problem of an antenna changeover
relay. To cope with this level of
power and have adequate isolation
between the transmitter output and
receiver input contacts a coaxial
changeover relay is necessary.
These items are not on everybody's
shelf and generally cost in excess of
£10 over the counter. Very off-put-
ting.

DIODE AND COAXIAL LINE
SWITCHING

Quarter wave coaxial lines and
diodes are now being successfully
used for this purpose however -
and several articles describing the
technique have recently been pub-
lished in amateur radio publica-
tions. The method is simple, cheap
and very effective. The circuit is

shown in Fig 4 and works as
follows:

During the receive condition, all
the diodes are non -conducting and
thus present a high resistance to the
signal coming from the antenna.
Thus, no signal is dissipated in the
amplifier input or output circuits.
The. two diodes from the centre
point present a high impedance
across the coax line and thus have
no effect on incoming signals from
the antenna. Thus the signals travel
through the two quarter -wave coax
lines to the antenna input of the
receiver without loss. When the
transmitter is operated, all diodes
conduct. The diodes at the centre
point of the two quarter -wave lines
will conduct and since a quarter -
wave line shorted at one end
presents an open circuit at the other
end, each quarter wave line will
present a high impedance at the
input and output terminals respec-
tively. The diodes between the input
terminal and the power amplifier
stage input will conduct and pass

211

Physical construction
of 2N6084

to = 175 MHz, Vcc = 12.5 VOLTS

PIN
WATTS

POUT
WATTS

INPUT
OHMS

OUTPUT
OHMS

4 21.7 0.8-j 1.1 2.2 - j 0.3

8 37.1 0.8 - j 1.3 1.7 - j 0.5

10 40 0.8- j 1.45 1.65 - j 0.4

12 46.5 0.8 - j 1.6 1.6 - j 0.3

Fig. 2(b). Input and output impedances vs power for 2N6084.

the driving power. The diodes
between the power amplifier and
the output terminal will likewise
conduct, passing the output of the
amplifier to the output terminal. The
output power cannot return to the
input as the two diodes from the
centre point of the coax lines will
conduct, shorting the quarter -wave
line and presenting a high impe-
dance at the output terminal.
Happily, the impedance of the
quarter -wave coax lines is immater-
ial and anything suitable may he
used. However, their lengths must
be an accurate quarter wavelength
electrically taking into account the
velocity factor of the cable. In
developing this project, some trou-
ble was experienced in this respect
- so make sure you have the right
length. It appears that the velocity
factor of ordinary, run-of-the-mill,
garden variety RG58 / U coax,
obtainable from most suppliers
varies considerably in its velocity
factor, even over relatively short
lengths. You can use this type of
coax but a lot of pruning and
turning will be required. If a cable

manufactured to tighter tolerances
in velocity factor is used, this
problem disappears. It is suggested
that cables such as RG59B/U (or
C/U) or RG223/U, which are
nominally 5 mm diameter be used.
Alternatively, a 2.5 mm diameter
cable such as RG174/ U may be
used. All these cables have a

velocity factor of 0.665 and have
been found to be consistent in
practice. They must, however, be
accurately cut to the lengths
specified, as detailed later.

SoMe trouble was also exper-
-ienced with a commonly available
2.5mm diameter cable of unknown
type number, so be wary.

THE POWER AMPLIFIER CIRCUIT
The circuit is illustrated in Fig 4.

Inductances Li and L2 are actually
rectangular, 5.5 mm wide strips, on
the printed circuit board. They are
not microstripline sections which
would require a double -sided print-
ed circuit board so single -sided p.c.
board is used in this project.

Turning capacitors, C4, C5, C6,
C7 are all mica compression trim-

Fig. 3. Diode and coax line
changeover switching for an
R F power amplifier.

POWER AMPLIFIER
STAGE

CENTRE
POINT

QUARTER -WAVE
COAX LINES

OUTPUT
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INPUT

CC

C3
1000pF
FEED
THRU

RFC 1

C1 +
10pFr-'
16V

Q1
2N6084 cL2

C4 .14C5
150p FT 71'. 40p F

Dl VD2

- i--

C6F
40p

RFC 2

--t

Metal

L

X/4 LINE
NOTES
Dl-D10 ARE 1N914
RFC1-0.80mm OR 0.63mm T.C.W.

THRU FX1115
RF BEAD -

RFC2-0.63mm T.C.W.THRU D7
PHILIPS 6 HOLE BEAD
FIVE TIMES

RFC3-5t 1mm OR 0.80mm T.C.W.
6.4mm ID WITH 10052 RESISTOR
SOLDERED INSIDE

RFC 3

C7
40p F t tD3 D4 05 D6

X/4 LINE- -
1

D8 D9 *D10

1
Fig. 4. 45 W 2 metre RF power amp circuit.

OUTPUT
JD

mers mounted on a ceramic base
and are readily seen in Fig 1.

The dc return for the transistor
base ,circuit is via an RF choke,
RFC2, visible just to the right of the.
transistor in Fig 1. This consists of a
number of turns of tinned or
enamelled copper wire passed
through the holes of a six -hole
ferrite bead. This makes a low
resistance, high inductance RF

choke. Some published circuits
specify the use of a low value
resistor, or two resistors in parallel,
in place of an RF choke in this part
of the circuit. However, this is not
recommended as the available
power output is considerably
reduced.

The transistor collector is shunt
fed from the supply via RFC3. This
is simply five turns of tinned or
enamelled copper wire of a

suitable heavy gauge, anything
between 20SWG and 26SWG is
adequate, with a low value resistor
mounted inside to dampen it and
lower the Q. A resistor value
between 47 ohms and 180 ohms is
quite satisfactory. The supply end of
RFC3 is decoupled for RF by a

1000 pF feedthrough capacitor
used as a standoff and tie point.

As the low frequency gain of the
2N6084 is quite high, the supply is
also decoupled by several large
value electrolytic capacitors, Cl and
C2. The latter is a 10uF /35 V

tantalum. The supply input is

decoupled by Cl and RFC1. Cl is a
10uF electrolytic. R FC1 is an
FX1115 ferrite bead, slipped over a
22 mm length of tinned copper
wire. The gauge of wire is largely
immaterial. Anything between
22SWG and 26SWG is quite
satisfactory.

The diode switching requires a
total of ten diodes. These may be
1N914 (1N418) or 1N916 types,
although these were found to be
only barely adequate for the job.
They do get quite hot to the touch
after only a few minutes operation.
More suitable types would be the
Philips type BAX13, or even better
still - BAV10. These latter ones are
recommended. Despite the heating
problem, no failures have been
experienced with 1N914 diodes.
However, if you have a predeliction
for holding long "overs', then use
the recommended types for added
safety. Absolute minimum lead
length possible must be used when
soldering them into position.

The input and output tuned
circuits, consisting of L1 -C4-05 and
L2 -C6 -C7 respectively, are
designed to match the transistor
base input and collector output
impedances, at the required input
and output power levels, to about
50 ohms. C5 -C4 and C7 -C6
foform capacitive dividers. From the
table included with Fig 1, it is

obvious that the transistor impe-
dances vary with power level. Thus
the amplifier shoule be tuned up at
the power level at which it is

intended to be used. There is

sufficient range in the tuning
capacitors to accommodate a range
of input power levels.

The 2N6084 is encased in the
MT -72 stripline package, having
two emitter leads. The collector lead
has one corner removed - see the
illustration of the package in Fig 2.
The collector lead is also marked by
'a dot on the header as can be seen
in Fig 1 & 6. The threaded stud is
electrically isolated from the tran-
sistor Leads. This sort of package
construction reduces lead induc-
tance and allows the stud to be
bolted directly in contact with a

heatsink for maximum heat transfer.
The 2N6084 is manufactured by
both Motorola and Solid State
Scientific (SSS).

HEATSINK REQUIREMENTS

A heatsink is required to dissi-
pate at least 45 watts of heat with a
low temperature rise. As operation
is of an intermittent nature, with
relatively long intervals between on
periods, heatsinks requirements can
be relaxed somewhat. A 150 mm
length of 100 mm wide heatsink
having fins on one side only (fins
about 25 mm deep) as can be seen
in Fig 1, was found to be quite
adequate. A diecast box having
dimensions somewhat larger than
the pc board could be used but its
heatsinking properties would be
barely adequate and amplifier on
times would have to be kept short.
A proper heatsink is recommended.
The heatsink illustrated was
obtained un-anodised. A black
anodised heatsink would certainly
do a better job. However, it is good
practice to sand off the anodising
in the immediate vicinity of the
transistor stud, where it contacts the
heatsinks.

CONSTRUCTION

The amplifier is constructed on a
single -sided printed circuit board,
120 mm long by 58 mm wide, the
board layout being given in Fig. 5.
The component layout is illustrated
in Fig. 6, and one can get a good
idea of the component layout also
from Fig. 4. Note that all the
components are mounted on the
copper side of the board, contrary to
common practice adopted with
most other circuits constructed on
pc board.

If you have facilities for making
your own pc board, construction
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2m POWER AMP

Fig. 5. Printed circuit board layout, copper side.

OUTPUT

05
D3

04

Fig. 6. Component layout.

/4
LINES

09

07 10

De
0

MOUNTING
HOLE

R1

RFC3

C3

C4

RF C2

0MHOOLUENTING

-4 FiFC1

12V -14V

INPUT

01 D2

should commence by first making
the board. Although the board is of
very simple design, it should
preferably be made by one of the
etching processes. Do not attempt
to make the pc board by cutting
away the unrequired copper. This
usually results in: (a) a board that
looks grotty and (b) a project that
either does not work at all or does
not work satisfactorily.

Commence by drilling the tran-
sistor mounting hole in the pc board
using a 9.5 mm (%in) drill. File it
out slightly with a small round file
so that the transistor header is a

loose fit through the board. Next
drill the two mounting holes, which
are positioned diagonally opposite
each other either side of the
transistor, and the 100pF feed -
through capacitor mounting hole.
Use a 3.2 mm (Pain) diameter drill.
A clearance hole of about 4.5 mm
to 5 mm diameter (3/16in) will
need to be drilled in the heatsink

beneath the position of this capaci-
tor.

Now place the pc board centrally
over the heatsink to be used and'
mark the positions of the transistor
mounting hole, the feedthrough
capacitor clearance hole, nd the
two mounting holes. Drill the
heatsink using a 4.5 mm
drill (3/16in) as this is a good

clearance size for the American
4-40 threaded stud on the
2N6084. Then drill clearance holes
in the heatsink for the mounting
bolts and the feedthrough capacitor.

Once the pc board and heatsink
have been drilled and the hole
positions checked to see that'
everything fits correctly without
strain, the pc board may be wired.

Commence by mounting the
mica compression trimmers, C4,
C5, C6, C7. Refer to the layout .in
Fig. 6. The trimmer capacitors are
constructed with large lugs, formed
of the capacitor plates, that project
more or less straight down from the
ceramic body of the component.
Carefully bend the end of each lug
out at right angles before soldering
the capacitor in place. Use a hot
soldering iron with a large tip and
solder rapidly, making sure that the
solder is adequately melted to
ensure proper wetting of the joint. It
is advantageous to lightly tin the
lugs before soldering. A
temperature -controlled iron, such as
the Weller, with an appropriate tip,
is recommended.

Next slip a 22 mm or 25 mm
length of 24 or 26SWG tinned
copper wire through the Neosid
type 159 x 059 x 375/F8 RF bead,
making RFC1, and solder it into
place Now
mount C1, C2 and C3. Cut the lead
of the feedthrough capacitor (C3)
flush with the body of the compon-
ent on the back (heatsink) side of
the board, as shown in Fig. 7.

When mounting C1 and C2
ensure that the proper polarity is
observed. If C2 is connected to
reverse it goes up in flames when
the power is applied. It may damage
C1 as well.

Mount all the switching diodes
Using an absolute minimum of lead
length. Check that they are correctly
oriented.

Before mounting the 2N6084,
cut the base and collector leads to
about 6 mm (1/4") length. This
should be done with care so as not
to damage the rather soft leads. A

SOLDER

(b) MOUNTING

335mm

(a) CUTTING

COAX

01 rim- 3m m

6mm 1 -*-0-1 4,5mm

Fig. 7. Quarter -wave coaxial lines - cutting
and mounting details.
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Fig. 8b. How the
2N6084 is mounted.

Fig. 8a. Mounting
feedback capacitor
C3.

COPPER SIDE

SOLDER FLANGE TO PC BOARD
ALL AROUND RIM

CUT LEAD ON THIS SIDE
FLUSH WITH BODY OF CAPACITOR
BEFORE MOUNTING PC BOARD

pair of sharp, ordinary household
scissors is a good tool for the job.
On the premises that what people
don't know won't hurt them, turn
your back when you do this little job
or else do it at some suitable hour in
the dead of night so that the prime
user/owner of the scissors doesn't
see what you are doing. It avoids
complications such as black eyes
and minor stab wounds. Reasoned
arguments such as the softness of
the metal tend to go unheeded.

Straighten the leads carefully if
necessary, so that they run straight
out from the transistor header
without any kinks. Place the tran-
sistor on the board and see that the
leads sit flush on the board right up
to the transistor header. Orient the
transistor as shown in Fig 6.
Carefully solder it into position,
flowing the solder near to the
2N6084 case. Use a hot iron and
ensure that proper wetting of the
joints occurs.

Next wind RFC2 and RFC3.
RFC2 requires a length of 26 SWG
tinned copper wire about 100 mm
long. Thread it through the six -hole
Philips ferrite head five times.
Solder it into position from the base
of the transistor to the ground plane
as shown in Fig 6. Keep the leads
short. RFC3 requires a 100 mm
length of 18 or 20 gauge B & S
tinned copper (enamelled copper
wire is also suitable). Wind five
turns around the shank of a 6 mm
(1/4-) diameter drill or other suitable
former and then slip it off. Cut the
leads to a suitable length, 5 mm to
7 mm is adequate, and then stretch
the coil to a length of about 12 mm.
Solder one end to the collector of
the 2N6084 and the other end to
the top terminal of the feedthrough
capacitor, C3. Solder a short link of
hookup wire from this terminal to
the rectangular pad nearest C3, see
Fig 8.

The pc board may now be
mounted into position on the
heatsink. Apply a little silicone
grease or heatconducting com-
pound to the transistor stud where it
contacts the heatsink. Bolt the.
transistor down first. Carefully
orient the mounting holes before -

TRANSISTOR

BOLT'

PC BOARD

r/r
,.\\.\-\\-

HEAT SINK \\\\\
WASHER

hand. Now slip a suitable -sized nut
or fibre washer under the pc board
mounting holes. Either should be a
close fit between the pc board and
the heatsink so that no upward or
downward strain is placed on the
transistor leads. Any upward strain
may cause the cap to pop off - an
inconvenience rather than a

disaster, as it can be glued back on
with a quick -setting glue without
any apparent ill effect. Extreme care
must be exercised in doing this
though. Not a recommended
procedure, but possible. Any
downward strain can cause the
transistor leads to 'tear' at the
header. This sort of damage is very
difficult to repair.

The quarter -wave coax lines may
now be installed. Cut two lenghts to
the dimensions shown in Fig 7.

Solder the lines into position as
illustrated, being careful not to'
damage the centre conductor or
insulation. Use a hot iron and solder
quickly. The braid at each end is
best tinned beforehand. Alternati-
vely, wrap it with a length of light
gauge (say 265 WG) tinned copper
wire and tin the lot before attaching
the line to the pc board.

The coax lines may be coiled and
tied up as shown in Fig 1 or they
may be wrapped conveniently in
any position around the inside of
any cabinet or case the amplifier
may be mounted inside.

Finally, the input and output
connections can be made via short
lengths of coax to convenient coax
sockets. As individual constructors
will have different requirements in
this regard, it is best left as an
individual decision. Sockets that are
compatible with the existing instal-
lation are best used.

The power supply leads will need
to be rated to carry currents up to
six amps. Any connectors will need
to be adequately rated to carry these
currents. As the amplifier is com-
pletely stable with no drive, and
does not draw any current, it is not
necessary to switch the 12 volt
supply rail, except perhaps as a

precaution, and this may be routed
via a complete installation supply
switch.

A COMPLETE KIT OF
COMPONENTS for the 2m
power amp is available from
Catronics Ltd, Communica-
tions House, 20 Wallington
Square, Wallington, Surrey,
for £23.10 inc VAT and 20p
p&p. They are also able to supply
individual components e.g.
2N6084 at E19.40, special coax
at 25p/ metre, BAV10 diodes at
11p each and the PCB at f21.23,
all including VAT and with a

standard postage and packing
charge of 20p.

TUNE UP
Tune up is quite simple. You will

need a dummy load of adequate
rating and either an in -line power
meter of reasonable accuracy or
some power output indicating
device. A power supply that can
deliver up to six amps at 14 volts
(maximum) is necessary. An
ammeter that can read up to at least
six amps would be handy also.

After carefully checking the
construction, apply a supply voltage
of between 12 and 14 volts. Check
that no current is drawn by the
amplifier.

With the dummy load connected
and the driving transciever or
transmitter, apply a drive of
between 5 W and 12 W, preferably
the lower power. Tune the input
trimmers for a peak in the output
power indication. Do not hold the
drive on too long with the amplifier
in this condition. Next, apply drive
again and tune the two output
trimmers for a maximum in output
indication.

Now, with the maximum drive
power to be used, touch up all the
trimmers for maximum power out-
put.

Maximum collector dissipation
should be kept under 80 watts. Also
see that the maximum continuous
collector current of six amps is not
exceeded.

PERFORMANCE
At a supply voltage of close to 13

volts and a drive level of between 7
to 8 watts, a power output of 42
watts was obtained from the
prototype. This is a gain of around 7
dB. The manufacturers of the
2N608,-1 specify a minimum gain of
4.5 dB at 175MHz. However, one
could expect a somewhat higher
minimum gain at 146 MHz. An
efficiency in excess of 55% is
readily obtainable.
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WIRELESS SPECIALISTS
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fm tuner number t
The New FM Tuner from Ambit.

1.2uV for 30dB SN, adjustable output voltage, ultrasonic suppression
better than 70dB. 6 presets, geared manual drive. Double IC stabilizers.
Supplied with prealigned Larsholt RF/IF and decoder module. Com-
plete with black woodgrain cabinet, and solid aluminium front panel.
Kit £63.00 (70.87 inc. VAT)
Built and tested £79.75 (£89.71 inc. VAT)
(Carriage £3.00 extra)

modules for rf, if, mpx: (12v)

audio and general components
NEW 7020

NEW 92310

NEW 71197

NEW 5800

Dual ceramic filters, 2 stage preamp into the
improved CA3089E (HA1137W), with mute,
AFC to suit ANY varactor tunerhead, meter
output and edge terminations.
kit £5.25 built £6.55

The MC1310 mpx decoder, with twin audio
preamps, and BLR3107 ultrasonic block filter:
kit £5.35 built £6.65

A new varicap tuner for MW/LW, with ceramic
filter, 80dB AGC, low noise and distortion.
kit with ferrite rod £9.65 built £11.35

The state of the art in FM tunerheads. 6 double
varicap tuned circuits, 2 MOSFET AGC contro-
llable RF stages, double tuned IF output stage.
kit £11.35 built £14.00

TDA2020 kit A stereo power amp, with the TDA2020 15W
RMS 0.1% THD IC from SGS.
£7.85. (Special extruded heatsinks 75p each).

LINEAR ICs
CA3089E
CA3090AQ
MC1310
SN76660
TBA120AS
TBA651
uA720
LM380
LM381
TBA810
TCA940
TDA2020

1.94
3.75
2.20
0 75
1.00
1 81
1.40
1.00
1.81
1.09
1.80
2.99

VARACTORS
MVAM2 1.05
MV104/88104 0.45
BA102 0.30
BA121 0.30

(* at 8%) DISCRETE DEVICES

LS8038 3.10' ZTX107/8/9n 0.14
NE560 2.50 ZTX21 2/3/4p 0.16
NE561 2.50 ZTX551/451pn 0.18
NE562 2.50 BF256 0.34
NE565 2.50 40673/MEM616 0.50
NE566 2.55' 40822/MEM615 0.38
7805UC 1.55' BD535n(60v - 50w) 0.52
TDA1412 0.95' 8D536060v  50w) 0.53
78M20UC 1.20' BD609n(80v  90w) 0.70
uA723 0.80' BD610p(80v  90w) 1.20
NE550 0.80' n = NPN type
NE567 2.50' p - F.t4 p type

FOIL TRIMMERS POTS
3 12pF 0.18 100k +100k LIN 0.60
4 -.30pF 0.23 100k+100k with
6 45pF 0.26 50% tap 0.65
17.5 diameter types) 20 turn 100k.

diode law 0.35

TOKO COILS, FILTERS, TUNERS FOR AM/FM AND MPX.
Full details of standard types in lists:

10mm I FTs for 455-470k Hz
10mm I F Ts for 10.7MHz
Ceramic filters for 10.7MHz
Ceramic filters for 6.0MHz
Ceramic 455kHz type CF X104
CFT4558/C. CFT470C ceramic
CFU050D 470k Hz ceramic

30p Linear Phase filter for 10.7MHz 2.25
33p MFH41/71T mechanicals for 455 1 65
50p SF D470 new Murata ceramic block 0.75
80p 8LR3107 19/38kHz notch (stereo) 1.75
1.50 Variable chokes 11. 23 & 36mH .30
60p EC3302 low cost varicap FM tuner 5.50
65p E F 5600 5 stage varicap FM head 12.50

Send an SAE for a free price list and stock list. There is a new Larsholt
Signalmaster FM tuner and more details on our range of wireless pro-
ducts. PP 22p per order, VAT is generally at 12'h% and the min.
CWO charge is £1. Min. invoice £7.50, Catalogue 40p. (' 8% VAT).

37 HIGH STREET,
BRENTWOOD, ESSEX.

CM 14 4RH tel 216029

Learn to understand
electronics
for your hobbies

1. Lenvallat course
Step by step, we take you through all the funda-
mentals of electronics and show you how easily the
subject can be mastered.
(1)
(2)

(3)

BUILD AN OSCILLOSCOPE.
READ, DRAW AND UNDERSTAND
CIRCUIT DIAGRAMS.
CARRY OUT OVER 40 EXPERIMENTS
ON BASIC ELECTRONIC CIRCUITS AND
SEE HOW THEY WORK.

2.Beconve a RadioAmateur
Learn how to become a radio -amateur in contact
with the wide world. We give skilled preparation for
the G.P.O. licence.

in MN NM
Brochure, without obligation to:

BRITISH NATIONAL RADIO Et
ELECTRONICS SCHOOL
P.O. BOX 156, JERSEY, CHANNEL ISLANDS.

NAME

ADDRESS
BLOCK CAPS
PLEASE ETA 9/61

Mlle INN MIMI MIN MI MI INS ow am imm

PRACTICAL

SOLID STATE

DC SUPPLIES
This book covers in, practical
detail the design and construct-
ion of a wide range of DC power
supplies, which form an integral
part of every piece of modem
electronic equipment.

The book is an up-to-date
coverage of DC supplies, from
simple batteries through to the

','' most highly stabilised.
The particular selection of

circuits and designs owes much
to the author's practical indust-

II rial experience.
Students might find that the

book becomes a constant refer-
ence source. Its high number of
circuits makes it a valuable
bench manual for any electron-
ics workshop, where the mak-
ing up of power supplies is one
of the daily chores. Price £5.50.

Orders to:
ETI Book Services,
25 Court Close,
Bray, Maidenhead, Berks.
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GET HUNG UP !

Our new range of clock kits is based on
designs hundreds of years old. These clock
kits use wood, stone and iron to reproduce
authentic "olde worlde" wall clo-cks in full
detail. The kits contain all you need
including glue, screws, etc., and very
comprehensive instructions. This range
complements our fully electronic clock kits.

PRICES (All inclusive) KIT BUILT

Gothic Clock Kit-Diam. 6'/2" £23.95
Rotating Dial Kit-Diam. 6" £19.95
Wrought -Iron Kit-Diam. 51/2" £46.35
Wooden Wheel Kit-Diam. 61/2" £31.50
Knight Clock Kit-Diam. 71/2" £39.50
Oak Foliot Kit-Diam. 14" £89.50

(As illustrated)

£36.50
£32.50
£69.50
£45.25
t62.45

£125.00

For coloured Brochure please send 15p stamps.
Completed clocks can be seen at our offices
* Use special offer coupon in August ETI to save 15%

2

7aseroosamilso. -

A ...Iv

n. d. roe..
20

21

-22

23

560 VDU MM2112.RAM
MICRO 2513 ROM
PROCESSORS SC/MP Introkit

£4.30 ea
£9.00 each

£54.50 ea

PRICE
MHI CLOCK KITS

(Chip, Socket, PCB + Driver IC)
MHI-5309 reset zero
MHI-5311 BCD
MHI-5314 clock
MHI-531.8 external digit select
MHI.5378 car (crystal + trimmers Ind)
MHI-50250 alarm
MHI-5039? counter series
MHI-7001 alarm, calendar

CLOCK CHIPS
NATIONAL
MM5309 7 seg + BCD with reset:
MM531 1 7 seg + BCD
MM5312 7 seg + BCD. 4 digit only
MM5313 7 seg + BCD
 MM5314 7 segment
MM5315 7 seg + BCD with reset
MM5316 Non-mpx alarm clock
MM5318 7 seg + BCD (external digit select)
MM5371 Alarm clock 50Hz
MM5377 Car clock, crystal controlled, LCD
MM5378 Car clock, crystal controlled, LED
MM5379 Car clock, crystal controlled. Gas discharge
MOSTEK
MK50250 Alarm clock (1 2H.r + 69Hz/ 24Hr+ 59Hz).
.MK50253 Alarm clock (12Hr+ 50Hz/ 24Hr + 50Hz)
MK50395 UP/DOWN Counter -6 Decade
MK50396 UP/DOWN Counter-HHMMSS
MK50397 UP/DOWN Counter-MMSS.99
CALTEX
CT7001 Alarm/calender 7 segment
CT7002 Alarm /calender BCD.
Cr700S Alarm/calender 7 seg Gas discharge
CT7004 Alarm/calender 7 seg
GENERAL INSTRUMENTS
AX5-1292 4 digit 7 seg. _

AY -511230 on -off -- alarm, 7 seg.

1-9
7 35
7 35
6.60
7.35

15.10
8.35

19 50.
10.00

1-9
5.69
5.69
4.88
5.69
4.88
5 69

10.17
3.36
8.14
7.21.
6.73
6 73

5 60
5.60

14 5(5
1450:
14.50

7.30
7.30
7 30
7 30

4 76
5.25

LIST,ALL PRICES EXCLUDE VAT AT 8%

MHI DISPLAY KITS

MHI-707/4 (digit) 0.3"
MHI-707/6 0.3"
MHI-727/4 0.5"

6.60 MHI-727/6 0.5"
9.50 MHI-747/4 0.6"
8.50 MHI-747/6 0.6"

12 001
9.80'

14.70

DISPLAYS
1-9

LITRONIX FUTABA PHOSPHOR DIODES
DL707. 704, 701 1 48 5LT01 4 digit MPXD 5.80

.D.L727, 728, 721 3.75 5LT02 4 digit static 5.80
DL747, 746, 750 2.45 5LT03 5 digit MPXD 5.80

LITRONIX CLASS II PRODUCTS

DL707E, 704E, 701E
DL727E, 728E, 721E (2 digit pack)
DL747E, 746E. 750E

VERO A 8" x 5.5" x 3" }
VERO B 6" x 3A" x 21/4"

CASES

1-9
0.70
1 80
1.50

25-99
0 48
1 15
1.00

£295+25pP&P

SOCKETS
18 pin 0.60 24, 28-1;r 40 pin 1 00 Soldercon strip sockets 0 121,

MODULES
MA1002F 12HR 50Hz or MA1002H 24Hr 50Hz-Alarm
Suitable Transformer MTX1001
*MODULE + TRANSFORMER +- VERO CASE

£7.97
0.90

i112 50 incl
(VAT + P & P INCL)

PAYMENT TERMS
'Cash with Order, Access, Barclaycard (simply quote your number and sign)-'
Credit facilities to accredited account holders, Pro -forma invoices can be issued.
Please send 20p for post and packing.

ALL PRICES EXCLUDE VAT A' 8%
(EXCEPT MECHANICAL CLOCKS AS ABOVE )

UNWED Hew-. YORC:
Tel 0442 52151
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0p to -Electronics
With the advent of precision -moulded optical systems the way to
practical opto-electronic devices has really opened up.

FOR SOME time now there has been
an increasing trend towards integration
between optics and electronics. For
this there are two main reasons: visible
light may well become the carrier
medium for the next generation of
communications systems, and the
greater need for accurate information
in r11 fields has led to a great
expansion in the demand for visual
displays.

Before visible light can be employed
for data transmission, a whole range of
components will have to be developed
as the optical equivalents of electrical
plugs and sockets, jacks, switches and
relays, amplifiers, attenuators, filters,
tuners and similar units.

Miniaturisation resulting from
solid-state technology has drastically
reduced the size of electronic
equipment. Meters, indicators and
display screens, however, cannot be
similarly reduced in size, because no
one could read them. An important

Fig. 1. The aspheric lens (top) gives an
undistorted view of at least 20 squares, while
the spherical glass !ens (below), of the same
diameter and power, only shows four
reasonably undistorted squares.

sector of opto-electronics therefore
concerns itself with providing legible
data from systems of the smallest
possible size. The most common
example is probably the light -emitting
diode (LED) display.

The layout and arrangement of
printed circuit boards and the
interchangeable plug-in modules
(which presuppose the absence of
permanent wiring to the outer case),
often create problems of conveying
indication from the point most
convenient to the circuit designer to
the point most convenient to the user.
Again, optical components in the form
of mirrors, prisms, light guides and
lenses (or any combination of them)
.can solve such problems.

ADVANTAGES OF PLASTICS
LENSES

Several clear polymers, such as
acrylics, polystyrene, polycarbonate,
ABS, cellulose, vinyl, polyester and
others, can be used instead of glass to
make optical components. The most
important technical advantages of
plastics optics are freedom of design,
greatly reducecl'assembly costs, greatly
reduced weight, and elimination of
shattering.

On average, optical plastics are
about 55-65% lighter than glass. In
practical terms the weight saving is
usually much greater because most of
the metal mounting and retaining parts
essential for glass lenses can be
dispensed with, since plastics lenses
can be moulded with integral spacers
and retaining lugs.

The most interesting aspect of
plastics lenses is the freedom of optical
form conferred by the nature of the
material. With moulded plastics optics,
human skill is concentrated on the
manufacture of the moulds, from
which any required number of lenses
of uniform quality can be produced,
aspheric (non -spherical) lenses can
readily be made.

Aspheric lenses are important
because they permit aberrational
correction of a system without
affecting its focal length and
magnification. Certain shortcomings of
spheric lenses can therefore be
eliminated or minimised by
'aspherising' one or several lens
surfaces in an optical system. A given
amount of correction can be achieved
by fewer components if one or more
of them are made aspheric. In both
cases significant savings result.
The advantage of aspherics is well

Fig.2. Integral array of nine miniature aspheric lenses with a magnification of 3x for an
electronic pocket calculator,

a le



shown in Fig.1. Both magnifiers have
the same size and magnification, but
while the aspheric moulded plastics
lens in the top unit has a

distortion -free field of view of 20
squares, the spherical glass lens of the
lower unit has an effective field of
view of only four squares. Yet the
glass lens is heavier and more
expensive.

Aspherics can be also produced at
apertures greater than fa They are
already widely used in portable devices
involving high magnification, such as
reading aids for sub -normal vision.
Aspheric lenses from 3 mm to 180 mm
diameter are readily available, while
lenses up to 630 mm diameter have
been made. In opthalmics-,
magnifications of 8x are frequently
used.

INTEGRAL PLASTICS OPTICS
The freedom of shape conferred by

moulding frees designers from the
limitations imposed by glass - he can
create systems which are functionally
superior. Plastics lenses can be
moulded with integral lugs, bosses,

Fig. 3. This
combined mini-
computer, moving
map and
electronic display
unit (Corned) for
aircraft navigation
uses a moulded
plastics lens of
complex aspheric
design to give an
undistorted,
brilliant image
of the map.

Fig. 4. This one-piece light
guide splits the light from
a single bulb into six beams
to scan six rows of holes in
a punched card for an
automatic telephone
dialling unit.

rims, pivots and similar mounting,
swivelling, adjusting and actuating
members, in a wide range of shapes,
sizes or configurations, as shown for
instance in Fig.4. This means that in a
well -designed product, the optical
system parts snap or slide into the
housing without any further assembly
operations and, with
precision -moulded housings, no

subsequent setting or adjustment
should be necessary.

TYPICAL APPLICATIONS
A multiple aspheric lens array

moulded integrally with its mounting
plate is shown in Fig. 2, with the
associated nine -digit seven-br circuit
board for pocket calculators. The
moulding has two pins on the
underside which locate through the
two holes in the board in two further
holes in the calculator casing. Two
ledges on the underside of the
moulding ensure that it is held at the
correct focal distance above the board.
Assembly is therefore very simple and
the need for any adjustment is

eliminated. The lenses have a

magnification of 3x and provide a
distortion -free image.

A much larger moulded lens is used
on the Ferranti Corned (combined
map and electronic display) for
aircraft, shown in Fig.3. In addition to
alpha -numeric readouts of latitude,
longitude, range, bearing and other
navigational data, the unit has a screen
on to which a moving map or radar
picture can be projected from the rear.
The lens is a bivex type, the flatter
surface having a special form known as
a Schmidt corrector plate. This
complex aspheric surface is essential to
ensure an undistorted image from any
position, despite movements of the
pilot's head, and a brilliant image even
in strong daylight.

Light guides can "e of many
different basic types, depending on the
function they are required to perform.
A good example is the Card Callmaker,
a compact unit which can
automatically dial a telephone number
with up to 16 digits when the
appropriate punched card is inserted
into it. The light guide (see Fig.4),
which is moulded accurate to ± 0.012
mm in all dimensions, has six 'fingers',
which split the light from a single lamp
into six beams. Each finger
incorporates a lens at its tip, which
focuses the light on to a photocell.
The inserted card blocks the light,
except where holes are punched in any
of the six rows available. This
automatic dialling unit could, of
course, also work with six lamps and
conventional glass lenses, but then
failure of any one lamp out of six
would result in a wrong number. If the
single lamp in the Card Callmaker fails,
the unit will simply not operate. This
moulded unit is much cheaper than a
light guide made up from bundles of
glass fibres.

In addition to lenses, prisms, light
guides and similar components,
mirrors and reflecting surfaces of
almost any shape can also be

produced. Aluminium, gold and
thorium are most commonly used for
coating the reflective surface, which
may be the front or rear surface of the
component.

I nte;ra I ly moulded optics will
undoubtedly play an increasing part in
opto-electronics, including such
equipment as self -scanning arrays, low
light level vision aids (both active and
passive), cathode-ray tubes (for
combined optical digitisers),
rear -ported cathode-ray tubes (for
combined optical and electronic
projection), photometers and
densitometers, video recording
systems, optical character readers,

holographic and thermal imaging
equipment, laser equipment of, all
kinds and many others.
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PART
This section in our electronic component series
is a definitive guide to the many various systems
commonly in use.

THE CHARACTERISTICS AND
value of a capacitor may be indicated on
the body of the component in one of
three ways:-

(a) The value, tolerance, working
voltage and any other characteristic
may be stamped or printed on the
body of the component. This is

usually used on physically large
components such as paper
capacitors, electrolytics etc.
However, it is being increasingly
used on smaller capacitors,
particularly plastic film types.
Figure 1 shows representative'
markings.

(b) A sequence of coloured bands or
dots "is painted on the component
body. This is deciphered according
to the standard colour code table for
the value and tolerance. Additional
bands may indicate other
characteristics according to a

specified table.

(c) The value and other characteristics
may be indicated by a 'typographic'
code; a sequence of numbers and
letters stamped or printed on the
component body. There is a

variety of these codes. These will be
elaborated upon shortly.

The particular marking code used
depends largely on the style and type of
capacitor, i.e: paper, mica, button mica,
plastic film, ceramic, etc, and the code
preferred by the manufacturer.

The temperature coefficient of a

capacitor may be expressed directly in
parts per million per centigrade degree
(ppm/oC) or simply the significant
figures preceeded by the letter N for a
negative coefficient or P for a positive
coefficient. Examples are given below:-
P100 = +100 ppm/0C
P30 or P030 = +30 ppm/0C
NPO = 0 ppm/0C

(negative/
positive zero)

N30 or N030 = -30 ppm/0C

CE62
6 7? V 2200,fiF
BLACK NEG.

;r-mc,3R2Z009
B5 C

Fig. 1. Typical capacitors with
value and ratings marked directly
on the body

A

r

Araci-77 Ammic--4014

A
0CE "Ir220g F

16v

A
351 2,.:00.,F

NEG
7c

- Es!, c

N033 = -30 ppm/0C
N075 or N080 = -75 ppm/0C
N470 = -470 ppm/0C
N2200 = -2200 ppm/0C

Wound foil and metallized capacitors
may have a black line marking one end
of the component body, as illustrated in.
Figure 2. This indicates that the
outermost foil is connected to the lead
at that end of the body. This is useful in
bypassing applications or where the
'hot' terminal may be sensitive to the
surrounding environment. This lead is

connected to the circuit common, or
the 'low' portion of the circuit and
shields the 'hot' electrode of the
capacitor, reducing stray coupling to or
from the external circuit.

Remember that the capacitors are
non -polar so that the black line does not
indicate polarity or the negative
terminal.
Mica Capacitors: The most common
method of marking moulded mica
capacitors is by an arrangement of
coloured dots. The widely used British
and American systems are illustrated in
Figs 3 and 4. The value and tolerance
may be found by referring to Table I.
The other characteristics may be
.obtained from Table 2.

Three, four, five and alternative
six -dot codes have been employed from
time to time. These are illustrated in Fig
5. The capacitor's value and other
characteristics can be obtained from
Table I. The alternative six -dot code is
for high -tolerance, high stability
capacitors.

OUTERMOST
FOIL CONNECTED
TO THIS LEAD

Fig. 2. Wound foil and metallised
capacitors have the outermost
foil connected to the lead at the
end marked by a black band or
line.
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TABLE I

MICA CAPACITOR COLOUR CODE

Colour
1st & 2nd
Digits Multiplier Tolerance

Voltage
Rating

Characteristic

Temp. Coeff.
(ppm/°C

Capacitance
Drift

Black
Brown
Red
Orange
Yellow
Green
Blue
Violet
Grey
White
Gold
Silver

0
1

2
3
4
5
6
7

8
9
-
-

1

10
102
103
104
-
-
-
-
0.1
0.01

± 20% 
± 1%
± 2%

± 5%

± 10%

350

750

2000

± 1000
± 500
± 200
± 100
- 20 to + 100
0 to + 70

-50 to +150
-50 to + 100

± 5% + 1 pF
± 3% + 1 pF
±0.5%
±0.3%
±0.1% + 0.1 pF
±0.05% + 0.1 pF

±0.3% + 0.2 pF
±0.2% + 0.2 pF

Note: Value indicated in pF,  * no -colour also used in lieu of black.

##

REAR

MAX DC
WORKING
VOLTAGE

OPERATING
TEMPERATURE
RANGE

IDENTIFIER`

FRONT
VIBRATION SPEC
OR IDENTIFIER

Fig. 4. Nine -dot colour coding for mica
capacitors.

1st DIGIT 2nd DIGIT

DIRECTIONAL
INDICATOR

CHARACTERISTIC MULTIPLIER
TOLERANCE

 VVHITE EIA SPEC
BLACK MIL SPEC.

1st DIGIT 2nd DIGIT MULTIPLIER

3 DOT CODE

IDENTIFIER 1st DIGIT 2nd DIGIT

TOLERANCE MULTIPLIER
DC WORKING
VOLTAGE TOLERANCE

1st DIGIT 2nd DIGIT MULTIPLIER

o )
DC WORKING TOLERANCE
VOLTAGE

FRONT

REAR

1st DIGIT 2nd DIGIT MULTIPLIER

DC WORKING
VOLTAGE

5 DOT CODES

1st DIGIT 2nd DIGIT

TOLERANCE

3rd DIGIT

DC WORKING MULTIPLIER
VOLTAGE

TOLERANCE

ALTERNATIVE 6 -DOT CODE
(for high tolerance, high stability, capacitors)

Fig. 5. Other codes for mica capacitors.

Button, Mica Capacitors: The charact-
eristics of button mica capacitors
are indicated by a system of three, five
or six dots on the rim of the
component. These are illustrated in Fig
6. The value and characteristics are.
obtained from Table I.

Note that there are three six -dot
codes. Numbers 1 and 2 are for standard
tolerance capacitors but number 3 in
Fig 6 is for close tolerance, high
stability types where the capacitance is
specified to three significant figures.
Ceramic Capacitors: A variety of

,
TABLE 2

Voltage Operating
Colour Rating Temp. Range

Black -55 to +70°C
Brown 100
Red -55 to +85°C
Orange 300
Yellow -55 to 125°C
Green 500
Blue -55 to +150°C
Violet
Grey
White
Gold 1000
Silver

TYPE' 1st DIGIT 2nd DIGIT

DIRECTIONAL
INDICATOR

to (t) 0
MAX
DC WORKING TOLERANCE MULTIPLIER
VOLTAGE

'RED METALIZED ISM)
GREEN FOIL

BRITISH
SYSTEM

IDENTIFIER f 151 DIGIT 2nd DIGIT

t 4(

0 0 0
t

CHARACTERISTIC MULTIPLIER
TOLERANCE

WHITE EIA
BLACK MIL. SPEC.

AMERICAN
SYSTFM

Fig. 3. Six -dot colour coding for mica
capacitors.

2nd DIGIT

1st DIGIT MULTIPLIER

(1111)
3 -DOT CODE

2nd DIGIT

In DIGIT

IDENTIFIER
(BLACK)

MULTIPLIER
5 -DOT CODE

TOLERANCE

2nd DIGIT MULTIPLIER

in DIGIT

IDENTIFIER
(BLACK)

2nd DIGIT

in DIGIT

IDENTIFIER
(BLACK)

TOLERANCE

CHARACTERISTIC

MULTIPLIER

TOLERANCE

CHARACTERISTIC

MULTIPLIER

TOLERANCE

CHARACTERISTIC

6 -DOT CODE

2

3

Fig. 6. Button mica capacitor coding.
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TEMPERATURE
CO -EFFICIENT

2nd DIGIT

in DIGIT

1st DIGIT

2nd DIGIT

MULTIPLIER

TOLERANCE

SUTTON STYLE

Fig. 8. Button, feedthrough & standoff
ceramic capacitor colour codes.

disinsosasmrsmm--

TEMPERATURE
CO -EFFICIENT

1st DIGIT

2nd DIGIT

MULTIPLIER

TOLERANCE

STANDOFF STYLE

TOLERANCE

MULTIPLIER

FEED THROUGH STYLE

TEMPERATURE
CO -EFFICIENT

in DIGIT

2nd DIGIT

TEMPERATURE CO -EFFICIENT
COLOUR CODE (TABLE 31

SIGNIFICANT
FIGURES OF
CAPACITANCE

DECIMAL POINT
AND MULTIPLIER
p 10.12 (pF)
n = x 10-9 (no)

(pF) marking (pF) marking
0.68 p68 15 15p
0.82 p82 18 18p
1.0 1p0 22 22p
1.2 1p2 27 27p
1.5 1p5 33 33p
1.8 1p8 39 33p
2.2 2p2 47 47p
2.7 2p7 56 56p
3.3 303 68 68p
3.9 3p9 82 82p
4.7 4p7 100 n10
5.6 5p6 120 n10
6.8 6p8 150 n15
8.2 8p2 180 n18
10 10p 220 n22
12 12p n27

Fig. 9. Typographic code used on
miniature' plate ceramic capacitors.

-41

typographic and colour codes is used for
ceramic capacitors, largely depending on
style of construction and the preference
of the manufacturer. The codes used for
various construction styles are
illustrated and explained.

Colour code systems for the common
styles of ceramic capacitor are
illustrated in Fig 7. Note that in the five
and six colour systems, the first band or
dot is always larger than the others. For
the axial lead style, this distinguishes
them from resistors. In the six -colour
system, the first two bands indicate the
temperature coefficient. The value and
other characteristics of these capacitors
may be obtained from Table 3. Figure 8
illustrates colour codes for button,
feedthrough and standoff style
capacitors.

The typographic codes used on
ceramic capacitors are illustrated in Figs %.
9, 10 and 11.

The code used on miniature plate
ceramic capacitors, typical of the type
manufactured by Philips, is illustrated in
Fig 9. The value is indicated in farads,
the letters p and n being used as a

multiplier and to indicate the decimal
point. If the multiplier is omitted, the
value is indicated directly in pF. The
temperature coefficient is indicated by a

TEMPERATURE
COEFFICIENT

TEMPERATURE
CO EFFICIENT

 GENERALLY H: -K CERAMIC.
TOLL F...^N^E USUALLY
VOLTAGE /1 T NG DEPENDS
ON MANUF AC I UREF.

TOLERANCE USUALLY
09. VOLTAGE RATING

DEPENDS ON
MANUFACTURER

DISC

to DIGIT

2nd DIGIT

MULTIPLIER

1st 01G11

2nd DIGIT

 TOLERANCE 1pF FOR VALUES
BELOW 10pF: 0% FOR VALUES
BETWEEN 10pF AND 1000pF AND
-20 .50% FOR VALUES TO 10.000pF
VOLTAGE RATING DEPENDS ON TYPE.

UPRIGHT TUBULAR

MULTIPLIER --I
PLATE TYPE

TOLERANCE C t5.6pF  ± 0.5pF
C  6.11 -27pFt 1pF
C  > 33pF  ± 3%

VOLTAGE RATING  120V MAX.

MIDGET TUBULAR

THREE COLOUR SYSTEM

2nd DIGIT MULTIPLIER
1s. DIGIT TOLERANCE

MULTIPLIER

1st DIGIT

RADIAL LEAD
TUBULAR

MULTIPLIER
2nd DIGIT

ll
TOLERANCE

1111111.0

VOLTAGE RATINGS
DEPEND ON MANUFACTURER.

FOUR COLOUR SYSTEM

2nd DIGIT

1st DIGIT

MULTIPLIER

TOLERANCE

/ AXIAL LEAD
BODY COLOUR

WHITE BANG DISTINGUISHES
CAPACITOR FROM RESISTOR

2nd OIGIT MULTIPLIER

ins DIGIT TOLERANCE

1111111111110

/ TUBULAR

RAOIAL LEAD

1st OIGIT \ TOLERANCE

2nd DIGIT MULTIPLIER

AXIAL LEAD

2nd DIGIT

to DIGIT

TEMPERATURE
CO -EFFICIENT

MULTIPLIER

TOLERANCE

DISC

FIVE COLOUR SYSTEM

Air

2nd DIGIT
1st DIGIT TOLERANCE

TEMPERATURE.- MULTIPLIER
CO -EFFICIENT lk

TUBULAR

[11 - I AXIAL LEAD

\ TOLERANCE
TEMPERATURE/
CO EFFICIENT MULTIPLIER

1st DIGIT 2nd DIGIT

Fig. 7. Common ceramic capacitor colour codes.

1st OIGIT 2nd OIGIT

TEMPERATURE .,_ MULTIPLIER
CO -EFFICIENT \

TOLERANCE

DISC

SIX COLOUR SYSTEM

MINNIMMEIL
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TABLE 3

CERAMIC CAPACITOR
COLOUR CODE

6 -COLOUR SYSTEM
TEMPERATURE COEFFICIENT

t

Tolerance Temperature
COLOUR 1st & 2nd digits Multiplier C<10pF (pF) C>10pF (%) Coefficient

1

Integrer Multiplier

Block
i 4

0 1 ± 2pF ± 20 NPO ±0
W

1

Brown 1 , 10 ± 0.1 + 1 N030/N033 -3 10

Red 2 102 ±0.25 ±2 N075/N080 -8 102
Orange 3 103 ± 0.25 ± 2.5 (or 3) N 150 -1.5 103
Yellow 4 104 N 220 -2.2 104
Green 5 ±0.5 ±5 N 330 -3.3
Blue 6 N 470 -4.7
Violet 7 N 750 -7.5 -
Grey 8 10-2 (0.01) ± 0.25 +3 -
White 9 10-1 (0.1) ± 1.0 ± 10 P 100 +1 -
Red and Violet - - - P 100 -

- - li -it
NOTE: Value indicated

in pF

4

HI -K TYPES

0.01pF
± 20%

LOW -K TYPES

TEMPERATURE (SEE TABLE 3)
CO -EFFICIENT
A( COLOUR \

CODE

to DIGIT

2nd DIGIT

MULTIPLIER

1st DIGIT

4.7pF
0.5pF

TOLERANCE

2nd DIGIT

DECIMAL POINT.

MULTIPLIER EXAMPLES

TOLERANCE FIGURE MULTIPLY BY CODE CAPACITANCE
(TABLE 4)

0 NONE 010 1 pF
1 10 1R5 1.5 pF
2 100 100 10 pF

Fig 10. Commonly 3 1000 101 100 pF

typographic code for
ceramic capacitors.

4 10,000 472
223

4700 pF
22 000 pF
(22 nF, .022 p F)

MULTIPLIER &
DECIMAL

1st DIGIT 2nd DIGIT

Iin 5MA° II

TOLERANCE
(TABLE 4) DIELECTRIC

VALUE IN pF. MULTIPLIER
n  X 103, ALSO INDICATES
DECIMAL POINT

to DIGIT

TOLERANCE
(TABLE 4)

470 pF, t5%
N750 VALUE 1IN oF I

TEMPERATURE
COEFFICIENT
(TABLE 5)

TOLERANCE
(TABLE 4)

TEWERATURE
CO -EFFICIENT
(TABLE 5)

Fig 11. Typographic code typically used on ceramic capacitors of British and European
 manufacture.

coloured band on top of the capacitor,
the characteristic can be obtained from
Table 3. Values below 100 pF (In) are
generally Low -K, temperature
compensating (TC) types. Hi -K types
will not have the coloured band. Typical
markings and corresponding values for
low value capacitors are shown in the
table on the right of Fig 9.

Another widely used code is illustrated
in Fig 10. Generally, this involves a

group of three numbers with a following
letter. The first two numbers are the
significant figures of capacitance, the
third digit denoting the number of
following zeros. The value is indicated

in pF. For values below 10 pF which
require a decimal point, the letter R is
interposed between the two significant
figures of capacitance. The value is

followed by a single letter indicating the
tolerance. The tolerance can be

obtained from Table 4. If the tolerance
code is not included, assume a tolerance
of ±20%. Low -K types will have a

colour -coded band on top similar to the
miniature plate ceramics, and Table 3
will indicate the value.

A typographic system used commonly
on capacitors of British and European
manufacture, particular tubular,
radial -lead types, is illustrated in Fig 11.

TABLE 4
Typographic Tolerance Code

Tolerance

Letter <10 pF >10 pF

B -±0.1 pF
C ±0.25 pF
D -±0.5 pF
E ±25%
F -±1 pF ± 1%
G ±2%
H - ±2.5%
J ±5%
K ±10%
M ±20%
P - -0 + 100%
S - -20 + 50%
W - -0 + 200%
X - -20 + 40%
Z -

-
-20 + 80%

TABLE 5

Typographic T.C. code

Letter
A

D
E
F

G
H
J

K
N
P

R

S
T
U

C

Temp. Coeff.
P100
NPO
N033/N030
N047/N050
N075/N080
N150
N220
N330
N470
N750
N1500
N2200
N 3300
N4200
N4700
N 5600

Values below 100 pF are indicated
directly in pF. Values between 100 pF
and 1000 pF are indicated in pF using
the multiplier n (= x103). The position
of the multiplier may indicate the
decimal point. For example, a 470 pF
capacitor will be marked n47 for the
value, whereas a 1500 pF capacitor wilt
be marked In5. Values above 10000 pF
are generally marked in uF.
A system of two or three letters

following the value are used to indicate
the tolerance and temperature
coefficient or dielectric characteristics
of the capacitor in this system. The first
letter indicates tolerance, the value
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2nd DIGIT

1st DIGIT MULTIPLIER
(NO. OF ZEROS)

TOLERANCE
(TABLE 4)

Fig. 12. Commonly used typo-
graphic code for Plastic Film
capacitors

DC 1= 100V
WORKING 2 = 200 OR 250V
VOLTAGE 5 500V

being obtainable from Table 4. A single
letter following the tolerance code
indicates that the capacitor is a Low -K
TC type, the value of the temperature
coefficient can be found from Table 5.
If the tolerance code is followed by two
letters, this indicates an H -K type and
the manufacturer's data should be
consulted if the dielectric characteristics
are needed.

Some ceramic capacitors of Japanese
manufacture may have a voltage rating
code, consisting of a number and a
letter, or two letters, also stamped on
the component. It may precede the
value and tolerance code or be placed
separately. This code is given in Table 6.

A range of Hi -K disc ceramic
capacitors are manufactured that have
the value printed on the body and a red
band painted at the end opposite the
leads. They are commonly known as
'redcaps', the red band indicating a Hi -K
capacitor with a 25 Vdc working rating.
They should not be confused with a
range of epoxy -encapsulated ceramic
capacitors manufactured by Erie, which
have a red coating all over and are also
known as redcaps.
Plastic Film Capacitors: By and large,
plastic film capacitors have their value,
tolerance and voltage rating marked on
them directly. Small, low -value
polystyrene capacitors are marked
thus:- 47/100. The first figure is the
value in pF, the latter figure the dc
working voltage. Thus, a capacitor
marked that way would be 47 pF,
100 Vdc working. Polystyrene
capacitors have the lead connected to
the outer foil marked by a black band at
the end of the body as illustrated in Fig
2.

Often, the tolerance rating is' not
marked on plastic film capacitors.
Except for polystyrene and mylar
capacitors, a tolerance of ±20% can be
assumed.

Typographic codes used on plastic film
capacitors are very similar to that used
on Hi -K disc ceramics as illustrated in
Fig 10. For example, a capacitor may be
marked 102K, which indicates a

1000 pF, ±10% capacitor. In addition, a
single digit following the tolerance code
may be added. This indicates the voltage
rating and represents volts x 100. For
example, a capacitor marked 272K1 is a
2700 pF, ±10% 100 V capacitor.

The common typographic code used

0

colour

black
brown

0

I

1

10

±20

red 2 101 250 V

orange 3 10'

yellow 4 104 400 V

green 5 lot
blue 6 630 V

violet 7

grey a

white 9 +107.

1st figure of cap value --
2nd figure of cap. value --
multiplying farm-- ---
capacitance tolerance ---
working voltage

body colour -

L._ A_

Fig. 13. Colour code for polycarbonate and polyester capacitors.

on plastic film capacitors is shown in
Fig 12.
Polycarbonate and polyester

capacitors are marked with coloured
bands around their body indicating their
value and characteristics - illustrated in
Fig 13. The table gives the values of the
bands. The capacitance is indicated in
pF. The body colour is usually a light

tan.

Paper Capacitors: Paper capacitors are
large enough to have the value,
tolerance and rating printed directly on
them. The flat moulded style, largely
superceded, now uses a code of four
coloured dots, similar to that used on
flat moulded mica capacitors. Figure
14(A) illustrates the code for flat
moulded paper capacitors. Note that the
body will be dark brown or black in
contrast to the light tan bodies used on
flat moulded mica capacitors. The
capacitance and voltage rating may be
obtained from Table 1.

Moulded tubular paper capacitors are
sometimes marked with a colour code as
illustrated in Fig 14(B). The capacitance
and tolerance may be obtained from
Table 1. The voltage rating is indicated
by one or two coloured bands at the
end opposite the value. Add two zeros
to the significant figures. A single band

indicates a rating under 1000 volts. A
gold band indicates a rating of 1000
volts. The value is indicated in pF.
Example: -

1st band = brown
2nd band = red

Value 3rd band = yellow 120000 pF
4th band = black ± 20%
1st band = brown

Voltage 2nd band = green 1500 volts

E I ect rolytic Capacitors: Most wet
electrolytic capacitors have the
capacitance, voltage rating and tolerance.
rating marked on them. Miniature, low
voltage types use a kind of shorthand as
follows:- 25/25 means 25 uF, 25 V
working. The tolerance is not usually
marked on them but it may be assumed
to be at least -20%, +80%. The positive
terminal will be marked with a + symbol
Of perhaps a red end cap or red dot. The
negative terminal may be marked with a
- symbol or a black stripe. One
terminal may not be marked. In this
case it is usually the negative terminal
that is not marked. Most electrolytics
have the can connected to the negative
terminal. Some high voltage
electrolytics have the can insulated and
the electrodes brought out to separate
terminals.
Tantalum Capacitors: These may have
the value marked on them or the value

oAFiK BROWN
OR BLACK VOLTAGE
BODY / RATING

MULTIPLY VALUE
OF COLOUR BY 100
TO OBTAIN VOLTAGE

(A) FLAT MOULDED
PAPER CAPACITOR

1st DIGIT 2nd DIGIT MULTIPLIER

INDICATES OUTER
FOIL MAY BE ON
EITHER ENI1MAY
BE INDICATED BY
TYPOGRAPHIC MARKING
OR BLACK STRIPE

11

TOLERANCE
\ 1st DIGIT - VOLTAGE - ADD TWO ZEROS TO SIGNIFICANT

._-- RATING VOLTAGE FIGURES. SINGLE BAND
2nd DIGIT --- INDICATES RATING UNDER 1000V

'SEE TABLE 1. VALUE INDICATED IN pF

Fig. 14. Paper capacitor colour codes. (B) MOULDED TUBULAR
PAPER CAPACITOR

401111MigielIMMIIMPOW
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Capacitance (MF)

Rated Voltage (V1

SOLID
TANTALUM

a

Polarity (+1

.6%0

L

Matsushita Symbol

MOULDED
TANTALUM

Fig. 15. Typical markings used on
tantalum capacitors.

TABLE 6

Voltage rating code
for Japanese ceramic
capacitors

Coda Rating

1E 25 Vdc
1H 50 II

2H 500 "
3A 1 kV "
3D 2 kV "
3F 3 kV "
3G 4 kV -
3H 5 kV "
3J 6 kV "
3M 7 kV "
3K 8 kV "
4A 10 kV "
4B 12 kV "
4C 15 kV "
AL
CL 1500 Vac

DS 2500 Vac

SOLID TANTALUM TYPES

RED SPOT

MULTIPLIER

PM -UNITS
-TENS

`.WORKINGPC3OFI VOLTAGE

11 lj
Example
Units Blue = 6
Tens = Grey = 8
Mult. = White ='

x0.1µF
Body = Grey =25V
6.8µF/25V
Fig. 16. Common
coiour coae for
tantalum
capacitors.

WHEN VIEWED WITN SP01 SHOwiNG
POSITIVE LEAD IS UNITS
AS

MULTIPLIER

-TENS

VOLTAGE

ti
and voltage marked in a shorthand as
explained previously. The positive
terminal is usually marked with a black
stripe and/or a + symbol. The negative
terminal is usually not marked.
Markings on a solid tantalum and a
moulded tantalum are shown in Fig 15.
The solid tantalum type has the positive
lead longer than the negative lead - the
opposite with moulded tantalum.

TABLE 7

COLOUR CODE
FOR TANTALUM CAPACITORS

Colour

,

Voltage
Tens &
Units Multiplier

Brown - 1 x 10
Red - 2 x 100
Orange 35 V 3 -
Yellow 6.3 V 4 -
Green 16 V 5 -
Blue 20 V 6 -
Violet - 7 -
Grey 25 V 8 x 0.01
White 3 V 9 x 0.1
Black 10 V 0 x 1
Pink 35 V - -

TABLE

Working Voltage

3.15 volts
6.3

Surge Voltage

4 volts
8

10 13

16 20
20 25
25 32
35 44
50 63

Solid tantalum ('Tag') capacitors are
also marked with a colour code. There
are two systems in use, illustrated in

Fig. 16. Table 7 gives the values and
ratings for the colours.

Tantalum capacitors can withstand a
surge voltage about 20-30% greater than
their rated working voltage. Table 8
below lists the maximum surge voltage
of a capacitor having the rated working
voltage shown.

SOW STEREb AMP. TEMPERATURE
ALARM_ LM3E10 INTERCOM AND
RECORD PLAYER. RUMBLE FILTER.
BATTERY CHARGER. TAPE/SLIDE
SYNCHRONISER.,. Mcycr, --
FAA .._

En Top PROJECTS

N'2
electronics 75p

al International_ otArER

rthrla. LINEAR IC TESTER.
IGNITION TIMING LIGHT. SPRING
LINE REVERBERATION UNIT. ADD-
ON QUAD UNIT. NI -CAD BATTERY
CHARGER. DIGITAL STOPWATCH.
HIPOWER STROBE. TRAFFICATOR
CANCELLOR. AUDIO WATTMETE
FET 4 -INPUT MIXER. PRINTIMER.
AUTOMATIC CAR THEFT ALAR
I C POWER SUPPLY. OVER -LED
AERIAL MATCHER. LOGIC PROBE
PLUS MANY MORE....

Projects Book Two -
contains 26 popular
projects from the
pages of ETI, first
published July 1975
75p + 15p p&p.

LUJ
211

LIMP PROJECTS

N°3
El

Project Book Three
- contains 27 popular
projects from the
pages of ETI, first
published March 1976
f1.00 + 15p p&p.

11
To: ETI Specials, ETI Magazine, 36 Ebury Street, London SW1W OLW.

POSTAGE AND PACKING is 15p for the first, 10p for subsequent (overseas,
20p and 15p).

46011 Synthesiser
complete reprint of our
superb, synthesiser design
produced by Maplin
f.1.50 + 15p p&p.

Electronics - It's Easy
the first thirteen parts
of our popular intro-
ductory series
£1.20 + 15p p&p.

electronics
-irs easy

----- -
Power Supplies
Waveforms
Fitters
Digital Sy,teire.
Loiltc

Electronics - It's Easy
Volume 2 - the next
thirteen parts of our
series.
£1.20 + 15p p&p.
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1,1.pjilS.

CALCULATORS

99 WAYS TO KNOW AND USE YOUR ELECTRONIC
CALCULATOR
L. Frenzel

SCIENTIFIC ANALYSIS ON YOUR POCKET
CALCULATOR
Smith

COMPUTERS AND MICROPROCESSORS

HOW TO BUILD PROXIMITY DETECTORS AND METAL LOCATORS
J Shields 0.25
A of Jct.,' al da 1-ya,frsed hoc.

£4.50 HOW TO USE IC CIRCUIT LOGIC ELEMENTS
J Streeter
Helps th.r.c unlaosh, wah cl iyirai lay.f urCu,IS

E8.25

BEGINNERS' GUIDE TO COMPUTER LOGIC
G. Stapleton £1.95
Grasp quickly computer codes. Mgdat logic ops and switching cdctols

COMPUTER CIRCUITS AND HOW THEY WORK
B. Wells E1.80
Become acquainted wink the various parts of a computer and its
technology

COMPUTER TECHNICIANS HANDBOOK
B. Ward £3.25
Tins 9,..11f1 volume Coro oaf., to a 1 000 hour course On computer

CONTROL ENGINEERING
N. M Morris £3.70
Clan is the 2nd edition of a highly successful book keeping fully abreast
,1 developments at control engineering

DIGITAL ELECTRONIC CIRCUITS AND SYSTEMS
N. M. Morris £2.60
The .deal book for the enthusrast confused by logic and digital
techniques

MICROPROCESSORS £10.80L. Allmon
Gives a general overview of the technology design ideas and practical
application

MICROPROCESSORS £8.00D. C. McGlynn
l'echnologY Archilecture and A dOlical,ons This ,ntroduction provides a
tear explanahon of inis niportant new dew,

MICROPROCESSORS AND MICROCOMPUTERS £15.90
B Soiree.
Describes the application programming and interfacing techniques
common to all microprocessors

ELECTRONICS

ACTIVE FILTER COOKBOOK
D. Lancaster
Evervin, you need to know to build and use artive filters

E3.25

INTEGRATED ELECTRONICS
J. Millman 0.15
Using an IC approach the text leads the reader step by step from
semiconductor physics to devices. models circuits and systems

IC OP -AMP COOKBOOK
W. Jung £8.25
Covers :he basic theory of IC op amps re great detail. also includes 250
practrcalcncurt applications

INDEXED GUIDE TO MODERN ELECTRONIC CIRCUITS
R. Goodman £2.25
Practical Schematics w.th conc.se theory and troubleshoot,
.ntorrhatiOn

INTRODUCING ELECTRONIC SYSTEMS
I R Stncl.ir

basic ms.ght Into what makes electronics trek
E1.75

INSTALLING AND SERVICING ELECTRONIC PROTECTIVE
SYSTEMS £2.10.H Swearer
lovers ostaliabon anti serv.crng or all electronic security systems

LINEAR ELECTRONIC CIRCUITS AND SYSTEMS
G. Bishop £2.55
Illustrates the use of the op amp r many dillerhnt 301thcabnn5

LINEAR INTEGRATED CIRCUIT APPLICATIONS
G. Clayton E4.90
A prachcal approach Is emphasrsed throughout. encouraging the reader
to try Out devices h.mself.

LINEAR IC PRINCIPLES EXPERIMENTS AND PROJECTS
E. M. Noll
An introduction to one of electronrcs most exerting devices

£5.80

110 OPERATIONAL AMPLIFIER PROJECTS FOR THE HOME
CONSTRUCTOR
R. M. Manton E2.85
Outlines the essential characteristics of op amps and presents 1,51,1
pruier,r5

110 SEMICONDUCTOR PROJECTS FOR THE HOME CONSTRUC-
TOR
R. M. Manton E2.85
Introduces the reader to PET s. SCR s and IC s with (instruction
derails of many useful circuits

110 COSMOS DIGITAL IC PROJECTS FOR
£9.75 CONSTRUCTOR

ELECTRONIC ENGINEERS REFERENCE BOOK - 4th EDITION
L W. Tumor £25.60
A completely new and op.fo dare rrf,ferff for all ,rfoffff,fffs and
sfuden15

BASIC MATHS COURSE FOR ELECTRONICS
H. Jacoboimu E1.75Quick short Cur way to learn the language of ma, as applied to
electronics

BEGINNERS GUIDE TO ELECTRONICS
T L. Squire. E2.55
Short Cut for th0, W.S1.1., 10 obtain a quick acquaintance with modern
elamonies

BEGINNERS GUIDE TO TRANSISTORS
J A Raddihough £2.55
Covers the Ensie theoryand practice of modern transistors

DESIGNING MTN TTL INTEGRATED CIRCUITS
Texas Instruments 0.06
Covers The entire family of TTL and practical applications of circuits in
digital systems

ELECTRONIC MEASUREMENTS SIMPLIFIED
C Hallmark £2.10
Covert lust about every i.oriceivalre rest or measurement you will r urul

ELECTRONICS POCKET BOOK
P. McGoldrick E4.15

ELECTRONICS AND PHOTOGRAPHY
R. Brown E2.20
Practical raster Ii WO, flf.,oted in phologf aph,

ELECTRONICS SELF TAUGHT
J Asho £2.20
Covers basic principles of electronics includes a large number of ample
Urcoilt

ESSENTIAL FORMULAE FOR ELECTRICAL AND ELECTRONIC
ENGINEERS
N. M. Moms £1.20
Hy., reference book includes a section on S1 units resistor culuir,
codes and preferred values

HOW TO BUILD ELECTRONIC KITS
V. Cape, E2.10
Instructs the kit builder on how to check components how to assemble
and how to cure faults

FIRE AND THEFT SECURITY SYSTEMS
B. VV. E1.90
SefeCT.On and ontallation home maintenance and business Security
dances

HANDBOOK OF IC CIRCUIT PROJECTS
J. ikahe £1.75

rom hi.Ir C.ft....15 to complete digital counters re a single package

HOW TO READ ELECTRONIC CIRCUIT DIAGRAMS
B Brown EI.85

very the rg you r red in korrw Irani basic Girl:1 .1 cVnrl,rriii'nts to
integrated co.,.

THE HOME
R M. Marston E3.10

110 INTEGRATED CIRCUIT PROJECTS FOR THE HOME,
CONSTRUCTOR
R M. Manton E2.85
All the proiects have been devised. built and fully evaluated by the
author

110 THYRISTOR PROJECTS USING SCR's
R. M. Moisten
A companion to the author s prevrous books

DIGTAL ICS
G. Flea.

E2.85

£4.50
this book contains information about MOS' and CMOS from basic
construction In corciff, application

OPERATIONAL AMPLIFIERS DESIGN AND APPLICATIONS (Burr
Brown(
G Tobey £5.00
Covers the entire field of operational amyl fIets

PIN POINT TRANSISTOR TROUBLES IN 12 MINUTES
L Gam. E2.85
Complete .olo,mahon on circuit operations troubleshooting charts and
service procedures

PRACTICAL TRIAC/ SCR PROJECTS FOR THE EXPERIMENTER
R Fox £2.15
it ,tt.r.rot fhpof .oil practical cacurts with low cost SCR TRIACs and

PRINCIPLES OF TRANSISTOR -CIRCUITS
S. Antos £4.40
Generally accepted as bang a standard textbook on fundamental
principles underlying the design of rffc.ofts and using VanSfstOfS

RAPID SERVICING OF TRANSISTOR EQUIPMENT
G King £2.85
A systematic guide to the sore cog of transistor radio television rape
and NA. equipment

SEMICONDUCTOR CIRCUIT ELEMENTS
T. O. Towers £6.00
Gives readers an account of all semiconductor devices commercially
evadable for each device d covers a general description. circuit diagram
symbols and work, ponoples

SOLIO STATE CIRCUIT GUIDE BOOK
B. Wwd E2.15
Step by step Instructions to design crrcuits to your own specrlicatrons

TRANSISTOR CIRCUIT DESIGN
Texas E7.90

TTL COOKBOOK
D. Lancaster E6.00
Complete and detailed garde to TTL how it works how to use it and
practical aorritcaltons

UNDERSTANDING ELECTRONIC CIRCUITS
R. Sinclair £4.00
Describes venous orants encountered today with a strong emphasis on
fault finding and servicing procedures

UNDERSTANDING ELECTRONIC COMPONENTS
R. Sinclair £4.00
Explains about components and bridges the gap between elementary
textbooks and unapproachable advanced treatments

UNDERSTANDING CMOS INTEGRATED CIRCUITS
41 Melses £3.50
Begins with basic Modal IC, covers semiconductor physics. CMOS
tabncahon techoology and design

UNDERSTANDING SOLID STATE CIRCUITS
N. Crowhum £1.901
carmen to service the Interests of anyone at sub -engineering level

ELECTRONIC ORGAN BOOKS

TRANSISTOR ELECTRONIC ORGANS FOR THE AMATEUR
A. Douglas £4.90
Written In a simple style. this gives a complete explanation of everything
to do with trans.stonred organs and is profusely illustrated with clear
diagrams

THE ELECTRONIC MUSICAL INSTRUMENT MANUAL
A Douglas £8.00
A comprehensive guide to the theory and design of electronic musrcal
mistruments

ELECTRONIC MUSIC PRODUCTION
A. Douglas
A practical guide to the proctor -1'r, of o:ecif nnff mils.,

SEMICONDUCTOR DATA

£3.10

INTERNATIONAL TRANSISTOR SELECTOR
V D. Towers £3.75
II d takes you longer than one minute 10 frrrd out all about transistors
then you need a copy of rhos book

POPULAR VALVE/TRANSISTOR SUBSTITUTION GUIDE £2.15
Subst.tution date for both valves and transistors in one new volume

RADIO VALVE AND SEMICONDUCTOR DATA
A. M £2.50
Characteristics of 1.000 valves. cathode ray tubes. iranastors, diodes.
rectifiers and optical semi -conductors Thrs new edition I I 97 Sl rs right
up lo date and over 450.000 copies have been sold

RADIO AND TELEVISION

FOUNDATIONS OF WIRELESS ANO ELECTRONICS
M. G. Scroggis £4.35
tVrw 19 ed.1 fold COW, 'he whole basic theory no previous technical

SERVICING TRANSISTOR RADIOS
L. DAtro E2.30
Com.e guide giving theory analysis and servicing techniques

WORLD RADIO TV HANDBOOK -1976 £5.00
Complete Directory of international radio and te.eyrcron and this year
contains. How to listen to the world

TEST EQUIPMENT AND OSCILLOSCOPES
BASIC ELECTRONIC TEST PROCEOURES
I. M. ...eh E2.35
Shows how to get accurate measurement with VOMs meters arid
oscilloscopes

THE OSCILLOSCOPE
G Zwick E2.10
Starts Iron the firs, principles and rakes the reader roan advanced level

PRACTICAL TEST EQUIPMENT YOU CAN BUILD
W. Green £2.15
fur rechuir.a,s r ,TV service operators and serious experimenters

RADIO. TV AND AUDIO TEST EQUIPMENT
G King £4.95
A practical guide to test Instruments and applications concerned largely
with the oscilloscope

TEST INSTRUMENTS FOR ELECTRONICS
M. Clifford E1.65
taSysfrlodrhcatrons to your VOM r VTI/N1 and scope with the aid of this
book

WORKING WITH THE OSCILLOSCOPE
A. Saunders
Includes workshop test protects wish large sire drawings

SERVICING WITH THE OSCILLOSCOPE
G King

£1.85

E5.00
Includes a un.que series of photographs showing oscdioscope traces to
be found In normal and faulty equipment stereo radio. colour TV
Circuite servicing rs dealt with

HOW TO ORDER

Alt prices are cot leo a: Ilse time of going to press but ale subject to

alleralion without notice All prices include postage Please pant your name
and addres, dearly and 1151 each !Ole and price separately Cheques and
postal orders should be made payable to Ell Book Service Books are serf on
Semen days appt oval again,' a full cash remolance plus postage Book stock
Is not held at (TI s Luhtlan olfiCeS and orders snould be sent to Ell BOOK
SFAAICE p 0 Box 79 HAIN hEIEA0 BERKS SL6 PEP
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ET1 READER OFFER

SENO PCB KIT IC5.05
HOW IT WORKS

1. First rub down the board.

3. Lay down the transfer pads.

5. Into the bag, and unclip the
liquid.

7. When complete, reseal and
wash off.

2. Punch through the compon-
ent positions.

4. Now use the halo pen to join
up the circuit.

6. Agitate the etchant over the
board.

8. Rub off the transfers, and
thats It!

The GS System is a complete PCB etching kit for
the amateur normally selling at around £9.00. It
contains, as shown below, Dalo etch -resist pen,
two Polifix blocks for rubbing down and polish-
ing boards, five sheets of etch -resist 'pads' for a
neat finish, and of course the 'etching -bag' which
is the heart of the system. You need never come
into contact with the liquid, the entire process
takes place within the thick-walled polythene bag.
When the liquid loses its power, (after 10 'Euro-
boards',) simply mix in the powder supplied and
throw the whole thing in the bin! Simplicity
itself.

Take the board-dom out of PCB's with this
month's offer, and at a price which won't etch
out your bank balance!

P C B KIT OFFER
ETI MAGAZINE
36 Ebury Street, London SW1W rILW.

In enclose cheque! P.0 fort.5 9 pavthie 011,
for aPCB Kit

-11

NAME ....
ADDRESS. ,

III ONN 'ENNI -
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international

What to look for in the October issue: on sale Sept 3rd

Build yourself
a personal
computer

System 68 is a powerful microcom-
puter which will operate without an
expensive teletype or VDU. You can
write, debug and run programs simply,
using the system keyboard and dis-
play, and the ETI 560 VDU can be
added to enhance the system I/O
capability. Based on the Motorola
M6800 microprocessor, System 68 is
modular and can be adapted and
expanded to suit your requirements
and peripherals. Play computer games,
solve scientific problems, control your
central heating, write computer music
- here's a whole new world of
electronics_

Digital Multimeter

Another first for ETI - not just a
DVM but a DMM with excellent spec.
A 31/2 digit display takes the AC/DC
voltage ranges from 0.1 to 1000V plus
AC/DC current from 0.1[LA to 2A plus
resistance readings from 0.152 to 2MS2.
Accuracy varies with range from 0.2%
to 1%: it can be either mains or battery

operated.
The spec only should whet your

appetite but the constructional design
is also superb - so much so that we
expect our DMM to become one of the
`standard' circuits for the amateur
constructor.

Electronics in Printing
Electronics in general,

and the computer in par-
ticular, is playing an
ever -greater part in the
production of
newspapers and maga-
zines. The newsman's
world is fast becoming a
world of colour VDUs,
optical character recog-
nition, microprocessing
typesetters and other
high technology pro-
ducts and processes.
Read about the com-
puter -controlled ink jet
press which will soon be
printing your morning
paper - in next month's
ETI.

POCKET 1-2

HOUR TIMER
Many applications suggest them-
selves for this but the obvious one
is to avoid being caught out with
an expensive parking ticket. It's
truly pocket -sized and operates
from a PP3 battery.

-HATCH
GENERATOR
The winning entry for last year's
Doram design competition was a
cross -hatch generator. We hope to
give you constructional details in
next month's issue.
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The ETI Digital Alarm Clock now
being re -offered in ETI after its
successful introduction last year is a
very attractive clock, but a useful
additional feature would be facility
to turn on a radio, instead of the
buzzer, at the alarm time. (This is a
more gentle way of being awakened!

Two matters which must be con-
sidered are (1) the alarm output from
the CK 3000 clock chip is a pulsed
audio tone, and (2), more import-
antly, the Pulsar uses a transformerless
circuit, (Fig. 1) so that any switching
output must be totally isolated from
the clock circuitry.

As space inside the Pulsar case is
limited, a further transformerless cir-
cuit has been designed, which offers
two operating modes, (a) buzzer
alarm, and (b) turn -on with buzzer
silenced.

RADIO ALARM CIRCUIT
This consists of three sections, (1) a
reed relay and its driver TR4, (2) a
flip-flop (bistable) TR2 and TR3, and
(3) a trigger transistor TR1. When TR2
is 'off', the high voltage at its collector
turns TR4 'on', thus energising the
reed relay. In the pre -alarm period,
TR2 is 'on' whilst TR3 is 'off'. This
state is set by temporarily closing S1a,
which grounds TR3 base, turning TR3
off. The bistable is changed over by an
AC signal from the buzzer switching
transistor collector turning TR1 on
momentarily, which grounds TR2's
base. The blocking capacitor C1

ensures that the DC conditions of the
clock chip are not disturbed.

Switch S1b is used to connect the
buzzer to its driver transistor (the
wire connecting the buzzer to the
clock board must be cut to insert the
switch). When S1 is in the 'radio'
position, the buzzer is disconnected,
and the flip-flop is free to toggle when
the alarm output from the clock chip
is energised. When S1 is in the 'alarm'
position, the flip-flop is anchored in
one state, and the buzzer can then
operate.

Sufficient power is available from
the clock chip power supply (pin 11)
to operate the bistable, but not
enough to energise the relay. If the
relay is driven directly from the clock

240
AC

PSI

CK 3000 PIN CONNECTION

5k6

0DISPLAY ANODE

SW

13.1ZZEFI

Fig. 1. ETI Clock original circuit.
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Fig. 2. ETI Clock modified circuit to include radio facility.
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FLIP FLOP
RESET

CLOCK 80450

power supply, the ensuring voltage
drop turns the clock off!

CONSTRUCTION

A separate transformerless supply
D1, R1 stabilised at 6V with D2, C2
is used for the relay. To reduce the
heat dissipation, the dropper resistance
R1 was selected to pass 5mA, which is
sufficient to hold the relay on. Power
to energise the relay is obtained from
the storage capacitor C2.

The circuit was fabricated on a piece
of 0.1" pitch Veroboard 3" x 11/2".

"We have previously sold this Digital
Clock under the name Pulsar. At the
time that this name was chosen by us
we were unaware that the name Pulsar
had been previously registered, but it
has been drawn to our attention that
this is the case. We have been asked to
point out that our Digital Clock is not
associated with Pulsar Watches, Time
Computer Inc. or Pulsar S.A."
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George Hanslip shows how to interface
THE ADVANTAGES OF CMOS,
namely low power consumption,
high noise immunity, tolerance of
wide power supply voltage varia-
tions, and the relatively higher level
of integration, i.e. circuit functions
per package, make it the obvious
choice of logic to use in not only
battery powered designs but also
mains operated equipment. This is
particularly so if power for the
circuit is to be derived from the a.c.
mains by means of a mains dropper
resistor - a much cheaper solution
than a mains transformer. With
CMOS the total current consump-
tion of the logic will probably be
below 5mA as opposed to about
100mA for a comparable TTL
design and, therefore, a low power
mains dropper resistor will suffice.

Problems will, however, arise
when the logic circuit has to interface
with a high power a.c. load such as a
mains lamp or motor. Here, two
solutions are possible: a relay or a
triac. The first device, a relay, uses a
lot of power and currents of the order
of tens of mA are required to keep the
relay energised, which defeats the
original object and prevents the use
of a power mains dropper resistor.

TRIAC TRIGGERING
To investigate the possibilities of
using CMOS to drive triacs it would
be helpful to state the triggering
requirements of these devices.
Triacs may be triggered into con-
duction on both positive and nega-
tive mains half cycles, with either
polarity of gate current. They are,
however, more sensitive (i.e. require
less gate current) to negative gate
current. Triac triggering require-
ments are, in fact, normally specified
for gate current polarities which are
in phase with the main terminal
voltage, i.e. main terminal voltage
positive with positive gate current
and main terminal voltage negative
with negative gate current. These
and the gate sensitivity for the case
of main terminal voltage positive
with a negative gate current are
equal. Triacs are generally much less
sensitive to positive gate current on
negative mains half cycles (i.e. main
terminal voltage negative) and need
to be selected for applications which
require this mode of triggering. The
gate current may be d.c. or a pulse
since the triac will remain on once it
has been triggered, until the end of
the mains half cycle.

The current required to trigger a

triac will depend on the type of
device used as well as the tempera-
ture. Higher power devices of 25A
or greater rating may require up to
100mA to trigger while low power
devices, 4A and less, may need only
10mA or less. Manufacturers gen-
erally state the maximum current
required to trigger. Thus a triac type
TAG250-400, for example, has a
maximum gate current of 50mA and
this is guaranteed to trigger all
devices of this type. There will, of
course, be many TAG250 devices
which require a good deal less but
unless the constructor 'has many

such devices and can choose those
with lower gate current, for good
reliability he should aim to provide a
current of 50mA.

Before gate current can flow, a
certain voltage, the gate trigger
voltage must be exceeded. This for
the TAG250-400 is 2.5V maximum.
Thus for a worst case device, the
trigger circuit must provide a voltage
of at least 2.5V plus the voltage
required to drive 50mA through any
reistance in series with the gate.

CMOS GATES AS DRIVERS
Unfortunately, CMOS gates, such as
the 4001 or 4011, cannot provide
anything like 50mA output current.

The maximum current which can be
supplied by CMOS devices is 10mA.
Exceeding this limit will probably

destroy the device. With a 5V
supply, the output of a CMOS gate
may drive a transistor base directly
as the device will limit its output
current to below 10mA, but above
about 8V a current limiting resistor R
will be required (see Figure 1).

tf the output of the gate is
required to maintain a recognisable
logic state when supplying output
current, to drive another gate for
example, then the current must be
limited to below 1 mA. Figure 2
shows a circuit for a bistable a.c.
switch.

If input -a- is momentarily
connected to logic 0 (negative
supply rail) the transistor will turn on

AI

14

1
- 10v

R1

4011

Ala
I fi

R2
220n.

BC148

FIG 2

1 0 v

IN 4004

CURRENT IS 50mA
WHEN TRIAC IS
TRIGGERED.
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and trigger the triac, which will
remain on until ,input Th.' is con-
nected to logic 0. Note that a

negative supply is used to provide
negative gate current for the triac.
R2 is chosen to give the required
50mA gate current and R1 to give
the required base current. Since
gate A must drive both the transistor
and present a defined logic level to
gate B, the output current of gate A
must be less than 1 mA giving R1 a
minimum value of 10Kohm with a
10V supply. If the gain of the
transistor is greater than 50, R1 may
be increased in value, thus reducing
further the current taken from the
output of gate A.

This type of circuit, however, still
draws a large current from the
supply when the transistor and
hence the triac is on. This current,
about 50mA must, of course, come
through the mains dropper and
defeats the object of low current
consumption. We get round this
by

PULSE TRIGGERING THE TRIAC
Use can be made of the fact that the
triac will latch once it has been

El El
triggered. Thus the trigger current of
50mA pulses of short duration, the
duty cycle of which may be such that
the average current is only a few mA.
The supply smoothing capacitor
thus supplies the 50mA peak cur-
rent while the mains dropper
replaces the charge over a longer
period and, therefore, needs to carry
a current of only a few mA.

This is the principle behind the
circuit shown in Figure 3. Transis-
tors TR1 and TR2 form a circuit
which oscillates at a frequency
determined by C and R1 when point
X is connected to the negative
supply line. This can be done by a
CMOS gate. The loading on the gate
is minimal; about 104A, but the
circuit can supply 50mA pulses to
the triac gate while keeping the total
current consumption below 5mA.

The circuit has been used on a
range of supplies from 3 to 1 5V with
success, although, of course, less
trigger current will be available with
the lower supply voltages. It is,
therefore advisable to use a supply
voltage of at least 5V. The frequency
of oscillation is also slightly depen-
dent on the supply voltage but this is
of little consequence.

When the circuit is not oscillating
it draws very little current, and so
stand-by power will be minimal.

In a circuit like this it is desirable
that the frequency of the oscillator
be at least 5KHz. This ensures that
the triac is triggered as early as
possible in each half cycle, minimis-
ing radio interference.

If isolation of the trigger circuit
from the mains is required, then
resistor R2 may be replaced by a
transformer. This may be wound on
a 3/8" diameter x 11/4" ferrite rod and

consists of 10 turns of 28 swg wire
for the primary and 10 turns for the
secondary, insulated by a layer of
PVC insulating tape.

Table 1 lists the supply current
(Is) the gate current (Ig) and the
frequency oscillation (F) for the
circuit of Figure 3 supply as mea-
sured on a prototype when the
supply voltage was varied between
-3V and -15V, and no voltage
applied to the triac. The two cases
are R2=100 ohms and 47 ohms.

The circuit together with the
CMOS gates thus forms a useful a.c.
power switch as shown in Figure 4.
When the ON button is pushed, the
triac is turned on a supplies power to
the load. Since the circuit latches,
the triac will remain on until the OFF
button is pushed.

The negative d.c. supply for the
circuit is derived from the a.c. mains
supply via diode D1 and resistor R4.
The zener and capacitor stabilise and
smooth the supply. The zener and
capacitor stabilise and smooth the
supply. The zener may have a
breakdown voltage of anywhere
between 5V and 15V. Since the
current drawn by the circuit is only
1.5mA, R4 need only be a 1/I watt
component.

If resistor R2 is replaced by a
pulse transformer, then the current
drawn by the circuit rises to about
2.5mA and resistor R4 may need to
be reduced to 74Kohm.

APPLICATIONS OF THE CIRCUIT
The circuit of Figure 3 forms a low
power trigger circuit for triacs and is,
therefore, ideal for interfacing
between these devices and CMOS
digital integrated circuits. The cost
of the extra transistor compared to
that of Figure 2 is far outweighed by
the reduced cost of the mains,
dropper. The difficulty of synchron-,
ising the circuit with the mainsl
makes its use in phase control
circuits (such as lamp dimmers)
unattractive compared to program-
mable unijunction transistor
(P. U.T.) trigger circuits, but in
ON -OFF type switching applications
it is superior.

By removing the push buttons
and the 100Kohm resistors from the
circuit of Figure 4, the load current
may be switched on by a negative
pulse to the input of gate A and off
by a negative going pulse to the
input of gate B. By suitably decoding
the outputs of a digital clock and

TABLE 1 Vs Volts Is MA Ig MA Frequency
KHz
R2-100() 3 0.15 20 5

6 0.32 50 5

9 0.45 70 5

12 0.6 100 5.2
15 0.85 120 6.25

R2=470 3 0.25 35 5.3
6 0.45 80 53
9 0.6 140 5.3

12 0.75 180 5.3
15 1.0 200 6.0
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connecting these to gate A and B,
the circuit could be used to switch
mains and driven equipment such as
lamps, tape recorders or central
heating systems on and off at certain
times. Power for the circuit could be
obtained from the clock power
supply line, as this would almost
certainly be able to supply the small

extra current required. The use of a
pulse transformer (as shown in
Figure 3b) would isolate the clock
and decoding circuitry from mains.

Referring to figure 3, by making
TR1 a BC148 (NPN) and TR2 a
BC158 (PNP) and connecting the
positive supply to the emitter of TR2
and negative to TR1 emitter, the

circuit would produce positive going
trigger pulses when X is connected
to the positive line. The pulses
applied to the triac gate could be
made negative by correct phasing of
the transformer windings. In this
way the circuit may be used with a
positive or a negative supply
depending on which is available.

LYNX ELECTRONICS (LONDON) LTD
DidITAL DISPLAYS a. LED's
DL704

GREEN CLEARLY
13p

1.75
 2 RED LED ON

DL750
1.75

99p
DL747

DL707
99p

Sir
1

THYRISTORS  8A 14 3A 64 84 10A
Transistors
AC126 15p
AC127 lip
AC128 13p
AC1281K 25p
AC141 lip
AC141K 28p
AC142 lip
AC142K 28p

BC183
BC183L
8C184
BC184L
BC2078
BC21%
BC212,L
BC213
BC213L

10plip'
11p
11p
12p'
11p
11p
Up'
12p

BF337 32p CRS1-10 25p
BFW60 17p CRS1-20 35p
BFX29 26p CRS1-40 40p
BFX30 30p 'CRS1-60 65p
8FX84 23p CRS3-05 34p
BFX8S 2Sp CRS3-10 4SP
BFX88 240 CRS3-20 SOp
BFY50 20P CRS3-40 110p
BFY51 lip CRS3-60 85p

2N697 12p
2N706 10p
2N929 14p
2N930 14p
2N1131 150
2N1132 lip

(T092) (T05) (C106 type) (T0220) (T0220) (T0220)
50 ze 2S 1S 41 42 47 ,

100 25 25 40 47 48 54
200 27 35 45 5$ pp is
400 30 40 50 87 54 98
600 15 70 1.09 1.11 1  24

2 N13
2N130504 20p20p

2N1711 lip
"

TRIACS (PLASTIC TO -220 PKGE, ISOLATED TAB)
4A 5  SA 8.54 10A 15A

(a)AC176
AC176K
AC187

lip
2Sp
lip

BC214
BC214L
BC237

14p
14p'
16p

BFY52 lip MJ480 110P
BFY64 3Sp MJ481 E1-05
BFY90 lip MJ490 114p

2N2102 44p
2N2369 14p
2N23694 14p

(a) (b) (a) (b) (a) (b) (a) (b) (b)
100 V 0.66 0.60 0.70 0.70 0 78 0.78 013 013 1.01 1.01
200 V 0.64 0.64 175 0.75 017 047 087 6.87 117 1.17

1.01 1.13 119 1.70 1.74AC187K
AC188
AC188K
A0140

25p
18p
25p
SOp

13C238
13C303
BC301
BC323

14p
34p
32p
Up

BR100 20p MJ491 4.1 15
BRY39 40p MJE340 40 p
BSX19 lip MJE371 Gip
BSX20 illp MJE520 45p

2N2484 lip
2N2646 50p
2N2905 lip
2N29054 22p

400 V 0.77 0.78 0.0 0.13 097
600 V 606 9.99 0.117 101 1.21 1.21 142 150 2.11 2.17
N.B. Triacs without internal trigger diem are priced under column (a).Triacs with
internal trigger diac are priced under column (b). When ordering please Indicate

_ clearly the type raouired.
1

AD142 50p BC327 lip' BSX21 20p MJE521 Sip 2N2926R 10p

74 TTL mixed prices
1-24 25-99 100+ 1-24 25-99 100+ 1-24 25-99 An:.

7400 14p 12p 10p 7445 $5p 71p S7p 7492 57p OP 3013
7401 14p 12p 10p 7447 81p 75p Op 7493 4Sp 40P UP
7402 14p 12p 10p 7448 7Sp 62p 50p 7495 Sip 55p 45p
7403 15p 12ip 10p 7447A 9Sp 83p Sip 74100 L1-01 89p 72p
7404 16p 13p 11p 7470 30p 2Sp 20p 74107 35p 2$p 22p

17p 74121 Up Zip up

AD143
AD149
40161
AD162
AL102
AL103
AF114
AF115

46p
45p
35p
35p
95p
93p
20p
20p

BC328
BC337
13C338
BCY70
BCY71
BCY72
80115
BD131

lip'
17p
17p
12p
lip
12p
SSp
36p

BSY95A 12p 045 50p'
BT106 El .00 0490 SP
BT107 E160 0491 8p
131108 £160 0C41 15p
BT109 £1.00 0C42 15p
BT116 £100 0C44 12p
BU105 11 40* 0C45 10p
BU105/ OC70 10p

2N29260 Op'
2N2926Y 9p'
2N2926G 19p
2N3053 1Sp
2N3054 40P
2N3055 50p
2N3440 56P
2N3442 £120

AF116
AF117
AF118
AF139

20p
20p
SOp
33p

BD132
BD135
BD136
BD137

40p
30p13u1
39p
41p

02 £1 .90' 0071 10p
26 E111 0072 22p

BY205 SW 00/4 1413
BY207 20p SC404 73p

2N3570 Up
2N3702 lop`
2N3703 10p
2N3704 10p*

7403 16p 13p 111p 7472 2Sp 21p
7409 14p 13p 11p 7473 30p 2Sp 20p 74122 47p 39p 31p
7410 16p 13p 11p 7474 32p 211p 21p 74141 78P 1311i Up.
7413 29p Up 20p 7475 47p 39p 31p 74145 Up SSP 481)

45 UPAF239
BC107

37p
14p

BD135
BD139

45p
813

BYX36-300 5C4013 81p
12p SC4OD 66p

2N3705 10P
2N3708 10p*

7417 27p 22}p 20p 7476 32p Zip 21p 74154 El  82 £1
7420 lip 13p 11p 7482 7Sp Up SOp 74174 Et 00 $3p 37p

13C107 6 lip BD181 UP BYX36-800 SC4OF 65. 2N3707 tOp
E1 

7427 27p 221P 1SP 7485 E1.30 1E1-09 117p 74180 E101 Up 711,
BC108 13p BD1B2 92p 1SP" SC41A 66p 2N3714 OS 7430 16p 11p 7488 Up 24p 21p 74181 £320 E250 E190
BC109
BC109C
BC117

14p
lip
111p

BD1133
131513t
BD233

117p
pop.
48p'

BYX36-900 SC41B 7r,
lip' SC410 iin'",'

BYX.38-1200 SC41F ..P
0v13

2N3715 £115
2N3716 £1 25
2N3771 E1.10

7432 27p 22 p lip
7437 27p 22 p 15p 7489 E2. 02 E2  SO E2 111 74192 £1  31 Et 14 Up
7441 75p i2p SOp 7490 49p 44p 32p 74193 E1.36 E1.14 OOP

L1,34 99p,BC125 18p BD237 66p 2ip. 2N3772 £1  60 7442 65p 55p 43p 7491 Up SSp 4Sp 74194 L1  64
BC126 20p BD238 oche BYX38- ST2 20p 2N3773 E210 r

LINEAR IC'sBC141
0C142

28p
23p

80114
8DY20

E120
Sip

300 50p TIP294 44p

BYX38- T1P30A 52p
2N3819 2$p'
2N3904 lip 301A 8 pin DIL 35 3900 14 pin DIL 75 665 14 pin DIL L260'

BC143 2 BDY38 Op, sop 55p TIP314 S4p 2N3906 lip" 307 55 7098/14 pin DIL 311* 5668 pin DIL E1 Sr
13C144
BC147
BC148
BC141
BC152

33Pip

9P.
9P.
SP.

25P'

BDY80
BDY61
BDY62
BF178

.13F179

1141p

Up
Slip
28p
38P

BYX38-
900 Opp

BYX38-
1200 115p

BZX61 series

TIP32A ilIp
TIP34 Et  05
TI P41 A Dip
TIP42A 72p
N2069 14p

2N4124 14p
2N4290 12p*
2N4348 £1. 20
2N4870 3-5P
2N4871 35p

309K 110 741 8114 pin DIL 21*
380 14 pin DIL tO 748 8 pin DIL 34 567 $ pin DIL 12110*
381 14 pin DIL 116 555 8 pin DIL 45 CA3046 14 pin DIL SO`

Matching charge 20p per pair. P .1 P 20p-Overeeee 8012. (;43045 85'

NATIONAL CLOCK CHIPS
MM5314 0.75 MM 5316 0.25

BC153B7 18p*
99'

BF194
BF195

lip'
10p.

zeners 20p
BZ)(113 or
117.X88 series

N2070 1110
N4001 4p
N4002 Sp'

2N4919 70p
2N4920 Up*
2N4922 Slip

5C156C15

BC159
SP'
OP'

13F196
BF197

12p'
12p "^" 11P N4003 6p 2N4923 UP' (Basic clock chip givintit digit display) (Sophisticated device including

BC160
BC161
BC168B
BC182
BC182L

32p
38p

9p*
11p
11p'

uric)
BF244

BF257
BF258

lip.
lip*
40p
3Sp

C1064 40p
C105(3 45P
01080 50p

N4004 7p
N4005 8p
14007 190r-- '

2N696 14p

2N5060 20p'
2N5061 25p*
2N5062 27p
2N5064 30

P2N5496 1151)

alarm similar to CT 7001)

HIGHAM MEAD. CHESHAM, BUCKS. Tel. (02405] 75151
VAT -Please add 5% except items marked * which are 2S%

C106F 35p
CRS1-05 25p

.
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'We're mokin' you

an offer you can't

refuse"

TAKE OUT A SUBSCRIPTION BEFORE SEPTEMBER 30th
AND YOU CAN HAVE ANY TWO OF THESE SPECIALS FOR
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electronics
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ETI Subs, Electronics Today,
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THE DISCO UNIT to be described
here reaches professional standards
at a very moderate price, only about
£130 for the electronics, plus
whatever decks, cartridges, etc, you
should choose to add. It is designed
for the home constructor, and gives
many of the features found on
professional equipment.

DESIGN CONSIDERATIONS
It was decided to work as closely

as possible to the following basic
design parameters: the disco must
be robust and simple to operate
giving the deejay as much freedom
as possible, whilst at the same time
retaining full control. It should
reach generally accepted high
fidelity standards and be capable of
stereophonic reproduction, to take
advantage of the excellence and

EREO DISCO ONE

ANRI

range of modern recording tech-
niques.

The unit should be capable of
producing continuous high sound
levels to the loudspeakers, without
distress to the power amplifiers.
100W per channel should be more
than sufficient in any hall in which a
portable disco is likely to be used,
and thus meets this condition.

Designs of good quality 100W
power amplifiers are infrequently
found, but rather than start from
scratch it was decided to use a tried
and tested design. Our own design
(originally published in February
1973) was employed, but the
recommended power supply was
modified slightly so that the ampli-
fiers could deliver 100W contin-
uous rms power with both channels
driven simultaneously.

ETI 458 DISCO: PROTOTYPE SPECIFICATION

Output power: 4S2 load both channels driven

Frequency response:

Total harmonic distortion at 100W:

Stereo separation:

Damping factor:

100W RMS

+0.25dB-1dB 30Hz to 20kHz
+0.25dB-3dB 15Hz to 37kHz

<0.2% at 1kHz

50dB

Sensitivity: (ref: 100W into Cl)

Ceramic PU
Tape
Aux
Mic

Pickup overload threshold: 1.3V

Outputs:

Tone controls:

80

:88mV (>2MP)
100mV (50K)
100mV (50K)
75mV (50K)

Tape: 1.7v into 10K
Pre -amp: 1V

Bass -±19dB at 65Hz
Treble -±20d8 at 10kHz

A complete kit of parts for this project is available from Maplin Electronic Supplies
(see their ad. on the back cover).

A COMPRININSIVE

UNIT WITH

BUILT IN

LIGHT SNOW

72:1771 458

VOICE-OVER
In order to allow the deejay his

freedom it was considered that an
automatic voice operated fader was
essential. The deejay does not have
to be continually adjusting the
microphone level, and provided that
a uni-directional microphone is used
he will only have to set up the
microphone level at the beginning
of the evening. The mic will only
pick up sounds made within a few
inches of it, and when the deejay
speaks the volume of music from
any other source will be automati-
cally reduced to an adjustable
preset level. As soon as the
announcement is completed the
music level is automatically restored
to its previous level.

The microphone should be a
uni-directional (cardioid) type in
order to minimise acoustic feed-
back, it should be hard-wearing,
resistant to damage and distortion
when shouted at, whilst capable of
faithfully reproducing soft sounds.
After careful consideration it was
decided that the microphone which
best met these conditions (at a

reasonable price) was the electret
microphone. The input on the disco
was specifically designed with this
type of microphone in mind there-
fore.

DECISIONS DECISIONS

A decision had to be made over
whether to design the disc inputs
for magnetic or ceramic cartridges.
After considering the advantages
and limitations of both types it was
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decided to design for ceramic
cartridges since for the purposes of
a disco they have several advan-
tages over their rivals and their
limitations can be largely overcome.
.by careful design of the preampli-
fier.

Heavy stamping on the floor near
the disco could cause light tracking
cartridges to join in the fun and
dance across the disc whilst the
heavier tracking type will remain
(hopefully) in the groove. The
ceramic cartridge is more robust
and replacement styli for them are
considerably cheaper than magne-
tic, with the result that they are
more likely to be regularly changed
leading to less significant record
wear despite the heayier tracking
weight.

Many ceramic cartridge inputs
on amplifiers do not provide the
correct loading, resulting in wool-
ly -sounding bass and coarse hissy
treble. After experimenting with
various types of equalisation an
input using a field effect transistor
was eventually adopted. The FET
gives an input impedance in excess
of 2MI2 and the difference this
pre -amp made was spectacular.
Listening tests, comparing the
sound with that of magnetic car-
tridges and pre -amps showed that
the ceramic cartridge coupled with
its FET input sounded at least as
good to the designer as many
medium priced magnetic pickups
and better than a lot of cheap ones.
The bass is firm and tight and the
treble clean and extended.

PARTS LIST FOR POWER SUPPLY

R. 150R
R7 150R
R, 22K
All  STD RES" 1/2W carbon film

C,, C7, C, 1,00011F @25V axial electrolytic
C4, C5 150f,F @25V axial electrolytic
C,, C, 10,000,,F @100V can type elect

VR, Horizontal subminiature preset 22K

01, D7, D. D6
D,, D,
BR,
ZD,,
T,

FS,
FS, 3.4.5

LP1
SW1
PCB

IN400 2
3A 50 PIV rectifier
Bridge 10A 200 PIV
BZX61.C.15V
32-0-32 volts at 61/2 amps
plus
12-0-12 volts 11/2 amps
Fuse 20 mm 3A
Fuse 20 mm 3A with
20 mm chassis holder
Square neon
DPDT rocker switch
Disco power supply p.c.b.
Mains Skt SA1862
Mains plug SA2190

(5A 3 pin mains
connectors)

TQH : IIAT

cS
,,%1 7111, 44

SW1

TI) It iINTARLI-
,0 ORS

12V 1, 13:
154002 RI

WI 114
1541107

117

g (1

1

111 *1
3450 PIV

n4 34 API

111/ AC TO 1. 11

1)41 HATI^N; LAMP
AI S(IVU Uf TER TACO TS

Fig 1 Power Supply Circuit Diagram

01
ry,

SR

154007

RRIFKIE
IDA ARUM

RR I

C6
10.000

11ISV

C7
T10 noo., intiv

11000

,414

1SOR

82X61

C7
101 C 15v J.C.4

ISO 2SV

T25V

elm
C3 CISVi`-'
;STTC ' I

/D7

tOR ',1Y

ALL TA FUSES
152

L

S3

054

R la ve POWER
SUPPLY
TO
POWER
AMPS

CIS
1513

A,v

L ve

ESS Ft ve

HOPIZ
PRESET
27k

R3
22k

03

Now it works

The power supply for the power amps is a simple
unstabilised. circuit which provides all that is required -

a more sophisticated circuit would make no appreciable
difference to the overall result due to the symmetrical
nature of the power amp output stages.

The lower voltage supply is rectified by the bridge
formed by Bt. 2. 5 and 6 and stabilised by ZD I and 2 to

give the +15V and -15V supplies required by the
pre -amps. monitor circuits and fader. A special negative
supply for the FET's in the fader is derived from VIII and
113. The power to the headphone amp is derived from a

separate pair of rectifiers 03 and 4 in order to isolate the
effect of its widely varying current requirements from the
circuits requiring a stabilised supply.

131

!MO
ORAN

sidP its

1%414k4) I

Fig 2 The P.S. U. mounted in the case
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MOW STEREO DISCO

Fig 3 Component Overlay for power supply

CUE FOR A SONG

In order to give a really profes-
sional show, the deejay must have
available ways of cueing the records
accurately. The monitor facilities on
this disco are quite extensive,
providing a headphone output
which may be switched between
either turntable and peak reading
VU meters which can monitor the
signal on the input level controls of
either deck or the signal level
present at the input to the power
amp. Thus the level controls and
master volume control can easily be
set for optimum performance.

The output of the pre -amplifier
can also be monitored by the
headphones so that an impression
of what the music sounds like in
front of the speakers can be
obtained by the deejay for more
accurate setting of the stereo
balance and tone controls.

There are various ways of cueing
records - the simplest being to
lower the cartridge onto the record
on one deck when the record
already playing on the other deck is
just about to end. With the VU
meters switched to show the level
from the new disc, when the pick-up
reaches the start of the music
the meters will be deflected and the
cross -fade control can be pushed
over. It is a rather hit and miss
method, but any overlaps or gaps in
the music when crossfading could
be covered up by simply speaking
into the microphone when the
music will automatically be faded
into the background.

A better method of cueing

records with dramatic beginnings is
to place the pick-up on the record
being cued and revolve the turn-
table until the music starts (as heard
on the headphones or seen on the
VU meters). Turn the turntable back
until the sound ceases, and then
back a further one revolution. When
the music on the other turntable
ends push over the cross -fade and
make any necessary announce-
ment. About two seconds before
you stop speaking flick on the
power to the turntable motor which
will pick up speed in the blank
groove util reaching virtually full
speed before the music begins.
Switches for the turntable motors
can be fitted at each end of the
cross -fade control so that starting
the new record can be accompanied
with one hand.

TAPE MEASURES

The deejay may wish to use a
jingle machine and /or tape record-
ings of hard -to -get discs so the disco
is equipped with tape and auxilliary
inputs. These are full stereo inputs
(i.e. a mono signal applied to any
one input will not reduce the stereo
separation of the signal on any other
input). Each has its own level
control and feeds into an input
mixer where the various inputs are
combined.

Slider controls are used on the
disco mainly for the reason that they
can be adjusted accurately without
looking at them. With rotary
controls the deejay has to be
continually looking down, and
quickly loses the audience's atten-
tion.

An output socket is provided so
that the deejay could tape record,
the evening's performance if he
wished. It is unaffected by the
settings of the master volume or
tone controls.

Light work
Most professional discotheques

employ a light show and it was
decided to include a light show
with this unit. A three channel
circuit is used, each driving one
100W bulb in the rear of the
console. The unit itself is capable of
driving over 1.2kW (or 750W with
spot bulbs) on each channel, but in
this event it must be fed from a
separate mains supply. It is not
recommended that it be used to
drive more than 250W per channel
(including the 100W bulbs in the
disco) if its mains is fed through the
recommended plug and socket on
the disco front panel, since this load
added to the requirements of the
amplifiers approaches the maxi-
mum current carrying capability of
the plug and socket.

It is designed so that one channel
lights when the music contains very
low frequency signals, that is the
light flashes in unison with the bass
drum or bass guitar, one channel
operates in the voice range and
flashes in unison with the singer
whilst the third channel flashes with
the high frequencies - violins, etc.
Sensitivity controls are provided on
the front panel so that the on and off
time of the lights can be adjusted.
Three LED's are provided on the
front panel and they flash in unison;
with the lamps so that the deejay
can see immediately whether the
sensitivity controls need
adjustment.

Work light
When the music slows down and

the lights get low, light will be
needed so that the operator can still
see what he's doing. Two lights on
goosenecks are provided which can
be swung round as required. They
have adjustable hoods so that a

narrow or wide area can be
illuminated. (The VU meter faces
are also illuminated.)

TURNING POINT

The choice of a turntable was
governed by the consideration that
it should be cheap, since two are
required but should have some form
of, simple cueing facility with
reasonable rumble and wow and
flutter. With this in mind the BSR
McDonald BDS80 was chosen as
being the all round best buy.
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Construction of Power Amps
The circuit of one channel

is shown in Fig. 6. Fit the
components -to the pcb as shown in
Fig. 4. Note that clip -on heatsinks
are required for Q3, 4 and 5 and a
special heatsink is required for Q6
and 7.

Note that Q6, 7, 8, 9, 10
and 11 must be mounted using
mica washers and silicone grease. INPUT

The pcb is fixed to the heatsink
using three 19mm stand-offs. These 4 /

17Vslot neatly into the vanes of the
f APTHheatsink so that it is not necessary 0

to drill the heatsink to fit the board
The connections to the collectors of
Q8, 10 and 9 and 11, are made by
means of solder tags mounted
under the nuts. The solder tags are
then linked in pairs and the two
wires taken through the 8mm hole
in the centre of the transistors. The
connections between the output
transistors and the pcb should be as
short as possible and use 32/02
wire. By mounting the pcb as
shown in the photographs the wires
can be kept very short.

The heatsink should be bent to fit
the board and screwed down. A
type 6W-1 heatsink is required for
the four output transistors

HOW IT WORKS
Tne amplifier is of conventional

design using a quasi -complementary
symmetry output stage and a differ-
ential input stage.

Output transistors are paralleled for
greater output capacity and
transistors Q6 and Q7 connected in a
Darlington configuration provide
current gain.

Q3 is a current regulator supplying
approximately 10 mA This controlled
current passes through Q4. thus
setting the bias for the output stage.
and 05. The voltage at the collector of
05 is set by its own base -emitter
voltage Since this transistor is
working with an almost constant
currentt in its collector it has a very
high voltage gain. This gain is
attenuated at high frequencies by C7

Transistor 05 is controlled by the
diflerenual pair 01 and 02 Due to
the negative feedback via R7 & R9,
the action of 01 and 02 is that of an
Plf( tit vplif tor (hies it tries to keep
the valtage a1 ,is Iwo inputs (the bases
of 01 ,Ind 07) c onstant Because Of
thc, actinic the I Ittlptit voltage is held
equal to the input voltage multiplied
by (1111 I H/1/11/ This gives the
amplibm a voltage gam of approm
mately .;':" This gain limy hit changed
try varying the value of R7 An
appinpnate change must then also he
made: to C6 as R7/C6 determine the
lower 3dB point The value of R9
should not be altered.

The output bias current which is
necessary to prevent cross -over
distortion is set by RWT.

1+7

810

MA^

ft I

9,

C.1

00015

101

.L

T.3)90014

Fig 4 100W AMP Circuit

C4
220.1
16V

85 138

470:t 4701:

R10
R6 7 2i

33,F

Rts
1001.

C8 R14
4507,F

ilV

,45,1

R19
0 Thu

F1

R20
0.2611

/ A is\
1'1

4 - 160.
SPEAKER
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PARTS LIST FOR
100W amp

R, 3K9 Cs 47p.F 50V printed circuit
11,
R367

' '

820R
220R

Cu, 0.1pf Polyester
IN4005

fli,
ii,
R9

1K5
470R
4K7

Z62,

Q4,5

BZx61 C15V
BFX30
BFY 50

R,,,
111,

R13

2K2
68R
100R

al

021,10

BD139
BD140
2N3055

R14 33R 41,11 MJ2955
815,15 47R

MISC,
All "STD res" 1/2W carbon film resistors
R17,14,11,20 0.27R wirewound minia-
ture 3W
RV1 Horizontal subminiature preset

470R
C, 4.7pf @63V printed circuit

electrolytic
C2 3900pF ceramic

C3 1500pF Polystyrene (ceramic)

C4,6 22011F 16V printed circuit elec-
trolytic

C5 39pF miniature ceramic
C, 33pF miniature ceramic

Some Veropins type 2141
P.C. board 100W amplifier p.c.b.
lx Jack SKT mono (plastic moulded)
Fuse 20 rnm 3A

Chassis fuse holder 20 mm
3 "stand offs" 19 mm
3 "heat sink clip on" for T05 case
1 heatsink 6W-1
1 heat sink type DR2 (see drawing)
4 mounting kits T03

some heat conducting grease
2 mounting kits P Plas
-Double all quantities for stereo oak

Fig 5 100W Amplifier complete and mounted
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100W STEREO

twor,ogrAlgovoi

Fig 7 Component overlay for 100W Amplifier

Setting up the Power Amps
Remove the fuse FS2 (FS3 on

other channel) and connect a
milliammeter in its place. Adjust
RV1 so that the wiper is nearest C7
(i.e. maximum resistance). Switch
the unit on and adjust RV1 until a
reading of 65mA is obtained. Allow
the amplifier to warm up for about
five minutes and then readjust the
output current for between 70 and
80mA. (Note - the current will
increase as the unit warms up.)
Switch the unit off and re-insert FS2
(FS3). Switch the multimeter to the
volts range and check the voltage
between the outputs and OV. It
should be within 200mV of zero
(either polarity). If both measure-
ments are correct the power ampli-
fiers are working correctly.

Construction of Power Supply
The mains transformer which

must be capable of delivering a full
32-0-32 volts at 61/2 amps should
be bolted to the base of the console
using two plates to spread the load.
The circuit of the power supply is
shown in Fig. 5. Fit the components
to the pcb as shown in Fig. 6.
Although there are two points
marked OV on the transformer these
points must NOT be connected
together in the power supply. The
centre of C6 and C7 is the main OV
earth point for the power amps and
five wires are connected here. They
should all be 32/02 wire except the
transformer wire. The centre tap of
the 32-0-32 tapping is connected
here (regarded as one wire), a wire
to each power amp OV and the

1SCO

0

0/P

TO COU_ECTINS
v OF..

-+Q8-010

QS -011

return from each loudspeaker is
returned to this point NOT to the
power amp.

Fuseholders for fuses F2, 3, 4
and 5 are fixed to the baseboard
close to the power supply pcb.
These are separate fuses, one for
each supply of each power amp.
,The power for the operating lights
and VU meter lights is taken directly
from the 12V AC supply on the
transformer.

Before connecting the power
supply to the power amps check the
output voltages as follows.
The voltage at

pin 1 should be +15V DC
pin 3 -15V DC
pin 4 +17 to +19V

Continued next month with
pre -amp and light show
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A five function digital watch for under £19 is our new offer
to readers. A gold plated, LED display 5 function watch at
the VERY special price of £18.95 inclusive of VAT, postage
and packing (normal price £23.75).

As well as hours/minutes (with AM /PM indicator),
day /date and seconds, you also get a guarantee which in
this case is no small addition!

Two years cover - repairer replacement on any watch
developing a fault within two years of purchase.
Free calibration check at the end of each of the first 3

years.

\

rm. imor-ar rm. mom ma. sir aim
I WATCH OFFER

ETI MAGAZINE
36 Ebury Street, London SW1W OLW.

I enclose cheque/P.O. for £18.95 (payable to
ETI) for a Digital Watch.
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order on their own notepaper.
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The Toshiba ST910 is quite unlike
any other piece of hi-fi equipment that
we have previously seen. To start with
there's not a single visible control
apart from an ON/OFF switch. All
other control functions are effected
via capacitive touch switches, the
positions for which are marked on the
rear of the front glass panel forming
most of the unit's front face.

The glass panel itself is divided into
six sections which are from left to
right; a signal level -indicating section
consisting of six LED's, the top three
being red LED's indicating signal level
at +20 dB, +40 dB and +60 dB re
1 µV; whilst the lower three LED's
(which are green in colour) indicate

wee.
111040 4144411R MEM

the muting level that has been selected
as the threshold level for the receiver
to respond to. These are activated by
touching the capacitive switches
indicated below them. To the right of
this section is a four digit display of
FM frequency. This uses 7 -segment
LED displays for showing the
frequency to which the receiver is

toned. The first three digits indicate
the frequency in MHz, whilst the last
digit indicates the frequency in
100 kHz increments.

Immediately below the digital
display are two capacitive touch
switches which enable the frequency
to be increased up or down by 1 MHz
steps. Two further capacitive touch
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switches allow the frequency to be
increased up or down by 0.1 MHz
steps. Immediately to the right of
these is a memory switch which allows
subsequently required stations to be
preset by a series of IC devices. When
this switch is touched_ the green
indicator lamp is turned on. It is also
necessary to touch one of the adjacent
sensor panel capacitive switches,
whose indicating LED is turned on by
the process. Thereafter, all that is

necessary to recall the memorised
frequency is to touch one of the seven
selected sensor channels switches. We
found however that the memory
would only 'hold' preselected stations
for about two days.

To the right of the sensor channel
switch positions is the auto -tuning
section. This has a down -start
capacitive selector switch, an up -start
capacitive selector switch, and
stereo -only capacitive selector switch..
DOWN START
The down -start starts the receiver
searching down in frequency till it
finds a signal the level of which is

above the muting level (or sensitivity
level) which has been pre-set. The
up -start button does the same, but in
the reverse direction. The stereo -only
selector accepts only those stations
having a 38 kHz or 19 kHz sub -carrier
signal in their format.

At the extreme right hand end of the
escutcheon is the stereo/monophonic
indicator. When the capacitive touch
switch is activated the green,
monophonic light comes on, the red
stereo light is extinguished and the
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Toshibas £535 super -tuner
under the microscope

tuner looks for monophonic stations
'only.

The back panel is a little different
from other FM receivers in that as well
as input terminals for either 300 S-2
feeder cable or 75 1/ co -axial cable, it
provides output terminals for left and
right channels; a multiplex output
terminal to facilitate four channel
reception in the unlikely event that
somebody proposes introducing it; a

remote control DIN plug to facilitate
the use of special remote control
offered as an optional extra; an output
level control which allows the setting
of the audio line output levels; and a
scanning speed control knob which
allows the automatic tuning operation
to vary between approximately
0.05 MHz/sec. to approximately
3 MHz/sec. scanning rate.

Another most interesting facility are
two terminals which can be

respectively connected to the
horizontal and vertical axes of an
oscilloscope to measure and minimise
multi -path reception and thereby
optimise signal quality. The handbook
describes very simply yet practically,
how this should be carried out.

DIGITAL FREQUENCY
SYNTHESIZER

The heart of the ST910 is a digital
frequency synthesizer based on a

quartz crystal oscillator. This provides
accurate and stable frequencies,
replacing the normal variable
frequency oscillator, to provide
extremely accurate signal tuning.
When used in conjunction with the
phase locked loop, this provides an
extremely precise and stable frequency
tuning section. The great advantage of
such a combined system is that the
tuner receive frequency is extremely
accurate (without the need for
automatic frequency control) and
nearly equal to the precision provided
by the quartz crystal oscillator used in
the original transmitting station.

Frequency stability claimed for the
synthesizer section is better than 50
parts per 1,000,000 - subject to the
period of operation and thermal
conditions in which the receiver is

used.
The inside of the receiver is more

reminiscent of communication receiver
construction and design than a piece

of consumer electronics. Firstly, it
makes use of a 300 mm x 240 mm
mother card which is connected by
plug-in sockets to .the front circuit
board on which are located the digital
frequency display, the LED's and the
capacitive touch switches. On the main
section of the mother board are,
additional vertically mounted plug-in
cards comprising the power supply,
the digital memory sections, the
frequency synthesizer and its crystal
ovens and three cards on which are
mounted the very high quality FM
receiver.

An input pre -filter reduces the effect
of unwanted high level AM signals on
the following electronic circuitry.

PERFORMANCE CREDITS

Toshiba claim a frequency response
of 20 Hz to 15 kHz ± 0.5 dB. And that
is exactly what we found in our
testing.

Image rejection ratios and IF
rejection ratios of 100 dB are also
claimed, we couldn't confirm that
these were 100 dB but they were
certainly better than 80 dB. Toshiba
claim a capture ratio of 1.5 dB, we
found it to be slightly better than this.
They also claim a FM stereo separation
of 40 dB in the range of 100 Hz to
8 kHz -. we certainly measured better
than 30 dB, and if allowance is made
for the performance of our signal
generator the claim of 40 dB
separation would be very near the
mark.

The calibrated sensitivity signal level
LED's which are supposedly 20 dB,
40 dB and 60 dB re 1µV are spot on
at the 20 dB and 40 dB levels, and
57 dB for the 50 dB indicator. The
major sensitivity on monophonic
signals was 1.5 µV which is better than
the manufacturers' claim. Total
harmonic distortion was (delightfully)
less than 0.3% which is as good as one
could ask for.

After all this one might, well ask how
does the unit perform. tts listening
performance is Grade A. We could in
no way fault it, except for the minor
possible criticisms that with digital
frequencies set at 0.1 MHz intervals,
one could possibly find oneself in a
situation where the receiver was not
tuned exactly to the station one was
looking for and that on our review
unit at least the preset tuning was
effective for only a day or so before it
needed to be reset.

We listened to all the available
programme content we could find, the
performance was in all respects almost
perfect.

Is it really worth £535? This is

for you to decide - but you'll buy
nothing approaching it for less.
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AN ESSENTIAL DEVICE FOR ANY

CAR OWNER

THE BREAKDOWN BEACON IS A
dual purpose device. It can be used
atop a disabled motor vehicle as a

flashing warning to other traffic - a
highly desirable safety device. Alter-
natively it can be used as a non -
flashing trouble light for finding and
fixing faults at night. Its three rubber -
sucker feet will hold it to the roof of
a car, to the underside of a bonnet, or
to any other convenient flat surface.

The circuit operates from the
vehicle's battery and, as all electrical
parts are isolated from the metal case,
the same circuit can be used for cars
with either negative or positive earth
wiring systems. The beacon is fed from
a plug pushed into the cigarette lighter
socket - however as this plug is

polarised, a beacon with a plug for
negative earth cannot be used in a car
with opposite polarity unless the plug
connections are reversed. Alternatively
it could be powered from the car
battery.

CONSTRUCTION
The nicest thing about the construct-
ion of this project is that first you
have to eat half a pound of jam, in
order to get the empty glass jar for the
lamp housing. Other, jars about 70mm
dia. and 70mm high with a twist off
cap would do. You'll need also a

round tobacco tin about 75-80mm
dia. and 30mm high with a twist off
cap. These two parts make up the case.

First solder the lids of the jar and
the tin together, concentrically -
outside to outside. Then before fitting
the batten lamp holder fit the lamp to
it and check that it will fit inside the
jar when the jar is screwed into its lid.
If it will, then mount the lamp holder
by three bolts through both lids. Two
of these bolts should be longer than
the third as they will carry a piece of
Veroboard. If the jar is slightly too
short to accept the lamp holder and
lamp - as was the case in the proto-

type - then cut a hole for the lamp
holder through both lids, and fit the
lamp holder so that its flange finishes,
up inside the tabacco tin. Spacing
washers may be added if necessary.
Again the lamp holder is secured
to the lids with one short and two long
bolts.

The electronic part of the beacon
is constructed on 0.1 inch matrix
Veroboard 45mm x 36mm. Only one
break needs to be cut in the copper
strips - between the two leads of
capacitor C. Only the outer legs of
RV1, are passed through the Vero -
board. The centre leg is connected
to either outer leg above the board and
the excess cut off. Note that all
resistors except R5 are vertically

239

mounted. The upper end of R4 is
soldered straight on to the base
terminal of Q2, and the upper end of
R3 is soldered straight on to the
collector. A wire is also run from the
collector terminal of Q2 through the
board to the strip below it. Another
wire is run from the emitter terminal
of Q2 to the negative rail which is the
copper strip just below.

The Veroboard is mounted into the
case below the lamp holder, using two
of the lamp holder mounting bolts.

The switch SW1 is mounted on the
bottom of the tobacco tin where it is
out of the weather. The switch must be
positioned such that it does not clash
with the components on the Vero -
board when the tobacco tin is screwed

Inside view of the completed unit. Note the plastic disc used to replace the normal airtight
seal of the jar.
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Circuit diagram of the Breakdown Beacon.

+12V

PARTS LIST ET! 239

R1 Resistor 4k7 % watt
R2 47k
R3 4k7
R4 68R
R5 1k
CRV1

02 Transistor NPN TI P33A or similar
SW1 small on/off slider switch, single

pole

01 Transistor PNP BC 178 or similar

Preset pot 50k
Electrolytic capacitor 10 pF at
least 15 volts

VI

Lamp 12 volt automotive lamp 15
candlepower double contact cap.

Lampholder - to suit lamp, batten
mounting, double contact bayonet
catch type. (This is an electricians
line not an automotive line. They
are used for pilot lamps),

Tobacco tin, jam jar, or similar. Nuts
and bolts, hook up wire.

Lead to battery - 7 m speaker extension
lead.

Cigarette -lighter plug.

TO SW TO BATTERY --Ve

together.
The long twin -lead to the battery is

run through the bottom of the tin (to
prevent moisture entering) and
connected to a cigarette -lighter plug
taking care to wire with a polarity to
suit the car system (positive or
negative earth). Speaker extension lead
is good for this purpose as it has
polarity marking.

Veroboard layout for the beacon circuit.
The copper strips run from' left to right
across the board. Only one break is required,
and this is at B7

It is likely tha the operation of
soldering the two lids together will
have destroyed the air -tight seals in the
jar and tin; they should be replaced
with a disc in the tin and a ring in the
jar cut from fairly heavy plastic sheet-
ing.

TESTING
Before connecting up make sure that
switch SW1 is open - otherwise the
unit will not flash.

Connect the unit to the battery by
inserting the plug into the cigarette
lighter socket. It may now be found
that R V1 needs some adjustment to

1;HOW4T WOW
4Thei cinzuitianascillatair Of .8 not.very
,cornrnon type. it is not a.,:rtioltiiribrator
as both trarsistOrs conduct etthe Same

rather than alternately 'as in a
Multivibrator. Most 'explanations' of thid
type of cirOlf.itate .that- the circuit

::oscillates by a,:regenerative.actiqn from
:'02 to 01; ThiS doesn't *oily explain

how it worIcs, so perhaps thefolio/1[1g is
a little clearer

The setting, of the pot. RV1 is such that
when power is first applied Q1 is -turned
on slightly By varying RV1 the circuit
can be made to lock' with the lamp on
;or off. In between these extremes the
.circUit oscillates.' The setting of FtY1 is 1

riot *critical:
As said above; When power is emit led

01 turns on slightlY.Currqnt through 01
feeds into The base of Q2 and turns it on.
CaCecit,Pr C ctunas,.through Al, R3 arid
0.Z "Th4'iJrignfolififilt*Iturrent.,through

aricVeds:lowers the voltage at the base
of 01 thus' turning' it on harder hard
enough to turn 02 full onand light the :1

As C charges,. the voltage at the base of ,4
:'rises and 'so,,tencis to. . n' 01 off;

,

thtlis reducinithe base current in,.07 and:,
hence the curierit through the lernix This
ncreases the ,-;/.roltage across 02 quite

i 'rapidly,' As- the 'oltage ,.across the
capacitdr cannot be changed rapidly, the
increase of -.Voltage 'across' .02, the
voltage chttrige-at the collector of -t2, is
tfansferreciltwough the capacitor to, the'
'base of Q1 -SO turning it off .This turns
02 hard off. The voltage at the collector
pf 02 then rises rapidly to.12 Notts so
the ioltege at the base of 01 is forted up-
-ceough capacitor. C turning -01 hard :?
off.

Capacitor. -Cite* dischargi*Vund
the lamp, and until.;:twhen fully

:diSchargect 01 turns on slightly -and the
cycle is repeated.-
- The -switch SW1 (connected;across 01)
is used' to .disabte,01 and so gives a steady
tight when SW1 is closed.

make the circuit operate correctly,
so don't be disappointed if the lamp
does not light at first or alternatively,
stays on all the time. The flashing
rate may be altered by changing either
C or R3 if thought necessary. About
70 to 100 flashes per minute is right.

The value of R4 shown in the
circuit was selected to suit the
transistor Q2 used in our prototype. If
the lamp lights at less than full
brilliance then R4 may be reduced until
Q2 saturates and the lamp is turned on
fully.

USE
The illustration shows the prototype
with a clear glass 'lens'. This is ideal
when the beacon is used as a trouble
light - turned permanently on.
However, if it is thought desirable to
have a amber or red colour when the
beacon is flashing, then it is a simple
matter to make a sleeve of suitable
coloured material to be dropped inside
the jar. 
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DORAM'S NEW CATALOGUE HAS BEEN
SPECIFICALLY DESIGNED FOR THE
AMATEUR RADIO, ELECTRONICS & HI-
FI ENTHUSIAST.

DORAMS SERVICE ALSO
INCLUDES-

* MANY PRICE REDUCTIONS -
QUANTITY DISCOUNTS ON
CAPACITOR, RESISTOR OR SEMI-
CONDUCTOR ORDERS

111 FREE - UP -DATE PRODUCT
INFORMATION SERVICE DURING
LIFE SPAN OF CATALOGUE

* ALL ORDERS SENT BY RETURN -OF -
POST

* NO -QUIBBLE REPLACEMENT PART
SERVICE

* POST & PACKING.FREE FOR ORDERS
OVER £1 (Only applies for Great Britain
N.Ireland and B. F.P.O. Nos.- Overseas
orders F.O.B.)

SEND FOR YOUR NEW CATALOGUE
AND/OR KIT BROCHURE NOW!

If catalogue ordered (priced 60'
you will receive a refund voucher
of 25p.

If catalogue and kit brochure
ordered together, price 70p plus
2 x 25p refund vouchers.
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DORAM ELECTRONICS LTD.
ETI - 9/76

P.O. Box TR8, PLEASE PRINT BLOCK CAPITALS

Leeds, L512 2UF.
NAME:

I enclose Please send ADDRESS:
me by return my new catalogue
and/or kit brochure. (Over
seas orders except for N.Ireland POST CODE
please add 30p for post and
packing surface only.
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ETI
LM 3909 IC OSCILLATOR/FLASHER NATIONAL

Most linear integrated circuits are designed
to operate with power supplies of 4.5 to 40
V. Practically no battery/portable equipment
is provided with indicator lights due to
unacceptable power drain. Even LEDs (solid
state lamps) won't light from a 1.5 V battery,
and drain the common 9 V radio battery in a
few hours.

The LM3909 changes all this. Obtaining
Jong life from a single 1.5 V cell, it opens a
whole new area of applications for linear
integrated circuits. Sufficient voltage for
flashing a light emitting diode is generated
with cell voltage down to 1.1 V. In such low
duty cycle applications batteries will last for
months to years of continuous operation.
Such flasher circuits then become practical
for marking location of flashlights, emer-
gency equipment, and boat mooring floats in
the dark.
With 1.5 V supplies, certain problems can
occur to stop oscillation or flashing. Due to
the way gain is achieved and the type of
feedback, too heavy a load may stop an
LM3909 from oscillating. 20 S2 of pure
resistive /oad will sometimes do it. Strangely,
enough, lamp filaments, probably because of
some inductance, don't seem to follow this
rule. Also in flasher circuits, an, LED with
leakage or conductivity between 0.9 and 1.2
V will stop the LM3909. Maybe 1% of LEDs
will have this defect because they are not
often tested for it.

Great frequency stability was not one of
the design aims of the LM3909. In LED
flasher circuits it is better than might be
expected because the negative temperature
coefficient of the LED partially compensates
the IC.

'Scope Calibrator

A useful electronic lab device is a
 precision square wave generator/calibrator.
If the output is held at a few tenths percent of
1 V, peak -to -peak, it is useful in calibrating
oscilloscopes and adjusting 'scope probes.
Many lower cost or battery -portable oscillos-
copes do not have this feature built in. Also it
is useful in checking gain and transient
response of various amplifiers including
"hi-fi" power amplifiers.

Output is a clean rectangular wave which
can be adjusted to exactly a 1 V amplitude. A

rectangular wave of approximately 1.5 ms
"on" and 5.5 ms "off" was chosen for
circuit simplicity and low battery drain.
Waveform clipping is virtually flat due to
complete turnoff of the current switch Q2 and
the typical "on" impedance of 0.2 12

Provided by the LM113. The 0.01%
temperature coefficient of the LM113 at
room temperature allows negligible drift of
the waveform amplitude under laboratory
conditions. Loading by a 'scope probe will
also be insignificant.

Ar

National Semicon.
Larkfield Industrial
Estate, Greenock

Scotland

Available from
Marshalls Ltd

42 Cricklewood
Broadway London

NW2 3ET at a special
offer price of 80p inc

of V.A.T. and p&p

1):112 OR 16 LI I IN SPEAKER-1 1 T ., ,

LM 3909

1-

"Buzz Box" Continuity and Coil. Checker

short, up to about 100 12, across the test
probes provides enough power for audible
oscillation. By probling 2 values in quick
succession, small differences such as
between a short and 5 ft can be detected by
differences in tone.

A novel use of this circuit is found in
setting the timing of certain types of
motorcycles. This is due to the difference in
tone that can be heard from the tester
depending whether there is a short or not
across the *low resistance primary of the
'cycle's ignition coil. In other words, the
difference between a 1 S2 resistor and a 1 Si

inductor can be heard. Quick checks for
shorts and opens in transformers and motors
can therefore be made.
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LM 3909
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Alternating Flasher

The circuit above is a relaxation type
oscillator flashing 2 LEDs sequentially. With
a 12 VDC supply, repetition rate is 2.5 Hz.
C2. the timing and storage capacitor,

It a red/green flasher is desired, the green'
LED should have its anode or plus lead
toward pin 5 (like the lower LED).

OFF

rf.

34-

2 26

*RATE.'

I_ 706.,1

"Mini -Strobe" Variable Flasher

The 3 V "mini -strobe" may be used as a
variable rate warning light or for advertising
or special effects. The rate control is so wide
range that it adjusts from no flashes at all to
continuously on.

LM 3909



11/MK 50075 MK 50103 MK 50104 EXPANDABLE SCIENTIFIC CALCULATOR CHIP SET

The MK 50075, ALU circuit, combined with
the MK 50103, 50104 ROM circuits forms a
powerful twelve digit scientific calculator.
The display format can be fixed point (user
programmed) or floating point in either
business or scientific notation. The calculator
has four rotatable stack registers plus nine
addressable memory registers. All entries use
the reverse polish notation.
Effective combination of key functions on this
calculator make it possible to offer fifty-five
functions with thirty keys. Multifunction keys
are accomplished by utilising the
SHFT/DSP, INV/STO, and HYP/RCL
control keys. SHFT (Function) enables the
upper case key function while INV (Function)
enables the inverse of a function. The HYP
key is used in conjunction with hyperbolic
functions while COS, SIN. and, TAN have
hyperbolic, upper case, and inverse func-
tions. The order in which the control keys are
entered will have no effect on the function.
For example, both the key sequence SFHT,
INV, C F and INV, SHFT, C F will
convert degrees Fahnrenheit into degrees
Celsius.
The calculator can work trignonometric
functions in either degrees, grads, or radians.
When in the radian mode an indicator is
turned on. Switching between grads and
degrees is achieved by a slide switch while
Switching from grads to radians or degrees to
radians is a key function. The calculator can
do the following transcendental functions:
sinx, arcsinx, cosx, arccosx, tanx, arctanx,
sinhx, arcsinhx, coshx, arccoshx, tanhx,
arctanhx, ex, Inx, 10x, and logx.
Besides transcendentals, it calculates the
single variable functions of X!, 1 /X, \/X,
and x2 and the two variable functions of yx,
YY, %, and .1%. It has ten preprogrammed
conversions which automatically change the
contents of the display register info the
desired unit calculates mean and standard
deviation using the unbiased method.

KEYBOARD
CLR

SHFT i N -yo i H y)<,

T, S LOG _-...pix -. RAD RAO

* + LN ' SIN COS TAN

VT- % L% XI I I X

Yi XZY i I CHS EE

C-. F
÷ 7 8 9

..

LTR --.. GAL

. 4 5 6

CM -.IN

- I 2 3 ]
KG -.LB LST X rl SC I

+ o . ENT

The chip set is availa-
ble from Mostek U.K.
Ltd, 240 Upper Street,
London N.1. The price,
inclusive of V.A.T. and
p&p is £27.

A comprehensive
data booklet is includ-
ed with each set.
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MOSTEK

DISPLAY
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Circuit Diagram - scientific calculator with L.E.D. display

AUX ROMS

UP TO 15

ADDITIONAL

MK 50100

VSS VDD

..

RECOMMENDED OPETIATING-M-NDITIONS

PARAMETER MK 50075
MAX

MK 50100

V00 Supply Voltage -18.0 -18.0

VLLL Input Voltage, Logic "1- VSS VSS"-.-.
VIL Input Voltage, Logic "0- Vss - 6 Vss -6

(Pcc Clock Period 10 10

T

KEY MATRIX

LST X CLR

0 CLX

TT

KG LB CM

VT

A

013 012

IN LTR GAL C

1:1

EE

F

I/X Aphii X

CMS

A

DII DIO D9 De

VIVI" INV

-"6.;; sm

LOG POL

CII -11-111

A
D7 06

SC I

ENT

RAD RAD

COS TAN
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(I)
KN

KO
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Functions available:
Clear
Clear display
Add, subtract, multiply,

divide
Scientific display format:

10 -digit mantissa,
2 -digit exponent,
floating decimal

Mode set to radians
Fix decimal point (0-9)

in display
Sine
Cosine
Tangent
Hyperbolic sine
Hyperbolic cosine
Hyperbolic tangent
Memory store, 9 registers
Memory recall, 9 registers
Memory exchange,

9 registers
X <--PY exchange
Common Log
Natural log
4 -stack register
Rotate stack
Recall last X
Business display

format; 12 -digits.
floating decimal point

Arc sine
Arc cosine
Arc tangent
Arc hyperbolic sine
Arc hyperbolic cosine
Arc hyperbolic tangent
Xth root of Y
Gross profit margin

percentage
Summation minus for

vector subtraction
Y to the X power
Reciprocal for all values

exponent range from
+99 through - 100

PI

Change sign
Square root
Factorials

Summation plus (adds
X and Y to memory
for vector addition,
recalls sum of X
and sum of Y)

Percentage
Percentage difference (A°/0)

Mean
Standard deviation

Centigrade to fahrenheit
Litres to gallons
Centimeters to inches
Kilograms to pounds
Degrees to radians
Set radian mode for

trigonometric functions
Trigonometric rectangular

to polar
Hyperbolic rectangular

to polar
Anti log, natural (e)

for all values from x=
+230 through -

230
Anti .log, common (10),

for all values from x=
+99.9 through

-99.9
Trigonometric polar to

rectangular
Hyperbolic polar to

rectangular
Set degree mode for

trigonometric
furtctions
x`
Fahrenheit to centrigade
Gallons to litres
Inches to centimetres
Pounds to kilograms
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Part 1 Bits 8 Bats
A MONTH OF VARIETY, this month
as we take the opportunity to cover
one or two subjects and fill in a few
gaps. Firstly

I/O HARDWARE
On the input side, keyboards such as
the Clare Pendar types are available
from firms like Computer Sales and
Services, 49-53 Pancras Road, London,
NW1 2QB. These keyboards usually
have a ROM mounted on them to
generate a parallel ASCII output,
but some use a diode matrix for
code generation. This can be an

advantage, since diodes are more
robust electrically than MOS devices
and additionally offer you the facility
of, changing the coding if you wish.
These keyboards are ideal for con-
nection to one half of a PIA to make
a simple interface, or can be used with
a UART chip for serial I/O.

On the other half of the PIA you
could hang a Burroughs Self -Scan
display as shown in fig. 1. This is an
alphanumeric gas discharge display
available in 16, 32, and 80 character
sizes and will display a single line of
text. Further details from Wa/more
Electronics Ltd., 11-16 Betterton St.,
Drury Lane, London WC2.

A cheaper alternative to display up
to 8 lines of 32 characters is to build
yourself the ETI 560 VDU. A
suggested interface is given in this
month's article, but M6800 users

(and perhaps users of other micros)
will probably find that the simplest
interface for their system is to use a
PIA with one half outputting the
address on the screen of the character
and the other half handling the data.
In use this is fairly simple from both
the hardware and software points of
view. You simply output data to the
PIA 'B' half and then increment the
'A' side so that it is ready for another
character. Handshaking can be done
automatically by the PIA control
lines.

If you require hard copy output
from a serial interface, you could do
worse than the Teletype 35R0
available from Chiltmead who adver-
tise in the mag. This is a heavy duty
machine which should operate reliably
if noisily. If you have a serial interface,
but want blissful silence, then a VDU

such as Computer Workshop's CT1024
is a good bet. Their address (which we
forgot in the last issue!) is174 /field
Road, London, SW10 9AG. Alternat-
ively, you could stick the other side
of that UART (Universal Asynch-
ronous Receiver Transmitter) chip we
mentioned earlier onto your 560
VDU.

As we have said, there are lower cost
approaches to I/O such as hex
keyboards and displays, or even

switches and LEDs. The great
advantage of this approach is that you
can cheaply have a development
system up and running, and then
purchase or otherwise obtain what-
ever peripherals become available to
you, since you can easily write the
routines to run them.

THE ACIA
Although we have very briefly looked
at the MC6820 PIA, we have only
mentioned the ACIA (Asynchronous
Communications Interface Adapter).
This is another example of the move
by manufacturers towards 'intelligent'
peripheral adaptors/controllers, and

in all probability, this chip is very
nearly as complex as the MPU chip
itself.

The ACIA (MC6850) is a very smart
chip indeed, and can perform an

amazing repertoire of functions. Its
primary function is the conversion
of parallel data addressed to it into
serial data, but in addition it can
generate a parity bit, either even or
odd, for error detection and can

also control the most sophisticated

peripherals and modems through
3 control lines. On receive, it will
perform the required serial_to parallel
conversion, and in addition, can check
the parity bit of each byte, and flag
an error if the parity is wrong, or if
there is an overrun or framing error.

Since this chip is intended for
asynchronous communication, it

sticks a start bit, '0', in front of the
byte it is outputting, and tags on 1 or
2 ones as stop bits at the rear. The
ACIA can operate at any speed up
to 500 kbps, so it is plenty fast enough
to drive a teletype!

CASSETTE TAPE
Interesting application number 1 for
the ACIA is to do with cassette tape.
If you can't see the link, here it is.

If you are using a system based on
switches and LEDs, or a hex key-
board - in fact no matter what you
are using to get your program into the
micro's memory, you will soon firid
it tedious loading programs by hand.
You now have a choice of leaving your
program permanently in memory with
the power on (like the HP25C), or
outputting it onto punched paper tape
or magnetic tape or even onto a mag-
netic card (like the HP67). Which is
where cassette tape comes in. Almost
everyone has a cassette tape recorder
these days, and you can put it to
better use than recording Top of the
Pops by using it to record, and later,
reload the programs you have written
on your micro. This is done by the
(simple?) expedient of converting the
digital data to audio tones which- can
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be directly recorded. In fact, a new
standard has now been largely agreed
between the computer manufacturers
in the States for this low-cost method
of data recording.

Known as CUTS (Computer Users
Tape Standard) the system works by
converting a digital '0' to 1200Hz and
a '1' to 2400Hz, and recording these
tones at 300 bits/second. However, as
this is an asynchronous system, i.e. it
does not require synchronisation with
the micro system clock, it records the
start bit and two stop bits, as shown in
fig.2.

This, obviously, is where the ACIA
comes in, as it can do this job almost
entirely on its own. One neat trick
lies in the fact that the chip which
normally generates the ACIA's clock
frequency, the MC14411 bit rate
generator, is really just a crystal
oscillator and a divider chain. Now
two of the frequencies which are
produced by this chain are: yes,
you've guessed it, 1200 and 2400Hz.
It doesn't take much thought to come
up then with the set-up shown in fig.3.
As can be seen the two signals are
simply gated, rounded off by the LPF,
and fed to the mic. input of your
cassette recorder. To get the signals
out again, possibly the easiest tech-
nique is to use a phase locked loop.
This would feed straight into the
Received Data input of the ACIA.

Whilst this circuit is not tried and
tested, we can't see why it shouldn't
be persuaded to work, and we intend
to have a bash at it.

MORE MICROS
Whilst we have used Motorola's M6800
microprocessor as an example thus far
in order to make the series consistent
(and it may also have something to do
with the fact that we're using 6800 in
our own System 68!) we feel that it
would be rather unfair not to wander
off at some point and see what else is
about in the microcosm(?).

Firstly, there's the company who
really started it all, Intel. They prod-
uce a range of 4 and 8 bit MPUs, as
well as the 3000 series bit slices, which
are like TTL fast chunks of MPU. The
3002 is a 2 -bit slice, so if you stick
8 of them in parallel with some other
parts you get a 16 -bit processor. But
the best known of Intel's products is
the 8080, which is an 8 -bit MPU
similar to 6800, and is the other 'ind-
ustry standard'. The 8080 is compar-
able to 6800, it has, perhaps, some
'nicer' instructions, but some of its
pins carry multiplexed signals, and
so it requires a handful of external
logic to make it go. You pays your
money and you takes your choice.

Also of interest is the 8008, the fore-
runner of the 8080, which is sower

and has only a subset of the 8080's
instruction set, but is cheaper.

Fairchild, and their second source,
Mostek, are going strong with their
F-8 chip set, which is an 8 bit MPU,
in two sections, the 3850 CPU and the
3851 Program Storage Unit, which
carries the Program Counter, two 8 bit
I/O ports, and 1k of ROM. Sounds
great, but the snag is the ROM is mask
programmed, which rules it out for the
home constructor. But you will hear
more of this device, as it forms the
basis of Fairchild's new TV games, and
has also been built into an electronic
chess set.

1-11 I
1

1
1 2 1 3 1

4
1 5 1

8
1 ' 8

1 9

 START BIT 7 8  ASCII DATA BITS
D. PARITY BIT FOR ODD PARITY
10,11 -STOP BITS

10

Fig.2. Asynchronous Recording
Format used in CUTS

A device which will almost certainly
appear in educational environments is
Intersil's IM6100. This chip is of
interest on two counts; firstly it is

a CMOS chip, and secondly, it obeys
the instruction set of the well known,
if not ubiquitous, PDP-8/E minicom-
puter, sothat programs written for the
PDP-8/E will run on the 1M6100. This
means that there is a vast library of
software available for this MPU, which
makes it very attractive indeed. Like
the 8/E, it has a 12 -bit word length.

National Semiconductor are respon-
sible for SC/MP, which they claim is
'enough to make any machine think'.
A stroke of brilliance on the part of
NS, who when other semiconductor
manufacturers were falling over them-
selves to produce a really 'smart' MPU,
came up with what most people really
wanted: a stupid but cheap one. Don't
be fooled, it's slow and it's got a small
instruction set, but it can do things.

Also from NS is PACE, which is a

MC6850
ACIA

MC14411

TRANSMIT I
CLOCK

TRANSMIT
DATA

RECEIVE
DATA

RTS

PHASE LOCKED 1,00P
FOR RECEIVED DATA

RECOVERY

C>

OUTPUT TO
CASSETTE
RECORDER

INPUT FROM
CASSETTE
RECORDER

Fig.3. A possible tape interface using an ACIA
READER CONTROL
TO RECORDER

PAUSE CONTROL

SC/MP shows the sort of layout in MPUs.
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microfile
16 -bit device with some nice features
such as 4 levels of interrupt. It has
it's nasties like every other MPU,
e.g. the address and data busses are
common, and the address has to be
latched externally.
RCA are offering their CDP 1802
device which is a CMOS 8 bit micro.
Despite RCA's attempts at the mating
game, Synertek have been a bit coy,
leaving Hughes holding the baby as
sole second -source. Quite a nice
device, this though a bit weak on dec-
imal arithmetic, but nice from the
point of view of power supply and
clock requirements.

The PPS -8 from Rockwell has special
I/O chips for just about every kind of
peripheral. The power supply is a bit
odd, being a single -17V, and the
stack pointer is only 5 bits allowing
for only 32 values on the stack.But
without having used it, it's impossible
to say what its good and bad points
are.

That well known little company in
Bedford, Texas Instruments, have a
couple of nice products. The first is

the SBP0400, which is a 4 -bit bipolar
bit slice built using II L.
This is an interesting device that one
doesn't hear too much of; somebody
somewhere must be using, or planning
to use, the SBP0400, but they're not
saying anything. Not really suitable
for the amateur, unless you want to
get involved in microprogramming!

TI's other front-line device is the
TMS9900, which is a 16 -bit n-MOS
machine with a very nice architecture
and a big plus in the form of hardware
multiply and divide. If the price comes
down sufficiently this could be a very
nice device for the amateur - but
wait and see.

Finally, a device which a lot of
people have been waiting with baited
breath --- the Zilog Z-80. This is basic-
ally a super 8080 in concept, with a
much improved instruction set, and an
extra turn of speed. Not yet readily
available in this country, but when it
is....

MICRO DATA
Getting hold of manufacturer's data
sheets on MPUs isn't very easy for the
home constructor who only wants to
buy 1 micro, but fortunately many
readers of this column will already
Have the data sheets on 6800. The
trouble is that MPUs are complex
devices and the data sheets are only
the beginning of the story. If you want
to 'read' further you have two options;
you can play about with System 68
(next months ETI), or if you are in a
hurry, buy the 3%Ib 'M6800 Appli-

cations Manual' which gives complete
design details of a number of systems,
including an absurdly complex Point
of Sale terminal. A boring book to
read, but good meaty stuff. It is avail-
able from The Modern Book
Company, 19-21 Praed Street,
LONDON W2 1NP, or from Cramer
Electronics, 16 Uxbridge Road, Ealing,
LONDON W5 2BP, who charge £7.50
+ 50p p&p.

MICRO NEWS

ALPHA LED DISPLAY
Litronix have introduced a new low-
cost alphanumeric display which con-
tains four 16 -segment LED characters.
The DL -416 common -cathode display
has integral magnifying lenses moun-
ted on an an edge -connected, end
stackable PCB. Intended for use in
portable and hand-held equipment, the
DL -416 offers high contrast daylight
viewing and high legibility at distances
up to 5ft. Typical operating character-
istics are a forward voltage of 1.65V
at 10mA, reverse current of 100uA at
3.5V, and a luninous intensity of
0.5mcd at 10mA. This looks like a

pretty useful device for the MPU buil-
der.

MORE ALTAIR IN UK
Altair's UK agents have released
further details of their 680b micro-
computer kit. This machine is based
on the M6800 and comes complete
with 1k of RAM, 1k of ROM (256
bytes pre-programmed with a monitor
and loader), as well as an ACIA for
teletype or VDU interface. The 680b
with turnkey front panel (i.e. without
the switches and lamps often found
on more conventional minicomputers)
is priced at £290. Also availalable is
a 16k memory card, priced at £496.
Free with this card is a copy of Altair's
new BASIC compiler for the 680b.
In addition, the system will run an
assembler and text editor for 6800
Assembly Language.

Altairs other microcomputer system
is the 8800, which is based on the
Intel 8080. A very wide range of
software is available for this system,
including business and scientific prog-
rams, as well as garras programs and
even routines to play music. Also
available is a wide range of peripherals,
including a floppy disc memory

system and a line printer.
Compelec Electronics, Ltd., 310
Kilburn High Road, LONDON NW6.

SERT SYMPOSIUM
The Society of Electronic and Radio
Technicians are holding a residential
symposium at Sussex University on
26th to 29th September on the subject
of 'Microprocessors at Work'. The
technical programme will consist of
25 contributions spread over 5 sessions
which will cover: Devices; Evaluation,
Testing and Diagnosis; Programming
and Software; and two sessions on
Applications. Each contribution will
be followed by a discussion period.

The registration fee is £98 per
delegate, unless you are an SERT
member, in which case it is only(?)
£82. This includes full board and
conference documentation, as well
as participation in all extra -curricular
activities.

Associated with this symposium is
a competition to find a working
application of an MPU by a home
constructor which is simple, economic,
original, and useful or entertaining.

Further details on both these items
are available from The Microprocessor
Secretary, SERT, Faraday House, 8-10
Charing Cross Road, LONDON WC2H
OHP. First prize of the competition is
£150, but you'll have to be quick,
as the closing date is 19th September.

HP ADVANCE
Since many Microfile Readers are

interested in, or own, programmable
calculators, here is some news of the
latest developments in this field from
Hewlett Packard. HP have released 3
new machines, the HP25C, the HP67,
and the HP97. The 25C is simply
an HP25 which retains both program
and data stored in it, even while
switched off, thus saving the repeated
entry of often -used programs. The
HP67, however, represents a consid-
erable advance on the HP65, in that it
has around 3 times the program
storage and 3 times the data storage.
In addition, it has 20 user definable
functions, 3 levels of subroutines,
label, indirect and relative addressing,
and 14 conditional execution fun-
ctions. One important key is the Write
Data key, which outputs the data
register contents onto a magnetic
card. The card reader is 'smart' in

being able to detect whether a card
carries program or data. If there is

information remaining on the other
side of the card to be read, it will
prompt the user by displaying 'CRD'.
Also included are pause and automatic
register review instructions. The HP97
is a printing portable version of the
hand-held HP67. Prices: HP25C; £155,
HP67; £349, HP97; £590. The price of
the HP21 has been reduced to £56.
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KITS - CMOS - DISPLAYS - MEMORIES - BOOKS - MODULES

KITS
 R 6

ACK

ATTRACTIVE 6 -DIGIT ALARM CLOCK KIT
With optional CRYSTAL CONTROL for high accuracy and battery, back-up (see
below). Complete kit including attractive slim case with deep red panel for 6 -digit
alarm clock with bleep alarm, snooze, automatic intensity control and high
brightness display driving. Uses MK50253 IC and Jumbo 0.5" red LEDs. 12 or
24 -hour format (easy to add a switch to switch between them) Optional "touch
switch" for snooze (extra). Order as "ACK" £28.80

Complete kit as above, plus CRYSTAL CONTROL and BATTERY BACK-UP If mains
power is disconnected (through a power cut. accidental switching off or moving
clock) the clock will keep perfect time. Accuracy to within a few seconds a month.
The extra components, with two PP3 batteries, all fit in the same case. While on
beck -up. the displays are off to conserve battery life Out the alarm remains fully
operational. Order as "ACK + XTK + 88K- £33.58

SLIM
GREEN
CLOCK

GCK
£12.90

Complete kit for this attractive 4 -digit Mantlepiec Clock with bright 0 5" GREEN
display While constructing, select 12 or 24 hour format. flashing or fixed colon. Kit
includes miniature transformer. Housed in a new all -white slim case with green
perspex front panel. Easy to build Order as "GCK" £12.90
Kit as above, but less case and perspex. Order as 'GMK' £11.14

CRYSTAL CONTROL and BATTERY BACK-UP can be incorporated in this clock too.
No need to reset your clock each time power is disconnected. For the complete kit
including this feature, order as -GCK + XTK + GE18K- £19.65

Crystal Controlled 6 -Digit CAR CLOCK Kit
With Independent Journey Timer

Components from leading
manufacturers only

CMOSCMOS from the top manufacturers - nearly alt RCA and Motorola

cD4000 0.15 CD4033 1.21 CD4066 0.81 CD4520 1.08'
CD4001 0.15 CD4034 1.65 CD4067 3.12 C04527 1.37
CD4002 0.15 CD4035 1.02 CD4068 0.18 CD4532 1.25
CD4006 1.02 CD4036 2.23 CD4069 0.18 CD4555 0.78
CD4007 0.16 CD4037 0.83 CD4070 0.48 CD4556 0.78
CD4008 0.83 CD4038 0.93 CD4071 0.18 MC14528 1.01
CD4009 0.48 CD4039 2.23 CD4072 0.18 MC14553 4.07
CD4010 0.48 C04040 0.92 CD4073 0.18 MC14566 1.21
C04011 0.16 C04041 0_73 CD4075 0.18 MCM14552 8.05
C04012 0.16 CD4042 0.73 CD4076 1.34
CD4013 0.48 CD4043 0.87 CD4077 0.48 Clock Chips
CD4014 0.87 CD4044 0.81 C04078 0.18 AY51202 2.89
CD4015 0.87 C04045 1.22 CD4081 0.18 AY51224 3.50
CD4016 0.48 CD4046 1.16 CD4082 0.18 MK50250 5.00
CD4017 0.87 CD4047 0.78 CD4085 0.62 MK50253 5.80
cD4018 0.87 CD4048 0.48 CD4086 0.62 MM5314 4.44
CD4019 0.48 CD4049 0.48 CD4089 1.34
CD4020 0.97 CD4050 0.48 CD4093 0.69 Flat Cable
C04021 0.87 CD4051 0.81 CD4094 1.82 20-w lm 1.00
CD4022 0.83 CD4052 0.81 CD4095 0.91 10m for 8.00
CD4023 0.16 CD4053 0.81 CD4096 0.91
CD4024 0.67 CD4054 1.01 CD4097 3.12 Other ICs
CD4025 0.16 CD4055 1.14 CD4099 1.59 CA3130 0.88
C D4026 1.50 CD4056 1.14 CD4502 1.07 75491 0.96,
CD4027 0.48 CD4057 21.56 CD4510 1.18 75492 1.22
CD4028 0.78 CD4059 4.77 C04511 1.36 1CA74 I
CD4029 0.99 CD4060 0.97 CD4514 2.72 Mini -DIP
CD4030 0.48 CD4061 18.92 CD4515 2.72 4 fo 1.16
CD4031 1.92 CD4062 7.77 CD4516 1.18
CD4032 0.92 CD4063 0.95 CD4518 1.08

50HE CRYSTAL TIMEBASf KIT: provides an extremely
stable output of one pulse every 20msec Uses May he added

.10 all Woes of digital clocks to improve accuracy to within a
few seconds a month  II used with battery back-up also
makes clocks power -out or switch.olf  Replacing 50 Hz
sqinal on battery -powered equipment  Providing Mat
synchronisation  Moriitoring or improving turntable speed
Complete kit. Orders as' XTK E8.28

Runs off 12V (car) battery - protected against low voltage drop -out -- display

6 digit timer times journeys up to 24 hours in hours, minutes and secondsSTOPWATCH KIT
comes on with ignition - internal battery back-up allows temporary disconnection

--
automatic intensity control (essential for car use) -- uses 0.5" red LED digits Complete kit TOT stopwatch (as in Dec. ETU. choose 6 digit range from lens of hours
Sarhe external appearance as our ACK but with 8 push -buttons for setting time, to milliseconds. Uses 6 x MAN3M displays. All necessary parts, including case and.
starting, stopping and resetting timer, selecting display to show "time- or "journey Manganese batteries £31.80time" - all control buttons functional irrespective of display mode selected. STOPWATCH WITH ONE LATCH: As above. but kit also includes facility to
Complete kit including case. Order as "CCK" £39.50 repeatedly freeze the displays with count continuing .. . £43.23

FAST SERVICE Wzuaranteethatttephoorde._orgoods,,lnCh received30 p n (Mon -fn) will be despatched ttsazdlyf rs CassPos-and ow
quote Access orders

32.768 kHa Min Welch Quartz Crystal (4.50. 5 12 mHt Crystal
8 -way BOSS Switch: 8 u/traMin toggle Switches m FAL
Miniture Transformers (Both fit in all Verocases below)
Clock transfo,mer. 6-0-6/300m4 Order as .1613.TRE E1.80For 51101 12.0 12/100mA. 1 5.0,1 5/50mA Order as 5L TRF E1.80
VER °CASES. Neat cases with PC8 ouides, etc front and rear aluminium panels. We have pre-cut
perspex In, some cases making them ideal for clocks or instrumems For 751247J J I2
(Red! 28p, PX.G.J 2 (Green) 28p. for 7514 OJ PX.R...1 14 (Red) 30p. PX.G.J 14 (Green) 30p
for 7514110 PX.R.D.14 (Red) 40p. The cases are as used in our ACK & GCK
Dimensions eat in mm
75141.1 (205.140.401 E2.64 751237J (16,485.401 £t.72
7514110 (205040051 (3.04 7512380 it 54aB5a501 E2 15
We haye many other Veronese. and Vero products ,n stock - see oui Price tit

BOOKS end Oetsheete (do not add any VAT)
New 1976 RCA CMOS and linear IC Combined Databook
New 1976.RCA -Power and Microwave Oatabook
1976 National Semiconductor 7400 series Ill Databuok c 200 pages
TTL Pin Out Card Index Set of cards with pin cull Imp and bottom views) of T
and many other T I ICs
int& Memory Design Handbook c 280 pages
Igtei 8080 Microcomputer Systems Users" Manuel c 220 pages
Motorola McMOS Daiabook (Vol 5 Series A) c 500 pages
Motorola M6800 MicrocOmpressor Applications Manual c 650 pages
Motorola M6800 Programming Manual c 200 pages
Motorola Booklet introducing Microprocessors
DATA SHEETS on Microprocessors RCA 1802 8 bit CMOS
National SCAMP 8.54 . £0.75. Intersil 6100 12 .bit CMOS

£4.95
£4.95
E3.45

Ti L range
E2.95
E4.75
£4.85
£2.77

E12.45
£6.85
El 50
£0.75
CO 75

- - -
PULSE GENERATOR MODULES

New rystal anebase Modiees. botft, test.. and wile output to wit, ppm p.. sly 1, y .ow
Current Consumption (3 mA typical)
50 .42 Modular Many uses Isee by 50 Hz Kit) Order ds 621 50 £9.80
100 Ha Module. For any system counting in I 100th sec Order as 821-100 £12.70
Other Crystal Timebase modules are available with the following outputs
10 Fir 1 Fr,, 1 pulse r min t pulse ,hr Order nos and prices on a0Phcation

MEMORY IC.
inlet P21024-6 (new sersion of 7102 21 16 pin IC III coMpabble single +5V supply
650msec 1024 1 bit Static NMOS RAM C3.35
Intel P21 12-2 650nsec 751. a 4 bit Static NMOS RAM E4.76
Inters.' 1M6508CPE CMOS 1074 a 1 bit Steen RAM (805

Buy it with Access

A00 VAT at 83/4. 25p P&P On ail orders Price List
sent with 0,ders 0, 1,CC on request Access and
Barclaycard welcome. by post ur phone. Export
orders very welcome No VAT but add 10.1.

uropel 1511 (Oveseas) for Air Mad P&P (For
export postage rates on books. contact us firs( t

S1NTEL 53a Aston Street, Oxford
Tel. 0865 49791

(3.60 These Jumbo LEO displays take 05 more current than 0 3" ?yore
(2.60 DISPLAYS All our Common Cathode IC. C.) drgits. can he used in places of a_ut

other C C oispiay tOLYER. "b1W MAN3640. etc) as they are all electrically identical (but may
ease dirleirenl orn.ouls) Similarly Out Common Anode digits may he used in pleat of any Other C.A
types (01.707. 131747 RS /Doram 586/699. etc

1

dEl
FND500 TIL321, TIL322

Part No Manufacturer Colour Type
FNI3500 Fairchild Red
TIL 321 Texas Instr Red
TIL322 Texas Instr. Red
x4p4852 Xciton Green
XAN654 Xcdon Green
MAN3M Monsanto Red
5LT01 Futaba Green

Common Cathode LED
Common Anode LED
Common Cathode LED
Common Anode LED
Common Cathode LED
Common Cathode LED
Phosphor Diode

Display PCBs (each fits neatly into Verocase 751410J)
arrays. all are suitable for FN0500. TIL321, TIL322
D500-4 (for 4 digit clock) 90p; D500-6 (for 6 digit clock)
D500-8 (for counter, up to 8 digits)

E:

XAN8'.?,-WATI18154

51 Price
0 5"
0.5" £1.30
0 5" E1.20
0 6" E1.75
0 6" £1.71
0 13" 48p
0.5" £L80

All are for multiplexed'

£1.35
£1.35

Display -holding PCBs are available for multi-plexed arrays using
Our LED digits PCBs also available lor displays with TTL and
CMOS Count/Latch/Decoder dowers. See our catalogue for more

s details dree on request - send sae(
USING OISPLAYS WITH CMOS OR 1-117 Send sae. asking for bee application note SN)'. wh";:11'
gives simple circuits with COmppnent value,

LOW COST IC SOCKETS
Soldercon Pins are the ideal low cost method of providing sockets for TTL
CMOS. Displays. iCs. Simply cut oft the lengths you need, solder into board
,and snap off the connecting carrier A single purchase of Soldercon Pins gives
you any socket you may need, and at low prices 8 pin for 4p, 14 pin for 7p,
cheaper in quantity 50p per strip of 100 puns 1 000 for £4. 3.000 for
£10.50.
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RF ATTENUATOR
0 to 31 dB attenuation in 32 steps of 1 dB - useable to more than
200 MHz.

75 OHM

1dB 2dB

ET1 709 ATTEN.tit
16dB4dB , 8dB

EVERYONE experimenting with RF
circuitry will sooner or later need an
RF attenuator. Some of the typical
uses of such attenuators are listed
below.

- Checking intermodulation on HF.
FM, and TV receivers.

- Checking if incoming signals are
high enough to allow splitting - to
feed more than one receiver.

- Changing signal levels when
checking the performance of
receivers.

- Evaluation of filters, RF amplifiers,
and other electronic devices.

- To find the loss In coaxial cable by
the substitution method (as well as
the gain of amplifiers). This method
is convenient as a calibrated
detector is not required: merely ore
that will give the same reading for
two successive inputs of the same
level.

DESIGN FEATURES
An RF attenuator should have a

useable frequency range of dc to
200 MHz. It is also necessary for the
attenuator to be adequately shielded
so that signals may only enter or leave
via the coaxial connectors. For this
latter reason a diecast box has been
used to house the attenuator.

SW1
1dB

R2
8.2

R1 R3 R4
1k2 1k5 680

To obtain the wide frequency
response required it is necessary to use
resistors that have low inductance and
capacitance - 1/4 to 1/2 watt carbon
types are the most suitable. If higher
power handling is required one or two
watt carbon types may be used but
with these accuracy will start to fall
off at around 100 MHz.

The switches should also have low
inductance and capacitance but
specially designed switches are
prohibitively expensive. Many
Japanese slide switches were evaluated
and initially gave good results.
However the ingress of dust and dirt
was found to cause faulty operation
after a time.

CONSTRUCTION
Construction is simple and straight

forward but to obtain optimum results
we suggest that you follow our
method as closely as possible.

Examine the photographs carefully,
the method of construction may
readily be seen from them. The unit is
housed in an Eddystone diecast box
having dimensions of 110 by 62 by
31 mm. The switches are mounted
flush onto the bottom of the box.
Those at either end of the box are
mounted so that the centre pin of the

R6
680

HOW IT WORKS - ETI 709

The ETI 709 attenuator works by
switching into the signal path a
selected network or group of
networks that reduces the signal
strength by known amounts. The
networks are specially designed so
that they do not disturb the
characteristic impedance of the line.
That is, they appear to both the
source and the load as a single
parallel resistor equal in value to the
respective source or load impedance.
In our case the networks have been
calculated to provide matching to 75
ohm impedance.
As can be seen from the circuit

diagram each section of the
attenuator has a characteristic shape
that has led to the use of the name
'pi network' for this attenuator
section.

The steps of attenuation are
expressed in decibels. The voltage
attenuation in decibels is equal to

20 log
VI- Where V1 equals the
V2

input voltage and V2 equals the
output voltage. Thus if the output is

half the input voltage then-
V2

equals
VI

0.5 and 20 log 0.5 equals - 6.02 dB.
(the minus sign indicating
attenuation).

The use of decibels is very
convenient as it allows the combined
value of two or more attenuators to
be found by simply adding their
separate values rather than by
multiplying the separate attenuation
ratios.

Each succeeding attenuator is
chosen to be twice that of the one
previous. This binary form allows us
to obtain a range of 0 to 31 dB in 32
steps with only five switches. Thus
for example if we require 5 dB we
depress SWI and SW3 to give us
1+4=5 dB.

switch is in contact with the centre pin
of the socket. This allows the
connection to be made without the

1

R11 R13
180 180

I --------t

R14 R16
100 100

62

Fig. 1. Circuit diagram of the 75 ohm attenuator.
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use of hookup wire. Evenly space the
remaining three switches between the
two outer ones. Note that a thin strip
of tin plate is run the full length of the
box and is held in place by the lugs
and screws at one end of each switch.
To this strip are soldered the ends of
the resistors which go to ground. The

resistors are held in such a position by
their leads that the metal body of the
switch acts as a shield between the
resistors mounted on either side of it.

The centre poles of the switches are
interconnected by first bending the
centre lugs of the switch outward
towards the next switch and then by

PARTS LIST Eli 709

R2 Resistor 8.22 NW 5%
R5,8,9 18
R12
R14,16
R11,13

82
100
180 PO

es

of

R15 220
R7,10 330
R4,6 11 680
R1 1k2
R3 1k5

SW1-5 Slide Switch min DTDP

2 RCA Phono Sockets (see text)
Die cast box Eddy stone 7134P

110mm x 60mm x 30mm

TAILS 1

ATTENUATION 1 R ACCURATE 1 ACCURATE i CLOSEST
VALUES : VALUES PREFERRED
75 OHM 60 OHM ; VALUE 50 OHMI-

1 48

_____

2 dB

;

;

RI
A2
R3

1304
8.8

1304

888.6
5.8

889.5

820
; 6.6
; 820

;

,

R4
86
A8

864
17 4

564

I

j

436
11.8

438

1 470
12

470
+ I

488

R7

88
RE

RIO

331.6
36.8

0

331.5

i

221
23.9

0

221

; 220
1 12 . 12
; 0

1220

8 d8
R11
8 12
813

+74 2
79.3

174.2

118
52.8

116

I 120
; 27 +27
' 120

i

16 de
814
R lb
816

103.2
230.7
103.2

686
154
68.6

84
I 160
i ea

Att rinin in ohm'

soldering lengths of 3 mm wide
tinplate between them as shown in the
photos.

atronics
'innETER

POWER AMPLIFIER

AslEs

IN -"J
THIS

ISSUE/

to bt.1ilciihis -4twatt power amplifier
Price Only £23.10. Components also available separately.

AMATEUR RADI
BULK BUYING GROUP

LOW
COST
V.D.U.

Most components available for this project, including 2613 character
generator, fe.62. Send s.a.e. for detailed price list,

Many other components specified for ETI projects are also
available from stock.

UNIVERSAL TIMER
2 digit Thumbwheel switch £3.70

CMOS I.c.s. 4011, 19p; 4017, 96p; 4023, lap; 4515, £2.12;
1N4001, 7p; 1N914, 7p; TIL209, 29p.

(See Inside last month's cover /or dotal
Send S.A.E. for full price list 30p plus large lip
s.a.e. for your copy of our Data Catalogue. All prices
include VAT at current rates. Please note our
minimum U.K. post and packing charge, except
where indicated, is 20p. Export orders welcomed -
write for export price list.

PLEASE
NOTE NEW
ADDRESS:

COMMUNICATIONS HOUSE.

"EN. 211.1AIALLINGTON SQUARE,659

WALLINGTON, SURREY SM6 8RG
Tel: 01 -669 6 700 (9 a m to b p.m.. I p.m Sat )
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ELECTRONICS PART 31

it's easy!
BLANKING
In normal writing practice we do not
write the '0's that appear at either end
of a number, for example, 0001357.0
as could be held in an eight digit
display, is better presented as 1357 or
as 1357.0. A facility is sometimes
provided in display -counter systems
that blanks unnecessary zeros. Leading
zero suppression is performed within
the decoder stages of Fairchild
seven -segment decoders by connection
of the ripple blank output HBO (ripple
because each stage connects to the
next) of the decoder stage to the
ripple blank input RBI of the next
lower decoder stage. Blanking of
least -significant zeros is not usually
included. The actual arrangement for
blanking control varies from maker to
maker. Fig. 1 shows a method using.
ripple blanking.

The blanking facility can also serve
other purposes. It can, in certain
applications, be used to blank -out
illegal display values resulting from
incorrect codes. The RBO output also
provides a detection output indicating
when the decoder stage is at the BCD
zero state.

INTENSITY CONTROL
Displays are usually manufactured to

supply one value of output brightness.

Concluding counting and
D/A conversion

When brightness is to be tailored to
particular ambient light conaitions an
appropriate kind of display can be

selected that provides the desired
luminance level. This however, does
not always lead to a satisfactory
choice when other considerations are
taken into account.

Intensity of any display, however,
can be controlled in a digital manner
(that most desirable in digital systems)
by turning the display on and off with
an appropriate duty cycle (ratio on to
off period). This is called
pulse -duration intensity modulation.
Provided the repetition rate exceeds
100 Hz the eye cannot detect that the
radiation source is being modulated.
Modulation may be achieved with any
of the blanking methods given above.
The schematic of Fig. 1 includes an
intensity modulation facility.

With LED displays, intensity
modulation can actually increase the
apparent brightness. The human eye
has a characteristic response to
radiation that has greater sensitivity to
the peak value of modulated light,
rather the average or rms power. LEDs
can be pulsed at high frequency with
high peak currents because of their
nanosecond response time. The net
result is apparently higher brightness
for a given amount of power.

STROBING OR SCANNING
Displays which generate characters in

the 7 x 5 dot matrix or seven -segment
formats require decoding logic which
energises the correct dots or segments.
If each character has its own decoder
we would need 7 lines for each digit of
a seven -segment display. And 35 lines
for each digit of a 7 x 5 dot-matrix
display!

Obviously a method is needed to
reduce the number of lines and
circuitry required for multi -digit
displays.

One such method is called strobing
where lines of dots or segments are
illuminated sequentially. The 7 x 5
array can be either strobed as lines
horizontally or as rows vertically as
illustrated in Fig. 2. Each row is

selected one by one in sequence and
the appropriate diodes in the row
energised. Provided each row is -

returned to at no greater than 10 ms
intervals the characters will be flicker
free.

A diagrammatic illustration of how
specific diodes are selected in a row is
given in Fig. 3. The row switches are
scanned in turn to cause a vertical
scan. Simultaneous excitation of the
other switch sets decides which diodes
in the row are to be illuminated.

A strobing system requires a

A2 A8

Al A4

INTENSITY
MODULATION
INPUT

B2 B8

B1 B4

LAMP

C2 C8

Ci C4

D2 D8

Di D4

TEST

p

LT R81
9317

7 SEGMENT DECODER
b c d e f 9

RBO? 0 9 0 .0

LT RB1
9317

7 SEGMENT DECODER
c d e f 9

RBO?9000090

s)a
LT RB1

9317
7 SEGMENT DECODER

8 e 9
RBOy 0 0

LEAST SIGNIFICANT DECADE TO SEVEN SEGMENT DISPLAY LAMPS
Connections for ripple blanking in a four -decade display system. (RBO ripple blank output, RBI ripple blank input).

LT RB1
9317 ,

7 SEGMENT DECODER
be de

RBO?900900T

MOST SIGNIFICANT DECADE
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0 CI 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 00 0 0 0 0 0 VERTICAL0 0 0 0 0 CI 0 0 0 et STROBE

0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

HORIZONTAL

STROBE

Fig. 2. Horizontal and vertical strobing
of a 7 x 5 dot matrix display.

JHJ
IC 10 1E 2A 2. 2C 20 2E

siiiionamptplege

ih4empii440!
611111144111R;

eimamoseiew

COLUMN
SCAN

ROW
SCAN

Fig. 3. Schematic of switches needed to
address a 7 x 5 dot matrix.

procedure to sequence the scanning
action and a method of setting the
selection switches that corresponds to
the characters needed. The whole is
controlled by a clock and timing
generator. Storage buffers are also
required to store the sequentially
generated information. The task of
creating the appropriate character
timing codes is performed by a

read -only -memory ROM. Clearly this
method adds up to a complex
system ... really beyond this course's
purpose. A schematic block diagram of
a vertically-strobed five -digit LED
display is geven in Fig. 4. Although of
apparently great complication this
method is less expensive to employ
than direct actuation through fixed
gates. (Considerably more detail is to
be found in the suggested reading list).

Another scanning method scans the
matrix as a raster - across a row, one
by one, and then to the next row.
Strobing obtains its advantages by
time-sharing common elements in a

time -multiplexed manner.

MULTIPLEXING
When the input data to be displayed

appears in serial form or when large
numbers of displays (over four digits)
are involved, multiplexing (selection of
complete digits sequentially) becomes
advantageous for driving seven
segment and one -of -ten displays. The
basic multiplexing system requires the
main system units shown in Fig. 5.
An upper limit to the number of digits
is around 12 and higher for LEDs.
There are disadvantages; namely, a

higher voltage is required in tile

0
0

6 LINE ASCII

O

ARRAY SELECT 0 -

MASTER
CLOCK

TIMING
CIRCUITRY

4

6 BIT INPUT STORAGE BUFFERS

ROW
ORIVERS

COLUMN
DRIVERS

5 BIT OUTPUT STORAGE BUFFERS

1111

LED
ARRAY
No 1

2

111111
NMI

1111
2

111

LED
ARRAY
No 2

1111
3

1111
MOM

EMI
NMI
UMW
ONO

LED
ARRAY
No. 3

4

REA0ONLyi
MEMORY

5

1111 11111

LED
ARRAY
No. 4

111111111

MIN
MIMSMIN

Fig. 4. Basic block diagram of a vertically strobed display using
7 x 5 dot-matrix devices.

LED
ARRAY
No. 5

display to achieve the same brightness
(LEDs are not so critical as other
forms of display); the scan frequency
must be at least 100 Hz to prevent
flicker; transients must be carefully
decoupled; and a clock failure (which
stops the scan) may produce partial
display failure because of excessive
dissipation brought about by the
increased voltage applied. (It is usual
to include a failsafe protection
circuit).

Again, the complexity appears great
but in practice the multiplexed system
is simpler to build. For example, a
multiplexed, seven -segment display,
with storage for eight digits, involves
around 10 dual -in -line packages and a
few discretes which compares with
about 16 ICs for a non -time shared
system.

To further reduce the connections
that must be made upon assembly,
manufacturers offer multi -digit -
displays in which the anodes and
cathodes of the LEDs are internally
iloommoimommommonnliminak

COUNTER

connected ready for multiplexed
operation.

OTHER CONVERTERS
Apart from digital -code converters

other converters are required in
instrumentation: for example, when
interfacing different systems of logic,
eg TTL to CMOS, it is necessary to,
alter the dc levels of signals so that the
output of one system provides the
logic levels required by that following.
This may require amplification or
attenuation or shifting of a level.

However specific lCs are marketed to
suit various interfacing requirements.
Other converters are needed for
sending digital signals through
standard transmission lines in
communication links, for receiving
signals from lines, for increasing the
logic level differences to increase noise
immunity (again for transmission), and
units that drive peripheral devices such
as relays and indicators. Signal
inversion may also be necessary - we

Fig. 5. Schematic of a multiplexing system for use with a multidigit,
7 -segment display.

I L
12_7=

SCAN 0ECOnE Pt

7 1 1

1=1 1=11
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ELECTRONICS it's ea
have already dealt with the inverter
block earlier in the course.
Another class of converter is needed

for converting digital signals to
analogue voltages (D to A) and
analogue voltages (and currents) into
digital form (A to D). Such converters
will be dealt with in the next section.

D TO A AND A TO D

In order to control or modify the
physical world around us we must first
measure what is happening. The
measurement data is almost always in
analogue form, as is the actuation
required for control. Between
measurement and control some kind
of electronic system is needed to
amplify and shape the data.
We have seen that electronic systems

may be of either analogue or digital
form and it would seem best to use an
analogue system between inputs and
outputs that are both of analogue
form. But not necessarily so -
analogue systems are plagued with
problems such as noise, dynamic range
limitations, accuracy and linearity.
Digital systems, as well as offering
improved performance in the above
areas, offer more economical
processing of data, the ability to store
data as long as needed, and more
readable displays of data held within
the system,

Thus there is much to be said for
converting primary analogue signals
into equivalent digital forms that are
processed and stored etc until
conversion back to analogue form
becomes a necessity. Electronic sub-
systems that perform these conversions
are called Digital -to -Analogue
Converters (DAC's or D/A converters)
and Analogue -to -Digital Converters
(A/D converters).

We will see that these are quite
complicated systems in themselves -
their design a skilled task.
Nevertheless, many such sub systems
are now marketed as single, largish
circuit blocks that are wired into the
total system in the same way as other
complicated system building-blocks we
have already encountered. It is,

however, important to understand the
basic techniques used if not so much
the refinement of actual practice.

By use of certain input combinations
DAC's can also be used as

multiplier/dividers of two signals and
as summing/subtraction units. It is also

PHYSICAL
VARIA TRANS

DUCER

BLE

OTHER
ANALOG
CHANNELS

Fig. 7. Typical layout of an analogue data
acquisition system interfacing to a.digital
output.

Fig. 6. Typical AID converters.

relevant in this part to deal with
multiplexers in a little more detail and
with the so-called sample -and -hold
circuit. These are often used in

conjunction with DAC's.
Figure 7 illustrates the basic

requirements of a typical
data -acquisition system in which a

number of physical variables are

measured and processed to provide
digital signals for storage. It uses

multiplexer, sample -and -hold, and A/D
converter sub -systems to form the
whole.

Also pertinent, because similar
techniques are involved, is the method
for converting an analogue voltage to a
signal of proportional frequency
(which is a form of digital signal) -
the Voltage-tolFrequency or VF
converter.

The uses for A/D and D/A converters
are limitless. Their application is

ever-increasing as the unit cost falls to
undreamed-of prices. Extreme
complication using digital techniques
often costs far less than simpler but
less accurate analogue alternatives.
Hence D/A and A/D converters will be
found in digital panel meters, digital
multimeters and data acquisition
systems. They are also found in
industrial plant; in process control of
chemical and other manufacturing
plant; in telemetry systems and other
data transmission applications; in the
interfaces (units matching the output
signal requirements of one system with

ANALOG
MULTI-
PLEXER

VENTER -

PROGRAMMER
SEQUENCE

HOLD CON.
A/0 - DIGITAL

OUTPUTS

CONTROL
INPUTS
re -

the input requirements of another)
found between sensors and computing
units; between stages of hybrid
computers; and the like. Although
highly accurate DAC's may cost as

much as £1000 the great universal
demand has resulted in lower
performance units being available for
as little as £5.

DIGITAL -TO -ANALOGUE
CONVERSION

We begin with Digital -to -Analogue
converters because they are the
simplest in concept and use only one
basic technique.

You will remember that each digit
position of a binary number (held in a
register, counter or other form of
storage) has a weighting factor, eg

1:2:4:8 etc. An analogue signal
equivalent to the binary number can
be obtained by using each digital digit
position to switch an amount of
current (proportional to the position
weighting) to a common summing
junction. This system concept is

shown in Fig. 8. When voltage output
is needed the currents feed an op -amp
The detail of a precision ladder
network is shown in Fig. 9 - it is set
to convert the input digital number
11010001 by appropriate positioning
of the digit position switches. When at
0 input the inputs to the summing
op -amp are held to ground; when at 1
to an appropriate stabilized voltage.

The simplest form of ladder is used
in the circuit of Fig. 9. It arises from
the use of a binary weighted resistor
sequence shown in Fig. 10. The actual
values of resistors are selected to
obtain adequately sized lowest and
largest values, for at either end the
op -amp loses accuracy due to
imperfections of resistance ratios. It
can be seen from the circuit of Fig. 9
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Fig. 8. Schematic of a digital to analogue
converter which provides a current or voltage
output. To obtain a voltage output the
current output is fed to an op -amp.

0- --
0-0-

DIGITAL0_,
INPUTS

DIGITAL
INTERFACE

ELECTRONIC
SWITCHES

PRECISION
LADDER
NETWORK

"P-'

0- PRECISION
REFERENCE

0
CURRENT
OUTPUT

VOLTAGE
OUTPUT

INPUT DIGITAL WORD 11010001
REFERENCE E +5.00V

(MSD)

(LSD)

5k

Fig. 9. Switched resistor
network of 8 -bit, binary
weighted D/A converter.
11010001 is being
converted.

Vout

2R 413 BR 16R 32R

0
2 3

ANALOGUE INPUTS FROM SWITCHES

2 41-11R

Fig. 10. Basic b inary-
weighted resistance
sequence.

that resistors, even in a smallish
capacity 8 bit converter, can extend to
extreme values. The least significant
bit must be clearly resolved when its
switch operates, implying that all
other resistors must have precision of
absolute value and constancy with
time that rises very rapidly with the
number of bits required.

In practice this simple form of ladder
is not used beyond about 8 bits
conversion due to the cost of the
precision resistors required.

The disadvantages of the simple
ladder method are mostly overcome
by the use of the R -2R ladder network
shown in Fig.10. The through leg of
the chain is permanently grounded,
each spur is switched as needed to a

reference stabilised voltage level. The
features of this method are that only
two values of resistors are needed (an
easier practical problem) and that the
absolute range seen by the op -amp
varies much less than the above
method for a similar bit capacity - it
presents a virtually constant

impedance regardless of the binary
code sequence switched in. With the
R -2R ladder it is routine to provide 12
bit conversion.

It is probably obvious that other
forms of digital -coding conversion can
be handled by the use of appropriate
resistor weightings. For example it is
often necessary to chart -plot the
output of a digital instrument. Thus a
BCD to analogue converter is required
for such applications. Figure 12 shows
the weighting sequences for the simple
and the R -2R ladder DAC's needed to
convert BCD inputs to an analogue

output.

Resolution and accuracy - DAC's
rarely go beyond 12 binary bits (or 3
digit BCD) because the output
analogue signal for greater bit -ranges
must be of high stability. A 16 binary
bit (or a 4 digit BCD) unit could
provide ± 0.005% full scale linearity
and accuracy, a performance
requirement that is best avoided where
possible_ because of the hill cost of
the DAC. By contrast 8 bit DAC's can
be obtained with accuracies ranging
from ± 0.2% full scale to ± 0.01% full
scale. It is important, however, to
realise that whereas analogue
resolution, see Fig. 13, is a function of

.the number of bits that are equivalent
to full scale, the accuracy and linearity
of DAC's depend upon the tolerances
and stability of resistors used in the
conversion networks, for these decide
the value of the slope and straightness
of the slope - Figs. 14a, 14b. It is,
therefore, possible to have an highly
accurate converter that has quite
coarse resolution - in which case the
resultant analogue output signal will
consist of very large step changes. This
step form of signal defect is called
quantum or quantization noise. In
practice resolution and accuracy are
tied together keeping quantum noise
to an acceptable level.

Conversion and settling times - As
both D/A and A/D conversion are
dynamic processes, a finite amount of
time is required for each conversion
point to reach its final value. In DAC's
the switching and settling times of the
op -amp largely dictate the time for a
bit change to finally appear as a

steady-state analogue signal level.
Early DAC systems using mechanical
switches were slow indeed - today
output settling times range from a
slow 25ps for very -low power
consumption units to ultra -fast 25ns
units.

Temperature coefficient - Each
subsystem of a DAC has a temperature
coefficient; resistances alter with
temperature and the op -amp
characteristics deviate. Both the
overall conversion gain and the dc zero
will be affected.

Gain will be affected due to the
temperature coefficient of resistors
which is typically from 50 to 100

ERef

0
DIGITAL SWITCH_INPUTS

1Fig.11.The R -2R ladder network requires only two values of resistance andpresents constan
impedance to the output.
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ELECTRONICS -it's easy!

MSD 2R R

Fig. 12:a Resistance layout of R2R, BCD
ladder D.A.C.

DIGITAL SWITCH INPUTS

41MIMINS11111$,

Lout

PPM/0C (100 parts per million, PPM,
is equivalent to 0.001% change per
degree Celsius). The main op -amp

characteristic which affects
performance is offset -voltage drift -

TO DIGITAL
SWITCHES

INPUT

2R

4 ----AWL-
4R4RMOD typically 30 microvolts per degree

Celsius.
8R For each particular type of DAC it is

necessary to consult the makers'
specification sheets, for no general

1OR rules apply for these parameters.
DAC's are available as either current

2OR SIMPLE
or voltage output systems. Typical
outputs deliver around 3 mA anddOR

10-20 V swings.
80R Further explanation of terms used is

to be found in the articles listed in the
further reading section.

100R
Glitches - Certain digital input

states, whilst in a transient state, can
cause the output to produce

20OR

400RLSD noticeable transients to the smooth,
stepwise analogue - signal progression.

80OR These are known as glitches; examples
are shown in Fig. 15. If the output is

Fig. 12.Resistance layout for simple BCD - only to be observed after the system
weighted DAC. has settled, these matter little. In

ANALOGUE
V OR mA
10 2.00

8.76 1.75

7.5 1.50

6.25 1.25

5.00 1.00

3.75 0.75

2.50 0.50

1.25 0.25

0 0
000 001

IDEAL STAIRCASE GEN&ATED AS
DIGITS PROGRESS

STEP TOLERANCE
VARIES
ACCORDING
TO ACCURACY
OF DAC.

010 011 100 101 110

BINARY DIGITAL CODE INPUT STATES

111

Fig. 13. Output/
input characteristics
of typical 3 -bit DAC
having full-scale
current of 2 mA or
10 V output

z
z LINEAR

ANALOGUE
OUTPUT

LINEAR BUT /f
INACCURATE /

IDEAL
ACCURAC

000 110

DIGITAL INPUT STATES

(a)

ANALOGUE
OUTPUT

NON-LINEAR
ACTUAL

/
IDEAL

I

A

000 110

DIGITAL INPUT STATES

(b)

ig. 14.0utput/input definitions for DAC's
(a) deviation of accuracy.
(bl deviation of linearity.

10000000-

01111111

MINOR
GLITCH

irre.;=If

MAJOR
I GLITCH

WITHOUT I WITH
DEGLITCHING I DEGLITCHING

iig.15. Glitches occur in basic DAC's due tc
ertain transient dynamic error conditions.
They are eliminated by deglitching circuitry

dynamic use of DAC's however, they
may well excite unwanted behaviour
in the system they are driving.

Deglitching in DAC's is not feasible
with a low-pass filter on the' output,
for glitches vary widely in nature. The
best solution is to use adequately fast
and matched switching coupled with
special deglitching, (sample -and -hold)
circuits, that hold the output fixed
during unwanted switching - transient
conditions. Glitching states are,

however, known states and are quite
unlike random noise which defies

prediction.
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We doubt it.
When it comes to microcomputers, Altair from MITS is the leader

in the held.
The Altair 8800 is now backed by a complete seleCtion of plug-in

compatible boards Included are a variety of the most advanced memory
and interface boards. PROM board. vector interrupt. real time clock.
and prototype board.

Altair 88(X) peripherals include a revolutionary. low-cost floppy disk
system. Teletype?"' line printer. and soon -to be -announced CRT terminal.

Software for the Altair 8800 includes an assembler. text editor. moni-
tor, debug. BASIC. Extended BASIC. and a Disk Operating System.
And this software is not just icing on the cake -it has received industry
wide acclaim for its efficiency and revolutionary features.

But MITS hasn't stopped with the Altair 8800. There is also the
Altair 680 -complete with memory and selectable interface -built

,around the new 6800 microprocessor chip.. And soon -to be -announced
are the Altair 8800a and the Altair 8800b.

MITS doesn't stop with just supplying hardware and software,
either. Every Altair owner is automatically a member of the Altair Users
Group through which he has access to the substantial Altair software
library. Every Altair owner is informed of up-to-date developments via a
free subscription to Computer Notes. Every Altair owner is assured that
he is dealing with a company that stands firmly behind its products.

IrW7-1AVE EXPLAINED THE 8800 SYSTEM: TO OBTAIN INFORMATION
:mg ramip-olor

ON THE 8800 KIT PLEASE SEND 50p

I NAME

ADDRESS

iCompelec Electronics Ltc
; 310 Kilburn High Road, London NW6. Tel:01-328 1124IBM "Mal 111 NOM IV Minn 11'11111W NMI 11711Mr111 7111111M- X 1=101-11-11111M11,r11111111MIMil
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aEcnionia
TOMORROW

by John Miller -Kirkpatrick

LAST MONTH I. very foolishly,
announced that the SC/MP Introkit
was priced at £50 (which it isn't!). It
is REALLY £54.50 plus 8%. The
WORST thing that I did was to
mention the pseudo -TTY unit called
the Telekit which was also supposed'
to be about £50. It isn't. The prices
being quoted for it are in the range
£160-£200 and you can build your
own for less than that!

One of the main problems with
all of the instant MPU kits on the
market is that they all require a TTY
teletype in order to communicate
with the KITBUG or BUGBUG
program supplied with the kit.
These programs are supplied in
PROM form and thus it is rather
difficult for the average user to
reprogram the kit, especially as you
have not been able to practise
programming because you cannot
communicate with the MPU (except
through a TTY which costs nearly
£1,000). National Semiconductor
came up with an answer to this
problem for their own use, teaching
people to use SC/MP in their
educational courses.

As each course might have
50-100 people, the cost in normal
teletypes would be enormous and
so the brains at NS in Germany'
modified a calculator to a very
simple TTY compatible unit to talk
to the lntrokit. Apparently they
made about 25 of these units,
considered production, then (in the
USA) pulled the calculator which
they had used out of production.
Disheartened, it seems that they
gave up for the time being as
nobody can quote a delivery date or
price for the unit although NS
distributors have taken orders for it.

SECRET REVEALED
Now we tell you the secret -- you.

can make one for yourself! If
SC/MP is intelligent enough to be
able to talk to a TTY then conversely

SC/MP is intelligent enough to BE a
TTY. So you buy two Introkits and
reprogram one of them to be a very
simple TTY device. I know
mentioned earlier that it was
difficult to program when y-du- have
not been able to practise, but the
point is that NS already have a
TELEKIT program and if they want
to sell SC/MP units they MIGHT
make this program available.

It only needs one person to have
a suitable program, and anybody
else can have a copy of the PROM
with the program in it.

N.B. If you send PROMs through
the post, especially abroad, put a
big notice on the outside of the
packet about X-raying as this can be
a good cheap way to clear U -V
erasable PROMs.

KIT INTROS
Fig 1 shows the components

used in addition to an Introkit, Flag
0 and Sense B are used for the I / 0,
buffered through a pair of opto-iso-
lators. The PROM is programmed to
put one and seven "O's" out
on the SOUT line and to shift the
one bit across the keyboard matrix
using another Flag as a clock. Any
key pressed will connect the bit in
the DM8546 shift register to an
input on the 74C1 75 register.

This register is eventually read
back into the CPU chip, and can be
used to decode which of the keys
was pressed. The code generated
by the key is used to look up a table
in the PROM to decode it into an
alpha -numeric character displayed
on the seven segment calculator
display (NS have worked out a 40
character set which can be dis-
played using 7-seg plus a DP). This
character is now output to the
character register which will even-
tually direct it onto the display.

PROGRAMME TIMERS
The other half of the program

accepts any keyboard entry and
outputs it with all stop bits etc. to
FLAG 0, and eventually to the
pseudo -TTY output pins. Similarly,
any input at the TTY pins is detected
by SENSE B, decoded and checked
internally then output to the display.

The 9 digit output is enough for
most programming applications,
but is not so good for normal I/O
requirements. However, if you are
using SC/MP for a complex timer,
such as a traffic light controller or
similar, this does not need to
communicate with people via the
alphabet, and thus Telekit is great
for programming this application.

So off you go to buy two Introkits
and reprogram one of the PROMs
-- can't afford two plus a calculator,
etc? Well, how about programming
into RAM instead of PROM? lntrokit
comes complete with a KITBUG
PROM and very thoughtfully a

listing of KITBUG, the listing can' be
used to study programming by
working out what the KITBUG
program is doing. The PROM
comes complete with socket so it
can be removed and replaced with
RAM chips in a PROM simulator.

SIMULATOR PLUG
This can be simple to build and

requires four MM2112 256x4
RAMS plus a MM74C00 (CMOS
7400) to replace the 512x8 bit
PROM plus about 20 switches and
buttons and some LED lamps. The
Simulator is made to plug into the
24 -pin socket normally used by the
PROM and looks like a PROM to the
CPU chip.

The difference is that this
'PROM' can be programmed by 9
address toggle switches, 8 data
switches and a 'program' button
connected to the R /W pins. Power
for the unit is derived from the
socket, but it may be an idea to
include a large storage capacitor to
allow for temporary disconnection
without loss of memory.

If you really want low power you
can use some of the new CMOS
RAMs available which will store the
memory for several days from a
small battery or for a couple of
hours from a large capacitor. Cost of
such a simulator would be about
£20 for MOS 2112 RAMs, or E50
for CMOS RAMs. This plus an
Introkit allows you to program your
own MPU for less than £100.

DO IT WITH YOUR MPU!
We now have an MPU kit which

can be programmed to your own
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requirements (you could even copy.
most of the KITBUG program if you
so wished) so now what can you do
with it?

How about using the ETI 560
VDU to enable you to play games
on your own TV set? Total cost is in
the area of ±2.150 we know, but for
this you have a unit MUCH more
sophisticated than any other TV
game. You could play Draughts,
Nim, Scrabble, Chess, Go, Back-
gammon, Monopoly etc with the
CPU generating the dice.

Invent NEW MPU games -- after
all you are the programmer.

If you come up with any
programs, or with a TELEKIT
program for SC/MP or 6800 let us
know at ETI -- then we can pass
this information onto other readers,
in MICROFILE perhaps. 
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Sumlirik Tirld
Capacitive discharge

electronic ignitiqn kits

voTEDIgST

OF/SYSIE:
TES TED -

'POPULAR "

%%VI%

Smoother running
Instant all-weather starting
Continual peak performance
Longer coil/battery/plug life
Improved acceleration/top speeds
Up to 20% better fuel consumption

Sparkrite MK. 2 is a high performance, high quality capacitive discharge,
electronic ignition system in kit form. Tried, tested, proven, reliable
and complete. It can be assembled in two or three hours and fitted in
15/30 mins.
Because of the superb design of the Sparkrite circuit it completely
eliminates problems of the contact breaker. There is no misfire due to
contact breaker bounce which is eliminated electronically by a pulse
suppression circuit which prevents the unit firing if the points bounce
open at high R.P.M. Contact breaker burn is eliminated by reducing the
current to about 1/50th of the norm, It will perform equally well with
new, old, or even badly pitted points and is not dependent upon the
dwell time of the contact breakers for recharging the system. Spark rite
incorporates a short circuit protected inverter which eliminates the
problems of SCR lock on and, therefore, eliminates the possibility of
blowing the transistors or the SCR. (Most capacitive discharge ignitions
are not completely foolproof in this respect). All kits fit vehicles with
coil/distributor ignition up to 8 cylinders.

THE KIT COMPRISES EVERYTHING NEEDED
Ready drilled pressed steel case coated in matt black epoxy resin, ready
drilled base and heat sink, top quality 5 year guaranteed transformer
and components, cables, coil connectors, printed circuit board, nuts,
bolts, silicon grease, full instructions to make the kit negative or
positive earth, and 10 page installation instructions.

OPTIONAL EXTRAS
Electronic/conventional ignition switch.
Gives instant changeover from "Sparkrite: ignition to conventional
ignition for performance comparisons, static timing etc and will
also switch the ignition off completely as a security device, includes:
switch connectors, mounting bracket and instructions. Cables excluded.
Also available RPM limiting control for dashboard mounting
(fitted in case on ready built unit).

CALLERS WELCOME. For Crypton tuning and fitting service
'phone (0022) 33008.

PRICES INCLUDE VAT, POST AND PACKING.

Improve performance &economy NOW

auk* installation
/m em** malficetlon

Electronics Design Assaciatei, Dept. Er19
11111111.11

Ntstirtrd

82 Bath Street, Walsall, WS1 3DE. Phone: (0922) 33652
Name

Address

Mk. 2 DIY Ass. Kit 9 £11.60 Q'L±,L..._._V-100.
--s/

Mk. 2 Reedy Built Negative Earth ix e14.97

Mk. 2 Ready Built Positive Earth Cii, £14.97

Ignition Changeover switches IP £4.30

R.P.M. Limit systems in above units V £2.42

I enclose cheque/PO'sfort
Cheque No.

Send SAE if brochure
only required.
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tech -tips
Self adjusting AM
noise limiter

DETECTOR
CIRCUITA_

OUT

DETECTOR
DIODE

0.0047p F

D1

220k

D1, D2 - 1N914, BAX13
OR HIGH SPEED
SWITCHING DIODE

OUT

0.1pF

TO
VOLUME
CONTROL

This is a very effective self-adjusting
positive and negative peak noise limi-
ter. The detector diode is part of the
usual detector arrangement in a re-
ceiver and provides a negative bias
which varies with the average signal
strength (bias provided by D1 and D2).
When a noise spike appears on the
positive swing of the demodulated
audio wave form, D1 conducts flatten-
ing out the spike. Similarly when a
noise spike appears on negative swing
of the audio, D2 conducts flattening
out the spike.

The circuit causes considerable re-
duction in audio output when in circuit
and cuts the high frequency response.

VOLTAGE CONTROLLED
CURRENT SOURCE
The voltage follower IC1, buffered by
TR 1 provides a current at the collector
proportional to the input voltage due
to R1. This current is applied to R2
which means that the voltage across it

R2
will be Vin R 1.

IC2 forces the voltage across R3
to equal that across R2. The zener pre-
vents IC2's inputs from operating at
the supply rail.

In this circuit the input voltage is
generated relative to the OV rail. For
maximum output voltage capability
the voltage across R2 and R3 at the
maximum proposed output current
should be kept small. However offsets
in the IC's have more effect on the
linearity as the max resistance of VR2
becomes smaller - these should be
nulled out.

Vin

2V2

R2

BC109
TR2

R1

R4
10k

lout

V

BC184
TR2

V

R2 Vin
lout -R1R3

CHEAPO VCF!

Readers intending to build the
dynamic noise limiter may be interest-
ed in the following circuit.

The circuit consists of two RC low
pass filters connected by a unity gain
buffer (inverting).

The n -channel MOSFETs are used
as voltage controlled resistors to vary
the cut-off frequency of the two filters
which are controlled by a voltage
entered at points X - The additional
resistors limit the variation to limits
of 5 and 50k Hz.

INPUT 0 -

NOTES
1. The control voltage should be

positive -going, not negative -going
as in the original.

2. Signal input should be resticted to
50mV, when distortion will be low.

3. The cut-off is less sharp than the

ot"

DNF VCF so less trouble can be
expected from changes in band-
width, as such changes will be less
obvious.

4. A high impedance buffer is required
at the output.
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Tech -Tips is an ideas forum and is not aimed at the beginner.
We regret we cannot answer queries on these items.

ETI is prepared to consider circuits or ideas submitted by
readers for this page. All items used will be paid for. Draw-
ings should be as clear as possible and the text should prefer-
ably be typed. Circuits must not be subject to copyright.
Items for consideration should be sent to ETI TECH,TIP{,
Electronics Today International, 36 Ebury Street, Lorrdon
SWIW OLW.

SELF -CLEAR
The network consists of two resistors
R2 and VR1 arranged as a potential
divider, the latter being shunted with a
non linear load Q1 whose value
depends on the voltage developed
across Rl. This is related to the charge
of the capacitor C1. The resistor VR1
was made variable to make the design
less critical.

As soon as S is closed, C1 starts
charging; at the same time the base -

emitter junction is being forward
biased and Q1 conducts, bypassing
VR1. Voltage at point A is "low" and
a set pulse is produced, therefore.

When the charge on Cl reaches a
given value, Q1 stops conducting and
voltage at point A rises to a stabilized
value which is approx. 4.5 VR1/(R2 +
VR1).

Component values are not critical
although R1 and R2 must be close to

50pF

BC171

R1

470,1

R2
10k

VR1
10k

4

5 g

the indicated values.
Any NPN silicon transistor will

work the prototype being assembled
with the BC171.

0+4.5V.

FROM
CIRCUITRY

VR1 adjustment depends, amongst
other things, on the number of flip-
flops and must be adjusted in each
particular case to give best results.

FM modulated
TTL crystal
oscillator

This TTL crystal oscillator is useful for
checking FM receivers or to drive
multipliers -amplifiers for an FM trans-
mitter: It will accept crystals between 1

and 18 MHz. Output level is quite high
and rich in harmonics. Audio can be
provided at a low level from an audio
oscillator or a microphone amplifier.

AUDIO

SMALL TRANSISTOR AUDIO OUTPUT
OR DRIVER TRANSFORMER

SIMPLE AND CHEAP LIGHT
DIMMER
More than one lamp may be
"dimmed", but the total wattage
ratings should not be exceeded. The
current ratings in the table are mini-
mum values.

With SW1, the normal mains
switch, "On" and SW2 closed, the
lamp operates normally. But with
SW1 "On" and SW2 "open". only half
the mains waveform is allowd to ener-
gise the lamp, the other half being
blocked by D1. This is the "Half -on"
mode. Orientation of D1 does not
matter,

L 0

MAINS
240V AC

SW1Ace.ro D1

SW1B
N O 0' 0

 D1 VOLTAGE RATING: AT LEAST 400 PIV

D1 BY126, BY127, ETC. (see table) SW2 SPST MAINS SWITCH (see
_ table for current rating)

.1111114:-.77.0
SW2 LAMP

L

----ON

LAMP WATTAGE: -UP TO: - 100W 250W 500W 1kW
D1 8, SW2 CURRENT RATING: %A VAA 2%A 5A

Being small, the unit could be switch, utilising both switches as SW1
mounted in a normal double wall- and SW2, or inside a table lamp.
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tech -dips
MULTIPURPOSE AUDIO TESTER

The instrument is designed primarily
to provide a cheap and reliable method
of testing for wiring faults in projects.
As a secondary use it may be used as a
capacitor checker. Additionally the
apparatus may be used as a ready
made siren. The output from this
instrument may also be fed to an ex-
ternal source, such as an amplifier.

Each circuit can be made to osc-
illate at audio frequencies using simply
a capacitor connected from input to
ground and an resistor connected
between input and output. The out-
put is detected using a crystal earpiece.
Thus, simply completing the resistive
arm of the circuit via the "R" sockets,
causes oscillation to commence, at a
frequency governed by the resistance
between the sockets. Similary, by
completing the other circuit by means
of connecting a suitable capacitor
across the "C" sockets, the other cir-
cuit is set into operation at a

frequency dependent on the unknown
capacitance. Thus we have an instru-
ment which provides a "go/no go"
indication of a circuit or a component.
in addition a rough order of value of
the component may be obtained from
the frequency of oscillation.

For use as a continuity tester,
probes are simply inserted into the
"R" sockets and the instrument used
as a conventional "ohmmeter". The
maximum detectable resistance would
be of the order of 1k. Similarly, these
sockets may be used to check diodes
and transistors.

Using the "C" sockets for checking
capacitors, observe polarity when
using electrolytics. The range of
checkable capacitors is large varying
from .22t.tF to 5000pF.

METAL
PLATE

PERSPEX
SHEET

180

F

S1 A

'04.5V

E RED

EBLACK

180

PHONO
SOCKET

--E RED

BLACK

OV
4k ----O

1V5 1V5

, SPRING

Z,// IZ II,/ )67 /.41 / LILL Z17

1V5

PHONO 4C)

180

0.4

El E

c

VEROSTRIP

DANCING LIGHTS
This device will produce a shifting
light display in time to the signal
from a loudspeaker. Setting will vary
according to the volume at which the

T1 BC107

T2 2N3055

D1 2A/100 PIV

T1 240/22.5 2A

TO LS

VR1

lk

10k

music is played. When VR1 is at max-
imum the lights remain lit most of the
time. At minimum the lights may not
come on at all. A suitable position can
be established in between these two

Y

100W max

extremes.
The bulbs used can be any number

at 25V each and the total should not
be more than 100W. A heatsink should
be used for the power transistor.

01

T1

IN 4001

`=-- 2000/25

250V

I
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complete DIGITAL CLOCK KITS

TEAK CASES

"DELTA"

prompt order despatch

NON ALARM CO WI VA
+ £0 7s

ALARM £11.95,096
including P&P

GENUINE TEAK OR PERSPEX CASE

DELTA DATA: 4 Radiant Red 1/2 inch high LEDs. 12 hr display with
AM/PM indication. Beautiful Burma Teak Case or Pretty Perspex
in White, Black, Blue, Red. Green. Power failure is indicated by
flashing display.

MODULES: Kits can be bought without case Non Alarm E8.00
Alarm £10.50 incl

READY BUILT: Buy a working tested module and fit your own case
Non Alarm £8 50. Alarm Et 1.00. Or put it with our case parts @
£3 78 and save on complete clock price.
Complete Clock ready built. 2 yr guarantee. Non Alarm £14 00

Alarm £16 50
.ALARM FEATURES: Pulsed tone. Tilt operated 10 minute 'Snooze'

period. Single switch setting Optional extra mercury switch (45p)
allows Alarm reset by tilting clock. Digit brightness is
automatically controlled to suit lighting level.

6 DIGIT: "Comet- Non Alarm with 6 red 0.6" high digits. Complete
kit El 7.00. Case style as Delta.

NOVUS 650 £5.40 4510 £16.20
CALCULATORS: 850 £6.75 6030 £21.60

Sand paymentWItTi-Or-8er complete range of clocks. 'calculators &-
components

PULSE ELECTRONICS
LTD,

DEPT. E3, 202 SHEFFORD ROAD
CLIFTON, SHEFFORD, BEDS.

Telephone: Hitchin (0462) 814477

ELECTROVER
the good components service

with a still more up-to-date catalogue
In relatively few years, Electrovalue has risen to a
position of pre-eminence as mail-order (and industrial)
suppliers of semi -conductors, components, accessories,
etc. There are wide ranges and large stocks to choose
from as well as many worthwhile advantages to enjoy
when you order from Electrovalue

CATALOGUE 8 ISSUE 2
Second printing now ready, revised and updated on prices. etc
144 pages New +terns, Opto-electronics. Diagrams of
components. applications. t C. circuits. Post free 40p, including
voucher for 40p for spending on order over £5 list value.

DISCOUNTS
On all fw O. mail orders. except for some items marked

value 00/0 ton1.5orocirenrs,01:set value

FREE POST & PACKING
On all C.VV.0 mail orders in U.K over t:2 list value. if under, add
19p handling cnarge

PRICE STABILIZATION POLICY
Prices are held and then reviewed over minimum periods of 3
months_ next review due April tsr.

QUALITY GUARANTEE
On everything in our Catalogue - No manufacturer's relectS.
seconds or sub -standards merchandise

ELECTRO 1-VM. LTD
All communications to: Section 5/4, 28 ST. JUDE'S ROAD, ENGLEFIELO
GREEN, EGHAM, SURREY TW20 OH13. 1 elephone E g ham 3603 Telex 284475
Shop hours 9.5 30 daily, 9.1 p m Sats
NORTHERN BRANCH: 880 Bumage Lane, Bumage, Manchester M19 INA.
Telephone (081) 432 4945. Shop hours daily 9 5 30 p m 9.1 p Sats

ENGINEERS

Thisi4page
REEbook,

shows how!

lifirRigaiRBAWITH MORE PAY!
Do you want promotion, a better job, higher pay ?

"New opportunities" shows you how to get them through
a low-cost, Home Study Course. There are no books to
buy and you can pay as you learn.

This easy to follow GUIDE TO SUCCESS should be
read by every ambitious engineer. Send for this helpful
44 -page free book NOW! No obligation, nobody will call
on you. It could be the best thing you ever did.

CHOOSE A BRAND NEW FUTURE HERE
CUT OUT THIS COUPON

Tick or state subject of interest. Post to address below.

ELECTRICAL &
ELECTRONICS

Practical Radio &
Electronics (with Kit) tj

 Electronic Engineering
Certificate
General Elect.
Eng.Certificate

C & G Elect
Installations 0
Elect. Install. & Work

0
C & G Elect.
Technicians

.RADIO AND TELE-
COMMUNICATIONS

,Coloui TV Servicing El
C.& G TeleComs.
Technican's Cert. 0
C & G Radio, 1V&
Electronics Mesh.
Certificate
Radio & TV
Engineering Course

Radio. Servicing &
Repairs

Radio
Exam.

AUTO & AERO

Motor Mechanics ti
C & G Motor \/
Mechnics

General Auto
Engineering 0
A.M.1.M.I.

Air Registration Board
Certs,

MAA/IMI Dip.

CONSTRUCTIONAL
Heating Ventilating &
Air Conditioning

Architectural
Draughtmanship &
Design

0 L.1.0.8. CI

*Car-Penni, &Joinery

Plumbing Technoiiag}i0

Gonercrfkitiliiing

Tainting &
0 Decorating

MECHNICAL
A.M.S.E. (Mech.)

General Mech. Eng.

Inst. Engineers &
Technicians

Maintenance
Engineering

Welding

MANAGEMENT &
PRODUCTION
Computer
Programming Cf. 1.
Inst. of Cost &
Management Accts. 0,

DRAUGHTSMAN- 11
SHIP & DESIGN

General
Draughtsmanship

Electrical
Draughtmanship

Er

Q I

G.C.E.
-58 `0" & 'A' Level Subjects
-over 10,000 Group Passes! 11

Aldermaston College I
Dept. TET 18, Reading RG7 4PF

also at our London Advisory Office, 4 Fore Street Avenue,
Moorgate, London EC2Y SEJ. Tel. 01-628 2721.

NAME (Block Capitals)

ADDRESS

Other subjects of interest

Accredited by C.A.C.C.

Postcode

I
Member of A.B.C.0

Age

HOME OF BRITISH INSTITUTE OF ENGINEERING TECHNOLOGY
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New Course in Digital Design
Understand the latest
developments in calculators,

computers, watches,telephones,

television , automotive instrumentation_

Each of the 6 volumes of this self -instruction
course measures 113/4" x 814" and contains 60
pages packed with information, diagrams and
questions designed to lead you step-by-step
through number systems and Boolean algebra,
to memories, counters and simple arithmetic
circuits, and on to a complete understanding of
the design and operation of calculators and
computers.

After completing this course you will have
broadened your career prospects and
considerably increased your fundamental under-
standing of the changing technological world
around you.

Digital Computer
Logic and
Electronics
 SNP mitwona C.v..

Book 1

E4.20

Also available - a more
elementary course assuming
no prior knoWledge except
simple arithmetic.

In 4 volumes:

1. Basic Computer Logic
2. Logical Circuit

Elements
3. Designing Circuits to

Carry Out Logical
Functions

4. Flip flops and Registers

Offer. Order this together
plus with Design of Digital
imp Systems for the bargain
P&P price of £9.70, plus 80p p&p.

Design of Digital Systems contains over twice as much
information in each volume as the simpler course, Digital
Computer Logic and Electronics. All the information in the
simpler course is covered as part of the first volumes of
Design of Digital Systems which, as you can see from its
contents, also covers many more advanced topics.

Designer
Manager
Enthusiast
Scientist
Engineer
Student

These courses were written so that you could teach
yourself the theory and application of digital logic.
Learning by self -instruction has the advantages of
being quicker and more thorough than classroom
learning. You work at your own speed and must
respond by answering questions on each new piece
of information before proceeding to the next.

Guarantee-no risk to you
If you are not entirely satisfied with Design of
Digital Systems or Digital Computer Logic and
Electronics, you may return them to us and your
money will be refunded in full, no questions
asked.

Design of Digital Systems

A Self Instruction Course in 6 Volumes

ComputerArithmetic

2 Boolean Logic

3 Arithmetic Circuit

4 Memories & Counters

5 Calculator Design

6 Computer Architecture

r
I To: Cambridge Learning Enterprises, Dept. Dig.. I

FREEPOST, St. Ives, Huntingdon, Cambs PE 1 7 485
I

I 'Please send me set(s) of Design of Digital I

I Systems at E7.00 each, p&p included 5

r 1

1

'or set(s) of Digital Computer. Logic and i I

I Electronics at £5.00 each, p&p included I

i
'

I
or combined set(s at i":1 0.50 each, p&p included

l I

t Name I

I I

£6.20
plus 80p packing and
surface post anywhere
in the world (VAT zero
rated). Payments may
be made in foreign
currencies. Quantity
discounts are available
on request.

Address

I*delete as applicable.
No need to use a stamp- just print FREEPOST on

ETI et

the envelope
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New to the UK from PRONTO
Battery operated LCD read out
CALENDAR CLOCK KIT -crystal accuracy -
Bold Digits -runs on two Penlight Cells.

Now is the time for the hobbyist to move into Advanced
Technology with Pronto!
PRONTO MODEL 301 - The first completely portable liquid
crystal display, digital,CALENDAR CLOCK KIT offered in the
United Kingdom.
'Battery operation -- two small alkaline cells give a minimum
life of 12 months.

'Superb accuracy through crystal control -- of 3 minutes a year
Wide angle display with 'A"digits
Push Buttons give choice of 3 display modes - hours minutes
on 12 hour display with flashing colon, or seconds, or date.

PRONTO 301 comes complete with easy to follow

instructions AT £29-50 including V.A.T. You save
Pounds off the recommended retail price of a
comparable made up clock.

TERMS: Cash with order - make cheque and/or postal order
Payable to PRONTO ELECTRONIC SYSTEMS LIMITED.
(P & P - U.K. £0.45 Overseas £1.50) .Ingenious gravity alarm - time setting

mode switch
Full assembly instructions

AT f15-50 including V.A.T.
With all PRONTO products enquiries
from the Trade, as well as the Hobbyist,
are welcome, and you can also buy
individual components!
PRONTO CONSTRUCTOR'S CLUB
When you buy your first Pronto kit
you're automatically a Member of the
PRONTO CONSTRUCTOR'S CLUB. It
will not only keep you in the picture on
new ideas and kits . .. but gives you
FREE a £2 Voucher against the purchase
of your next kit!
Isn't it time you joined the Club?

7. if
T fi

15-59

- - -

l0 59
riacin41,2

PRONTO Fluorescent Display
Alarm Clock KIT

Wake up to the electronic age with the
new -PRONTO 304 Alarm Clock
'Large Bright Green Display
Alarm with 10 minute 'snooze' feature
'AM/PM indication and simple setting
'Automatic brightness control on digits
governed by room lighting L

;:
Please send me -

PRONTO 301 KIT/S

rJ Yk,

AT £29.50 EACH (Plus P & PI
PRONTO 304 KIT/S
AT £15.50 EACH (Plus P &

My cheque/P.O. for is enclosed

NAME

ADDRESS

Pronto Electronic Systems Ltd.
645/647 High Rd., Seven Kings,
Essex IG3 8RA. 01-599 3041
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CROFTON ELECTRONICS LTD.
35 Grosvenor Road,T;A;iCkenham, Middlesex Tel. 01-891 1923

Make
your
hobby
MOM

unstructive
and.0t14//)

1'

/ Profitable!
Make your interest in electronics pay, with relevant

qualification
At the Polytechnic of North London you can study either

full and part-time, day and evening courses from technician
engineer to post -graduate level.
The Courses offers are:
B.Sc. in Electronics and Communications Engineering
(if you have Maths and Physics "A' -levels)
Technician Engineers Course in Electronic and
Communications Engineering.
(For which you need 3 -0- levels including English
Language).
And a variety of other short courses.
Write to Department of Electronics and Communications
Engineering, The Polytechnic of North London,
Holloway N7 8D8 (01-607 6767).

The Polytechnic of North London
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TELETYPE 35R0 ASC1 1 CODE
HEAVY DUTY CONTINUOUS OPERATION

With 240 Volt Power Supply and Paper Feed. Circuits, Diagrams. Information supplied with all purchases.
A MUST AT £50 each

To all purchasers of the Teletype 35R0 a REBUILDABLE Keyboard can be purchased for £10 only
Attractive cast alloy front panel, vertical mount, size 161/2 x 15 x 51/2" containing 72 push buttons with manual
or electrical reset (28V) with provision for labelling with your code; 65 illuminated symbols or functions
(complete with 28V lamps) which again you can change; 15 bit front panel microswitch assembly to enable your
coded cards to be read (sample supplied) and host of other electronic parts. Complete with circuit diagranial
Now only £10 each.

ROYAL INVERTERS
Manufactured USA. 28V DC input. Output
115V AC 400HZ up to 2KVA. Brand new.
Crated.

THE LATE MODEL MARCONI 1 SOLARTRON AC
OSCILLATOR TF855A/1 MILLIVOLT METER VF252

in superb condition covering 25HZ to 1 2MHZ
sine wave in 3 ranges and 50HZ to 1 50K HZ
square wave High output 31.6V. Meter
scaled in volts and dBs

1.5MV to 150V full-scale in 10
ranges 6" meter ±-1% Good
condition.

AVO RF SIGNAL
GENERATOR

AM Modulation. Freq. range 2 to 250M HZ
240V operation. Suitcase style. Size approx.
1 5" wide x 10" high x 6" deep.

ALL ITEMS £22.50 each
SPECIAL OFFER - pick 3 different

items of the 5 for

£60
Carriage £2.50 each or £5 for 3

AVO VALVE
TESTED CT160

-The Suitcase- . Size approx. 15"
wide x 10" high x 11" deep.

TRANSFORMERS - All 240V 50HZ
inputs

Type A 17-0.17V 250 MA: 7.5-0-7.5V;
250MA 0-20V 5Amps; 0.4V 5 Amps:
0.1.1.5V 5 Amps £2 ea. P&P i:1.25.
Type B 17.0-17V 250MA: 6.0 -By 250
MA: 0.12.5.13.5V 5 Amps: 0-1.5-2V
5 Amps E1.50 es. P&PC1
Type C 19-0 19V 250MA; 8.0 -By 250MA,
0-7 5V 5 Amps; 0.1.4V 5 Amps, £1.25 ea.
P&P E1.25.
Type D 34V 4 Amps, 19V 4 Amps: 17V 4
Amps: E3 ea. P&P E1.25
Type E 3V 1 Amp. 25p ea. P&P 50p.
Type F 1 7V 1 Amp. 85p ea. P&P 50p.
Type G 20.0-20V 200 MA; 0.6V 100MA;
7Sp se. P&P 75p. Atlantic series.
All Brand New. (APT surplus types A. B. C &
D; Honeywell surplus type E: Recordacall
surplus type F; Parmeko Atlantic series type
G).

Type GEC 924F 31/2" dia (Replacement for
Telequipment D33 & Solartron 1016
scopes) £30 ea. P&P Cl 50

SEMICONDUCTORS - All at Sp ea*. P&P
extra. Guaranteed all full spec devices
Manufacturer's markings
BC147; BC158: 2N3707: BC107. BF197.
BC327; 2N4403: BC1728: BC261B.
BC251B. 8C348E3: BC171A/B.
2N3055RCA SOp es. P&P Bp.
2N5B79 with 2N5881 Motorola 150 Watt
Comp pair £2 pr. P&P t 5p
*Linear amp 709 25p ea. P&P 8p

VARIACS 240V input 0-270V output
8 Amp £18 ea. 20 Amp £30 ea. Carr
extra

*SPECIAL OFFER
Guaranteed fur spec devices Manu
`acturers markings
BC 204 & BC 207A 4p ea: P&P extra

LARGE RANGE ELECTROSTATIC VOLT-
METERS, from 0-300V 2" E3; to 250KV
Max
General guide 5KV 31/2" £5; thereafter £1
per KV P&P 75p

*TELEPHONES
Post Office Style 746 Black or twotone
Grey £6.50 ea.
Modern Style 706 Black or two-tone Grey
£4.50 ea.
Modern Standard Style in Gey or Black
with a place to put your fingers like the
746. E3 ea. As above but discoloured Grey
only £2 ea. All telephones complete with
standard dial and bells. P&P all styles 75p
ea Handsets, complete with 2 inserts and
lead £1.75 ea. P&P 65p

MARCONI TF1 101 Audio Oscillator 20c/s
to 200kc/s Low distortion 60db step
attenuator £85 each.

ONLY £10 EACH
Stabilised Power Supply. 240V 50HZ
Input. Outputs - 15V @ 10A, + 15V
4A, --4.5V , 12A -21 5V Lp_ 15A Sire
16 x 20 x 9". Auto overload trips on each
voltage rail with pushbutton resets. MANY
OTHER POWER SUPPLIES - Call and see

BNC Plug to BNC Plug lead assembled
ready to use 75p ea. P&P 20p
Ex eq BNC Socket 15p. BNC Plug 20p.
BNC Plug & Socket 30p pair. P&P 15p

*POT PACK. All Brand New Modern Single
and Ganged, our choice. 7 for 25p. P&P
48p

TUBES - All Brand New. Boxed
Electrostatic Deflection.
Type 4OBA 11/2" dia.. 71/2" long. Blue
Trace E2.50 ea. P&P 75p
Type CV1526 (3EG1) 3" dia £4 ea. P&P

Type DB7/36 3" die (Replacement for
Telequipment S31) £15 ea. P&P Cl 50
Type 5BVP1 5" dia PDA. X. Y Low
Capacitance Side Pins. Green Trace £5 ea.
P&P £1 50

Type GEC 924E 31/2" dia (Replacement for
Solartron 1015 scope) £20 ea. P&P f 1 50
Magnetic Deflection
120P7 12" round. Blue with yellow
afterglow. El ea.
And for the VDU BUILDERS
M3 B-111GH Rectangular 30 x 20cm
Green Trace Superb value E12 ea.
or Economy type CME 1220 24 x 18cm
White Trace. E9 ea.

NEW - UPGRADED CONTENTS -- FOR
LESS MONEY
*310 Electronic Goodies E1.60 post paid
*High Value Printed Board Pack - hundred
of components, transistors, etc. - no flat to
the board transistors E1.65 post paid

VERY SPECIAL PRICES
*1000f Feed thru Capacitors 10 for 30p.
P&P 15p

MUFFIN Fans 115Volt, Size 5 x 5 x 11/2".
Superbly quiet and reliable Ex -eq. but
tested £1.50 ea. P&P 75p.
IBM CLOCKS - SLAVES. 111/2" £3 ea.
P&P El; 171/2" £5 ea., Plus Carr.: 231/2"
£7 ea., Plus Carr.. ITR CLOCKS SLAVES
71/2" £5 ea. P&P 75p
*Meter PACKS - 3 different meters £2.
P&P E1
DON'T FORGET YOUR MANUALS S A E
with requirements
GRATICULES 12 x 14 cm high quality
plastic 15p es. P&P 10p
*CAPACITOR Pack. 50 Brand New
components. only 50p. P&P 48p
*TRIMMER PACK. All Brand New 2 Twin
50/200pf ceramic: 2 Twin 10/60pf
ceramic: 2 min strips with 4 preset 5/ 20pf
on each. 3 air spaced preset 30/ 100pf on
ceramic base 25p the lot, P&P 15p
RESETTABLE COUNTERS. 4 digit by
Stonebridge/Sodeco 1000ohrn coil £2 ea.
P&P 35p

CRYSTALS. High quality B7G. etc
2MHZ £2.20 ea.
1MHZ E2.75 ea.
100KHZ £2.50 ea.
50KHZ £3 ea.
20KHZ £4.50
P&P all 50p
154 43MHZ C8 Crystal at 25p ea. P&P 15p

*BEEHIVE TRIMMERS 3/30pf BRAND
NEW
10 OH 40p, P&P 15p, 100 off £3.50, P&P
75p. 500 off E15, P&P El 25. 1,000 off
E25. P&P E1.50

*POTENTIOMETERS - All 5p each. P&P
extra Metal bodied AB Linear PC8 mount.
Brand new 10K single; 100K Ganged;
250K Ganged: 100K Ganged concentric
shafts

HIVAC Miniature NEONS
App 60V Brand New 10 off 20p.
P&P extra.

FIBREGLASS BOAR() PACK More board -
,ssmoney Large. pieces Not lessirian 2 S
sq. ft. for 95p, P&P 65p.
Double or single sided cut to any size New
Lower Price 1p per sq. in. P&P extra

201.12 to 200KHZ
SINE AND SQUARE WAVE GENERATOR

In four ranges. Wien bridge oscillator thermistor stabilised Separate
independent sine and square wave amplitude controls. 3V max sine, 6V
max square outputs. Completely assembled P.C. Board, ready to use. 9 to
12V supply required, £8.85 each. P&P 35p Sine Wave only £6.85 each
P&P 35p.

WIDE RANGE WOBBULATOR
5MHZ to 150M HZ (useful harmonics up to 1.5G HZ) up to 1 5M HZ sweep
width. Only 3 controls preset RF level sweep width and frequency. Ideal for
10.7 or TV IF alignment filters, receivers. Can be used with any general
purpose scope. Full instructions supplied Connect 6.3V AC and use within
minutes of receiving. All this for only £6.75. P&P 35p (Not cased, not
calibrated).

Minimum Mail Order £2. Excess postage refunded
Unless stated - please add £2.50 carriage to all units

VALUE ADDED TAX not included in prices - Goods marked with * 121/2 % VAT, otherwise 8%
Official Orders Welcomed. Gov./Educational Depts., Authorities, etc., otherwise Cash with Order

Open 9 a.m. to 5.30 p.m., Mon. to Sat.
.1\

wigh Am= 011ianrimilEAEI LTD
7/9 ARTHUR ROAD, READING, BERKS. (rear Tech. College, King's Road). Tel. Reading 582605
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For Toshiba
say
Erie
If you're looking for ex -stock, competitively priced solid-state
devices, look no further ! Because at Erie, we are offering the
comprehensive Toshiba range. It includes signal and power
transistors, FETs, diodes, ICs, and LEDs (single and 7 -
segment).

Here's a selection of Toshiba devices, with prices for quantities
from t to 24 inclusive.
15% discount applies to all orders for quantities of 25 to 99
If you want zoo or more of any one item, special prices apply -
send for price list direct from Erie, or complete the reader
service card.
Data sheets for devices ordered are supplied free on request,
but if you want data sheets only, please send sop for each set of
device data, to cover costs.
P & P of 30p is applicable on all orders up to too devices (any
mix of types).
VAT Please add rzi % for VAT to all prices, except those
marked with an asterisk () which arc rated at 8% VAT.
TRANSISTORS BD 139 NPN 40p
Shall Signal BD 140 PNP 44p

(2-5B) (TO-220AB)
2SA 561 PNP 13p 2SA 473 PNP 40p
2SA 562 12p '2SA 489 75p
2SA 493 17p '2SC 790 NPN 50.5p
2SA 495

'2SC 372 NPN
12p

9.5p
2SC 1173 

'2SC 1447 ,.

35.5p
50.5p

2SC 373 9 5p 2N 5296 59p
2SC 382 26p Metal Power
2SC 383 24.5p (TO -66)
2SC 388A 22.5p 2SC 515A NPN 48.5p
2SC 733 6p 2SC 782 £1.08
2SC 734 11.5p (T0-3)
2SC 735 11p 2SC 643A £2.05
2SC 1000 16p 2SC 1434 £14.30
2SC 1681 16p '2SC 1576 £2.43

(TO -92) 2SC 1617 £1.29
BC 451 NPN 11p 2N 3055 £0.86
BC 452 llp S 2530A £3.48
BC 453 11p S 1299 £4.09
BC 454 PNP 11.5p Integrated Circuits
BC 455 11.5p TA 7093P £1.49
BC 456 11.5p TA 7109AP £1.57
Plastic Power TA 7117P £2.36

(2-7) TA 7205P £1.55
S1234 NPN 33.5p F.E.T.

(T0-126) (2-5J)
BD 135 NPN 33.5p 25K12 £1.04
BD 137 36.5p 2SK30A 27p
BD 138 PNP 40p 3SK35 £1.45

DIODES
Zener Vari Cap Light Emitting
05Z5.6 14p 1S1658 25p Diodes
05Z6.2 12p TLR 102 21.5p
0526.8 13p Switching TLR 103 21.5p
0527.5 13p 1S1554 4p TLR 104 21.5p
05Z8.5 13p TLR 105 21.5p
0529.1 13p Pulse Rectifier TLR 106 21.5p
05210 13p 1S2756 23:5p TLR 114 30p
05211 13p
05Z12 13p
05Z13 13p

Diac
1S2093 25p

TLG 102
TLG 103
TLG 105

36.5p
35.5p
35.5p

05Z15 13p
General Purpose
55089A 7.5p

Thyristors
SFOR 2841 52.5p

Seven Segments
TLR 301 £1.08

(IN4001)
S50898 8p

(IN4002)

Triac
SM6G14 £1.61

TLR 302
TLR 306
TLR 307

£2.22
£3.08
£3.08

S5089F lip Uni Junction
(IN4006) '2SH21 57p

ERIE ELECTRONICS LIMITED
South Denes, Great Yarmouth, Norfolk.
Tel: 0493 56122 Telex: 97421

Components ITT

tlekic
Watches

TLC4 LIQUIDCRYSTAL
ELECTRONIC
WATCH
Continuous display with
backlighting, 6 function
watch. Hours/minutes/
seconds/date/a.m./p.m.
setting. Available in 18ct.
Gold/Rhodium plated.
Slimline Case.

£ 2 9 95 + £2.40 VAT
2 year Guarantee

TLE5EA
QUARTZ CRYSTAL

ELECTRONIC
WATCH
8 separate functions,
Hours/minutes/day/date/
a.m./p.m. indicators/Auto-
Fade.-Available in 18ct.
Gold/Rhodium plated.
Slimline Case.

£21.95 + £1.80 V.A.T.
2 year Guarantee

re.

DIGITAL
MAINS CLOCK
Bright Planar Gas digit
display. A.M./P.M.
Indicator and flashing
second indicator, 24 hour
bleeper alarm, 5 minute
repeater. Mains failure
indicator. 5" across x 3'A"
deep. Attractive White
Case. Hundreds sold.

£13.95 Inc!. V.A .T.r

'MISTRAL: DIGITAL
CLOCK
In kit or built form. Large
4 digit display. Push
button setting. 12-24 hour
read out. Pleasing green
display. Pulsating second
indicator. Build in 1 hour.

Complete kit E11.07 Incl. V.A.T.

Built Clock £14.951ncl. V.A.T.

REMEMBER with every WATCH you get METAC SUPER
COVER. Full 2 years guaran tee. Two year replace or repair if faulty.
Free Calibration check 1st, 2nd S 3rd year. Free Technical advice.
ToMETAC INTERNATIONAL. Cross Lane, Braunston,
Northants. Tel: Rugby 890672
Please supply the following: -

Name

Address
I enclose cheque/Postal Order/Money Order
I wish to pay by Barclay Card/Access and my number is
Signature
Mail Order Customers. Please add 58 pence per order to

cover postage and insurance.
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MINIADS FOR DETAILS ON ADVERTISING IN
MINIADS, OR ELSEWHERE IN ETI,

CONTACT BOB EVANS, 01-730 8282

CMOS WITH DISCOUNTS!
Any Mio 1096 26+, 2596 100+, 3314% 100+

4000,14000 1.20 4060, - 124 4174/ - 1.06
46J1/14001 0.20 sow -- nu, 4175/ - 1.04
402/14002 0.20 4012/ - 10.10 4114/ - 1.17
4001/14003 1.31 4663, - 1.22 4501/ - 0.20
4407/14637 0-20 4046/14068 0.61 45023502 1.38
4001/14000 1.07 4067/ - 4.13 4503/ - 0.75
42111,14009 0.60 40E4/14068 0.24 4505/ -- 4.31
4010/14010 0.60 41369/14069 0.24 4506/ - 0.57
4011/14011 0.20 4070/14010 0.65 4507/4030 0.60
4012/14012 0.20 4071/14171 0.24 4508;4500 3.011

4413/14013 0.60 4012/14072 0.24 4510/4510 1.51
4014/14414 1.12 4073/14073 0.24 4511/4511 1.74
4815/14015 1.12 4075/19375 0.24 4512, - 1.03
4016/14016 0.00 4076/14076 1.71 4514/4514 3.47
4417/14017 1.12 4077/14071 0.65 4515/4515 3.47
403/14011 1.12 4178/14071 0.24 4511/4516 1.51
4019/145111 0.60 4011/14611 0.24 4517/ - 4.02
4820/14020 1.24 4012/14012 0.24 4511/4518 139
4021/14021 1.12 4026/ - 0.80 4519/4019 0.57
4022/14022 1.07 4086/ - 0.80 4520/4520 1.39
4023/14023 0.20 40/1/ - 1.74 4521/ -. 2.77
41324/14024 0.17 4093/14093 0.81 4522/ - 2.15
4025/10325 0.20 4094/ - 2.01 4524/ - NA
4426/ - 1.92 4095/ - 1.16 45215/ - 2.15
4027/14427 0.60 4e86/ - 1.11 4527/4527 1.76
4021/1/028 I.00 4097/ - 4.13 4521/41396 1.22
4029/ - 1.27 4016/14520 1.22 1.72
4030/14507 0.60 4099/ - 2.03 4530/ - 0.15
4401/ - 2.49 40111/ - 1.71 4531/ - 7.74
4032/14432 1.11 40102/ - 2.11 4532/4532 1.39
4033/ - 1.55 44143/ - 2.16 4534/ - 0.15
4034/14034 2.11 40104/ - 2.26 1536/ - 4.00
4035/14035 1.31 40107/ -. 0.08 4537/ - 13.17
4036/ - 3.09 40108/14580 6.18 4539/ - 1.24
4437/ - 1.01 40109/ - 2.21 4541/ - 1.62
4031/14036 1.20 40181/14561 4.30 4543/ - 1.02
4039i - 3.01 01112/1042 1.73 4549/ - 4.10
4040/14840 1.11 411114/ - 226 4552/ - 10.50
4842/ - 0.13 40267/ - 2.26 4553/ - 4.88
4042,14042 0.93 4700/ - 1.75 4554/ - 1.67
4643/14443 1.12 /003/ - 4.25 4555'4555 1.01

4044/14044 1.04 14410/ - 5.70 4556/4556 1.01
4345/ - 1.56 14411/ - 9.54 4557/ - 4.65
4646/1404E 1.41 14412/ - 17.07 4558/ - 1.25
4047/ - 1.01 14415/ - 7.35 4559/ - 4.10
4941/ - 0.60 14411/ - 2.97 de/ - 2.17
4041/14049 0.10 14422, - 4.98 4511/ - 0.70
4050/14450 0.80 14435/ - 7.13 4562/ - 5.51
4461/14051 2.04 14441/ - 11.51 4516/ - 1.67
4052/14052 1.04 14450/ - 2.17 45143, - 3.15
4053/14053 1.04 14451/ - 2.87 4569/ - 3.72
4054/ - 1.29 14493/ - 6.51 4512/ - 0.27
4055/ - 1,16 14160/ - 1.11 45/0/40108 6.35
4056/ - 1.41 14101/ - 1.11 4581/40111 4.30
4057/ - 21.11 14162/ - 1.10 4561/40182 1.64
4059/ 6.20 14163/ - 1.11 4513/ - 0.84

4565/ - 1.10
Frei CO te,q,,,i. Oota w Al 51224 oil 16150253 clock chipo. 4 4o71 6 41011
Mon. click ard41 0fu6. "wiz crystal MMus. I. isd LED. 1114/Ns (if ya.
cam Nod N SAE. 1 rata lip I Iltnw ,alt! 2w 1st
a= CAM 4141224A 4 Apt basic clock 03.50 MK 50253 4/6 4111
Mena/ maws CS.SW
(016042 905 110 011121.513 I Clow 0 Inlay. HI turnloinl sy is. hilly
rolortolio II oil 14110140.
011.1071/1:14111 in p.3174. 11(.7276/017211 124. 10 51 Double 41111
(1.111. 00475/01.-7502 Ileir f0.8"1£1.50.
rear& CA 3130 FE1'-11144.1.r -CMS £2.00. CA 3140 1E7-116olor esp. 142
111111014 2941.

Tut C.W 0 Add VAT to WI prim ii1 0%. real els.. UK ?Si per im1f, nattr1
12.00 We VAT). AN wilwo proems. N IN et receipt.

GRE NBANK RFC ONICS ept. 9 I
94 New Chester Road. New Ferry. Wirral. Merseyside L62

SAG. England. Tel. 051-645 3391

Same Day Despatch
GlassFlbre PCBs

G.P Power Supply
Sweet Sixteen
Wee Ws' Unit

ETI 131 90p
ETI 457 180p
ETI 455 240p

Tench Switch ETI 539 75p
Audio Leval Meter ET! 138 8521
logic Titter ETI 122 150p
INT.25 Stereo Amp 375p

OTHER PROJECTS AVAILABLE Ex STOCK

ETI 022 -..--115p
ET1116-115p
Ell WA 6 8- 90p
ET1120_5021
VI '71 -60p
Eli 122-160p
(T1121 -17E4

HI 309-100p
(TI 312-170p
ETI 413-140p
ETI 122 _270n
(I 1424 14 Op
ETI 4334_90p
ETI 4338_90p

ET I 441_5OP
ETI 5294 _225p
ETI 5298_225p
HI 53381,8_100P
ETI 534_ 50p
ETI 751_225p
ETI 951_30o

RESISTORS H.S.Corbon Film 1/4w 5% E12 Series _1p
Mixed Velues 50_45, 100_ 80p

ELECTROLYTICS lOmf 12y 10 25 50 330mf 25v_ 6p
TANTALUM BEAD 2.2 is 47m2 only

THIS MONTHS SNIPS
CA 3046- 00p nA 741_ 25p 7474

7p 7493

1p

25p
40pNE 555_ 40p 74130

Miniature Glass Reed Switches 1 0 1., 50,
Toggle Switches by Arrow. OPST 240v 38 17p
Slide Switches. SPST 240v 38 8p

STOP PRESS FRONT PANEL for ETI 122 200p

All prices include VAT Add 20p P8 P. list 10p.

R.F.EQUIPMENT SPARES Ltd
3 LACY CLOSE WIMBORNE DORSET

PRINTED
CIRCUITS

HARDWARE
Readily available supplies of Construc-
tors" hardware, Aluminium ,sheet and -
sections, Printed circuit boards, top
quality for individual designs.
Full range of E T.I. boards always in
stock. Prompt service.
Send 15p for catalogue.

RAMAR CONSTRUCTOR
SERVICES

MASONS ROAD
STRATFORD-ON-AVON
WARWICKS. Tel. 4879

This Month MORE SPECIAL
OFFERS, while stocks

last, of BRAND NEW DEVICES
Then XI not economy !snails

40e1 RIO 500 0.5" Com. Cash lug. LEO Oisplay £3.95
4 dl RID 357 0.375" Caw. Call. 7 seg. LEO Oispley £3.15
5 eft RV 117 or Red LED wile Ckp 90p
Pew Pack No. 1: Contains 2 off T1P2955. 2 Off TIP3055 + MIl
Ws £2.10
Power Pack No. 2: Contains 5 off 1%4002. 5 off 194003. 5 off
104004 50p
Poor Pack Ns. 3: Contains 2 oft 14/4000 Bridges. 2 Off 20/6000
Mien £1.00
101310 PAC% Ns. 1: Contains 8 Transistors + tiros% for IOW 8 ohm

E1.75Implffier

#1110 PACK No. 2, Contains 8 Trartsolors + &cif for 20W 8 ohm
Newlifler £2.25
Proteci Peck*. I: Curtain 2 el of each 8C107/819. 8P150/51/52.
310055114 Offices 101111 £2.40
Opto Pick No.1: Contains I off each red green. yellow. orange. 0.125"
LEO with Caps 80p
1.000, TES. ONE 760854110 10m1r1/12V As NI Lead Cepa cilora 116
lmrn Pal £8.50

VAT IWO ALL ORDERS. 20p PIP

AUDIO -OPTICS, 19 MIDDLE WAY
CHINNOR, OXON. Tel. 0844 52683

GLASS FIBRE
P.C.B.'s

Send 1.1 master and 7p per square
inch tinned or 10p per square inch
drilled and tinned PLUS 40p per
board. Discount for quantity
E.T.I. boards glass fibre drilled and
tinned.
100w guitar amplifier E.T.I.
413 £1.40
Mixer pre amplifier E.T.I. 419 60p
Audio 1 level meter E.T.I. 438 75p
G P. Power Supply ETI 131

. 96p
Sweet Sixteen Amp ETI 457 £1.92
High Power Beacon ETI 240 52p
Sound Light Flash Trigger ETI
514B 49p

PROTO DESIGN
4 Highcliffe Way, VVickford, Essex

SS11 8LA

PRECISION
POLYCARBONATE

CAPACITORS
440V AC

All High Stability
RANGE: DIMENSIONS

- Extremely Low Leakage

VALUE (mm) PRICE
(pi' ) I. D EACH 635 IX' Range I% 2", 3".
0.1 pf- 27 12.7 68p (1.47..F. 11.32 77p 3lp
0221,E 33 16 86p 1.11,E 11.36 91p 60p
0 25pF 33 16 92p 2 2.1 11.98 e1.32 75p
0471,E 33 19 CI.10 4.7..F 12.712 11.8811.23
0 5pF 33 19 C1.16 6.8.3* 13.10 12.32 11.17
0 68/71; 50.8 19 C1.25 104' 1498 13.32 12.01
1 OpF 50.9 19 01.37 154 (714 14.75 12.86
2.01,F 50.8 25 4 11.95 22.,)' 13.66 E6.9.4 E3.90

I ANS-AU:NI READ CAPACI TORS - Values ,,,,,Lible:11.1. 022.
0.47. I 0. 2 2. 4 M. 6.1,F al I5V,25V nr 151/. 10)t1 at I 6V .20V or 25V,
22.0.4 at 6V or 16V. 33.0,4'41 6V or 10V: 47.0"F ii 3V or 6V: 100 04'
ht 1V. ALI. at 12p earh. 10 for 11.10. 50 for 15.00, 11/0 for E9.00.
1 R ANSISIOR & It's EIC267 I2p 01144 0(45 20pAC128 lip 13('2664 IOP (X-71'72 20p
.\C1711 16p 13C547'5505 12p 2N29214: 2221
50149 40p liCY72 13p 2N2926Y III,
.AF178 4tip 813131.132 39p  2N29260 lip
AF239 3hp OF115,167 22p 253054 SOp
11C107 R.9 Op 18F173 24p 214.1055 5up
liC114 12p HE178 269 2N3702
tiC147.6 9 10p 841-104 22p 37114 1 1pfir 153 16p 8E194,195 12p TI1,30A 32p
I10157 8'9 12p BI 196'197 13p TIP31A
110177 Dip RF200 27p I IP32A 64p
RC162 1921 I 1p 8E262,263' ,OP TIP3055 65pkit -183,183i op 0rY50 JI '52 20p mPC1 itopKC Ift4 '184L 12p BFX84. 06,68 20p NF555 61p
RC212,212L I2p SFX t5 259 741 s pin 32p
BC213,213L 1p
11C214,214L lip

1(8101
GI 0172

41p
2521

7.1.414
SN71;0131,11) 1111.1330

POPULAR DIODES- I N914 tip. 9 for 45p. Iti for 9i1p:IN916 hp. 6 for
45p. 14 for 91.1p: 1544 5p. 11 for 50p. 26 fot 11.08:1N4148 5p. 6 for 27p,
12 for 444p; 1N4001 rp: 002 6p. 2913 Wm: 044 7p: 006 hp: 007 /02p.
LOW PRICE: /./.5114 DIODES -.100mW Tnl. 5'1 31 5mA Values
...liable. 3V. 3 3V. :1.6V. 4.7V. 3.1y. 56V. 6.2V. 6.8V 7 5V. 82V
9 IV. 101/.11V 12V. I314. 13 5V, I3V. 16V. 1XV. :ON?. 22V. 44V, 27V
30V All al 7p each: 5 for 33p: Ill for 65p. SPECIAL OFFER' 100
tener. for 16.00.
tRES/S TORS -111gh stahlilty. low not,, carbon him 5".. at
PI C. ',W at 711 C Ell sertes only -Irmo 2.27 to 2.2M11 ALL 41 Ip
each hp for 10 of tine one value. 70p for Ilk) of any one value.
SPECIAL PACK. 10 of each value 2 271 in 121111(710 res:hittr,) 13.
SILIC05 PLASTIC RECTIFIERS- I i amp hrand new wire ended
D127 100 P.I.V. 7p (4 for 26p). 4110 P.I V. hp (4 lor 30p).
BRIDGE REC 11115 RS -2.1 amp. 2011V 40p. 3511V 15p,
tSUBMINIA [URI V1 1411CAL PRESETS -0.1w "nit All. at Sp
each: 501. 100!!, 220!!. 470!!.680:2. 11,11, 2 NO.!. 4 7817. 6 ttli17. 118,11.
1514!!. 228.72. 47812, 60871. 10118'.1. 25014;!. 6604!!. 15171. 2.5511! 511!!
PLEASE ADD 20p POST AND PACKING ON ALL ORDERS ALE

I xpi,KT ORDERS PLEASE 51713 COS I OF SEA AIR NIAll
PI. EASE .ADD R VA r to except ihtKe marked with

which are 12'1%.
send S.A E. for list, of additional ex -stock arms

Wholesale price lett, ;teatlahle to hona fide comp. nies

MARCO TRADING
(Dept. P3)

The Old School. Edstaston. Worn. Shropshire
Tel. Whixall (Shropshire) (STD 094872) 464/5

I Prop, Alinivoq Trading Ltd

P.C.B.s FOR E.T.I. PROJECTS
G P. Power Supply .

Sweet Sixteen Amp
VVaa-Waa
Touch Switch
Marker Generator
Audio Expander -Compressor
Temperature Meter
Calculator Stopwatch
Audio Noise Generator
Audio Millivoltmeter
Audio Level Meter
Active Crossover
Active Crossover
Logic Probe
Logic Pulser
Logic Tester
Tone Burst Generator
Graphic Equalizer
International 25 Amplifier
F.M. Tuner
Line Amplifier
Electronic Ignition
Impedance Meter
Digital Display
Nita! Display
Digital Voltmeter
Digital Voltmeter

ETI 131 94p
ETI 457 01 94
Ell 455 £2 65
ET! 539 58p
(Ti 706 50p
ETI 443 C 3.00
ETI 130 50p
Eli 534 42p
ETI 441 41p
ETI 128 £1.85
ETI 438 75p
ETI 433A 86p
ETI 433B 86p
ETI 120 35p
ETI 121 35p
ETI 122 01 85
ET! 124 83p
ETI 427, £ 1 96

£4.22
ETI 751 02.23
ETI 430 35p
ETI 312 £1 86
ETI 1 1 6 88p
ET! 533a 42p
ETI 533b 35p
ETI 117a 35p
ETI 117b 35p

New pronscls and °theft in TOP PROJECTS BOCK 3 available al 1.25p
per sq. ca. fir single aided or 15p par sq. cm. for double We loin.
3501. NOTE AR bur* are fibre -glass and price inc. DRILLING ANO
TIMING.

-Seed s.a.e. for full 113101 Boards and components available inchAieg
cases. panels ad lartenre.

Mail orders, plows*, to: D.B.M. PRODUCTS
Unit 14 Southern Road, Aylesbury, Bucks.
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TRANSISTORS + ICs
ACI27 14 1J4301A 1099 52p

14628 14 1.11709 1099 41p

A0161 44p 11110 14011. 44
AN 62 44 L$748 14 Oil 82p

8001/8 I 1p 7400 lit 16p

BC109 12p 7401 16p

86182/182 12p 7402 lerp

80 83/1831 12p 7404 19p

8C184/184L 13p 7410 16p

1050 21p 7413 35p

8FY51 20p 7420 I 6p

8FY52 20p 7430 16p

80131 43p 7440 16p

80132 44p 7441 85p

BRY39 48p 7441 95p

T1P29A 48p 7474 36p

T1P32A 52p 7475 50p

2111711 25p 7490 45p

2113053 25p 74121 37p

283054 67p 74141 85p

283055 55p C1060 SCR 7Dp

2X37D2 12p S-OEC

Of,44 22p Breadboard £2.15

0C45 22p T -DEC

DC7I 22p Breadboard £3.93

741 [}1- AIP 294

Prices VAT inclusive + 20p P&P
1.500 types of Diodes. Transistors, + ICs, SCRs. Triacs.

in MC!! plus Full range of passive components
list 10p + SAE

AITKEN BROS. & CO.
35 HIGH BRIDGE NEWCASTLE-ONITYNE NE1 1 EW

Your Electronic Component Centre for North East
Callers welcome

SHOP FROM HOME with our catalogue.
Fully illustrated and covering over 3,000
components, audio and disco accessories,
tools and test meters. Reviewed as one of the
best catalogues available. Send 30p now for
your copy (issue No 5). Access, Giro,
Barclaycard, Government and educational
orders accepted. (Giro No 331-7056).

B. H. COMPONENT FACTORS LTD.
Leighton Electronics Centre

59 North St., Leighton Buzzard, Beds
Tel: 2316 (0286) Shop hours: 9-12.30,
1.30-5 p.m. Closed Wednesday

TURN YOUR SURPLUS capacitors, transistors,;
etc., into cash. Contact COLES-HARDING
CO., P.O. Box 5, Frome, Somerset. Immediatel
settlement.

MM5316 sophisticated alarm clock
chip, £4.99.
5 -LT -02 matched full alarm clock
display, £5.60.
10% off over £10. Post 25p.

Pinewood Electronics
57 Monmouth Road, Dorchester

Dorset

MOTOROLA M6800

MICROPROCESSORS
DO YOU NEED ASSlSTANCE,

HARDWARE AND SOFTWARE EXPERTISE IS
AVAILABLE _

MEK kits & componentsS-upplied.
Send SAE to.

FRASER-MANNING LTD.
26 Hervey Street, Ipswich, Suffolk

Manufacturer

PACIFIC ELECTRIC
Export'

Pacific Trading Company
77A Waterloo Road, Kowloon, Hongkong
Telex: 84672 VRHGT HX
Cable: PACIFICTRA

OVER 2,000 ELECTRONIC
COMPONENTS INA

Y 100 PAGE
CATALOGUE

TANDY

I Name_

IAddress

Nationwide supermarket oi sound,

.MR erg 41.1.1M 10,11

Please send me the 100 page
Tandy catalogue

Tandy Corporation (Stanch UK). Bilston Road.

LWedriesbury. W Midlands,WSIO TIN _

E'

.

Treasure Locator Kits by

DETECTOR PRODUCTS
Suppliers to the UK & Abroad

Circuits & Instructions £2
Complete Kit £1 2

Total E14 incl. VAT p&p
Solid aluminium frame with an efficient
Faraday screen. For enquiries please send
s.a.e. to:

DETECTOR PRODUCTS
58a King Street, Blackburn, Lancs

Tel. 62561 or 54105

WANTED: ETI Jan, Feb, Nov 1973. Jan,
March, Sept, Nov 1974. Jan, June, Aug,
Sept 1975- - St Leonards House, Ashtree
Close, Worlingharn, Suffolk.

E =
=

Best choicechoice for used TV
Worldwide exporters of colour and

mono TV. Unlimited supplies.
Midland TV Trade Et Retail Services,

Worcester Road, Kidderminster, England.
Tel: Kidderminster 61907 or 67390.

100 POLYESTER CAPACITORS E2.15
100 fully guaranteed electrically tested polyester capacoors No
floor sweepings. Air famous makes, lit. MULLARD. ERIE. err
Mixef pack or YOUR CHOICE from the following values mainly
250 V Promo despatch

OIMF 047 Mt 22 ME
015 068 33
022 1 47
033 '5 Mad Order Only

E7.25 incluclo PAP
MALLOY, W.G.M. ELECTRONICS (E.T.I.)

66 VVoodvale Avenue, Belfast 6T13 3EX, N. Ireland

LED

dip lit.

S 0 125:,..-la_
1IN;
33

550s W
Azieliesd 411p
6enVV Mei

4

RED 1_ tip
G 27
OR 27p -' S p ORP 1

-
°PTO-ISOLATORS-
TILI11 1.514V 1501,H.: (1
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ISLAND DEVICES. P.O. Box 1I, Marten, Kent

VALVES
Radio -TV Industrial Transmitting

2230 Types. 1930 to 1975, many obso-
lete. List 20p. S.A.E. for quotation. Postal
export service. We wish to purchase all
types of new and boxed valves. Whole-
saler's Dealer's, etC., stocks purchased.
COX RADIO (SUSSEX) LTD., The
Parade, East Wittering, Sussex, West
Watering 2923

LED WATCH
(Hour, min sec date, day, month)
E20.00 each including postage &
VAT

Campbell Gyroplanes Ltd.
High Street Farm
Boxford
Newbury, Berkshire

a.

H.M. ELECTRONICS (ET1)
275a FULWOOD ROAD, BROOMHILL

SHEFFIELD S10 3B0
BEC CABINETS (Illus'd)
wdh wooden end chooke
Also
METAL CASES r1111111111111111111P
DRY TRANSFER LETTERING 'is

Send 15p for leaflets (Refundable)
/ride enow,es orovited

RF Sig. Gen. TF 144G - £15; Home -Built
Score, dual trace - £20; Avo 7 - £10;
Sinclair Scientific - £6. - Phone Maiden
Newton 525 (Dorset).
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Wilmslow
Audio

THE firm
for

speakers!
Baker Group 25, 3. 8. or 15 ohm
Baker Group 35, 3, 8 or 15 ohm
Baker Deluxe. 8 or 15 ohm
Baker Major, 3, 8 or 15 ohm
Baker Regent. 8 or 15 ohm
Baker Superb. 8 or 15 ohm
Celestion MH 1000 horn. B or 15 ohm
EMI 14" x 9" bass 14A/700 B ohm

E9.00
£10.75
£12.38
£10.89

E9.00
E15.31
E13.50
E11.92

EMI 8 x 5. 10 watt. d/c. roll /s 8 ohm £3.56
Elac 59RM 109 15 ohm. 59RM114 8 ohm E3.38
Elac 61/2" d/c roll/s 8 ohm E3.83
Elac 10" 10RM239 8 ohm £3.83
Pane Pop 15 watt 12" £5.50
Fane Pop 55, 12" 60 watt £15.50
Fane Pop 60 watt, 1 5" £17.95
Fane Pop 70 watt 15" E18.75
Fane Pop 100 wan, 18" .. E27.95
Pane Crescendo 1 2A or B. 8 or 15 ohm £37.95
Fane Crescendo 15, 8 or 15 ohm E49.95
Pane Crescendo 18, 8 or 15 ohm . E57.95
Fane 8017 8" d/c roll's 8 ohm £8.95
Goodman; 8P a or 1 5 ohm £8.20
Goodmans 1 OP 8 or 15 ohm £5.50
Goodmans 1 2P B or 15 ohm £14.95
Goodmans 1 2P -D 8 or 15 ohms £16.95
Goodmans 12P -G 8 or 15 ohms £15.50
Goodman; Audiom 200 8 ohm £13.48
Goodmans Axent 100 8 ohm £7.60
Goodman; Axiom 402 8 or 15 ohm £19.80
Goodmans Twinaxrom 8" 8 or 15 ohm £9.50
Goodman; Twinaxiom 10" 8 or 15 ohm £9.78
Kef T27 £5.18
Kai T15 £8.25
Kef B110 £6.75
Kef 8200 £7.55
Kef 8139 E15.08
Kef DN8 E2.08
Kef DN12 £5.39
Kef DN 13 £4.05
Richard Allen CG8T 8" d/c roll /s £7.85
STC 400 1 G super tweeter £5.90
STC 4001 K super tweeter £5.90
Baker Major Module. each £13.28
Goodmens Mezzo Twinkit. pair £46.50
Goodmans DIN 20, 4 ohm. each £13.26
Heinle XLK30. pair £21.95
Helme XLK35, pair £25.76
Helms XLK40. parr E38.50
Kefkit I. pair £51.00
Kef kit III, each £46.00
Peerless 20.50, pair £36.50
Peerless 20.60, pair E53.00
Richard Allan Twinkit. each £13.46
Richard Allan Triple B. each £20.25
Richard Allen Triple, each E25.18
Richard Allan Super Triple. each E29.26
Wharfedale Linton 2 kit. pair . £21.50
Wharfedale Glendale 3 XP kit, pair. £47.50
Wharfedale Dovedale 3 kit, pair £59.40
Wharfedale Super 'ORS /DD E13.50
Castle Super B RS / DD £9.28
Jordan Watts Module 4, 8 or 15 ohm £15.38
Tannoy 10" Monitor HPD E78.00
Tannoy 12" Monitor HPD E55.00
Tannoy 15" Monitor HPD E911.95

Prices correct et 19 7.76

ALL PRICES INCLUDE VAT

Cabinets wadding Vynair. crossovers etc.

Send stamp for free booklet 'Choosing a Speaker

FREE with all orders over £10 - "HiF1
Loudspeaker Enclosures" Book

All units are guaranteed new and perfect

Prompt despatch

Carriage. Speakers 55p each.,12" and up 85p each.
tweeters and crossovers 33p each, kits Ll each (t:2
pair).

WILMSLOW AUDIO
Dept. ET!

Swan Works, Bank Square, Wilmslow,
Cheshire 8K9 INF. Tel. Wilmslow 29699

(Discount HIFI, PA and Radio at 10 Swan
Street, Wilmslow)

1

BUILD THL

TREASURE
TRACER

MI( III
METAL

' LOCATOR

AS SEEN
ON BBC 1

& BBC -2
TV

 Genuine 5 s' con transistor i.rcuit,,
does not need a transistor radio to.

-operate.
Incorporates unique varicap tuning
for extra stability.
Search head fitted with Faraday,
screen to eliminate capacitive'
effects.

 Loudspeaker or earphone operation,
(both supplied).
Britain's best selling metal locator,
kit. 4,000 already sold.

 Kit can be built in two hours using;
only soldering iron, screwdriver,
pliers and side -cutters.
Excellent sensitivity and stability.i
Kit absolutely complete including-'
drilled, tinned, .fibreglass p.c. board.
with components siting printed
on.

 Complete after sales service.
 Weighs only 22oz; handle knocks

down to 17" for transport.

Send stamped, self-addressed en-
velope for literAtkre.

Complete kit

Elwith pre -built
search coil

Plus 85p P & P
Plus £1.00 VAT (8%)

'Built, tested 11
and Guaranteed 7.50

Plus 85p P & P
Plus £1.40 VAT (8%)

MINIKI TS ELECTRONICS,
6d Cleveland Road, South Woodford,

LONDON E 18 2AN
Mail order only)

electronics today

reader services
BACK ISSUES
These cost 40p each. Postage and packing costs
15p for the first, and 10p for each subsequent
issue. Orders to ETI BACK ISSUES Dept. please.
We CANNOT supply the following issues:- All
1972: January. February and November 1973:
January. March. September, October. November
and December 1974; January. June, July.
.ugust. September. November and December
1975: January, March 1976; April, August,
October 1973.

SUBSCRIPTIONS
The annual subscription to ETI for UK readers is
£5.00. The current rate for readers overseas is
£5.50. Send orders to ETI SUBS Dept. PAYMENT
IN STERLING ONLY PLEASE.

BINDERS
Binders, for up to 13 Issues. are available for
1.2.50 including VAT and carriage. Send orders to
ETI BINDERS DEPT....

EDITORIAL QUERIES
Written queries can only be answered when
accompanied by an SAE, and the reply can take
up to three weeks. These must relate to recent
articles and not involve ETI staff In any research.
Mark your letter ET! QUERY . . . Telephone
queries can only be answered when technical
staff are free, and never before 4 pm.

MINI -ADS & CLASSIFIEDS
Thla Is a pre -payment service - rates on
application to ADVERTISING.

SPECIAL ISSUES
Presently we produce five specials - Top Project
2 and 3. Electronics It's Easy (parts 1-13 and
Parts 14-241 and 4800 Synthesiser (published by
Maplinj. Prices are 75p, Et. E1.20 and £1.50
respectively. Post end packing 15p per copy.
Orders to ETI SPECIALS Dept. please.

BOOKS
ET! Book Service sells books to our readers by
mall order. The prices advertised ki the magazine
include postage and packing. Send orders to ETI
Book Service, P.O. Box 79, Maidenhead, Berks.

NON-FUNCTIONING PROJECTS
We cannot solve the problems faced by
Individual readers building our projects unless
they are concerning interpretat on of our
articles. When we know of any error we print a
correction as soon as possible at the end of
News Digest. Any useful addenda to a project will
be similarly dealt with. We cannot advise readers
on modifications to our projects.

PCBs
PCBs are available for our projects from
companies advertising in the magazine, such as
Ramer and Crofton, who do en excellent service.

T-SHIRTS
ET1 T-shirts are available In Large. Medium, or
Small sizes. They are yellow cotton with black
printing and cost £1.50 each. Send orders to ET!
T-SHIRTS Dept....

ADDRESS FOR Ell DEPARTMENIS

36 MIN ST LONDON SWIW OLW

PLEASE MARK REVERSE OE EACH CHEQUE
milt NAME A ADDRESS AND ITEMS

REQUIRED
ALLOW 10 10 14 DAYS FOR DI LIVERY
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FROM 81-PRE-PAK

Stirling Sound products
UNIT 1 PRE-AMP/CONTROL

STEREO MODEL

SUPERB VALUE
. AT

£7.80
with active tone
control circuitry

UNIT
range of irealistically priced Constrek,
,,,doles is going to assure marry many

.tructors of obtaining quality where pr.i.i
prevented it before
irEll '

 input sensitivity SO col., adjuStatpe
 Output 200 mV for 50 roV in
 BASS control - 15 dB al 30 Hr
 tretrfk, control - 15 dB at 10 KH:
 Balance control volume cont,

tidies
,ating voltage - 10 to 16V

MORE POWER LESS SPACE

SS.140 Mk. 3
POWER AMP

Built for
hard work

Now with built-in
output capacitor

Resulting truer researcn and develnprneol nor Mk
3 version of this most popular power amp now
includes built in output capacitor with improved
stability under severe working conditions Greatly
ased for P A disco and sever, work SS 140
Ale, fantastic value for the r,

SUPER SPARK MK. 5 C.D.I. UNIT
,arels are ill use saving IllutU1,1h hole and money arrry easy c

,I1 incorporates switch for instant champ., to conventional ignition
. to set for pos or nag earth anti -burglar immobilising switch
.et rev limit control neon light The unit is Oft p c b nOuSed
;IA erytIosed metal box With 11,1,m -bons and leads
/51" a Crk" A 2.4"1193 x11/x 54MMI(P P add 50p1

£7.95 TETTIEt £10.50*

X-44 CROSS -HATCH
GENERATOR
...nn es al R F levio

for colour and mono TV Plugs into aerial socket of set
Operates without treed for iranscorssions 4 trush-button
operation Runs an a self-contained I:terrine type batteries
Will Et easily into a large pocket Strong plastic case

BUILT £27.50 iiess bans

A USEFUL CATALOGUE

- FREE
Send us a large S A E with 10p stamp and we
will send you the latest Bi-Pre Pack catalogue.
free by return Packed with useful lines it s
'cal rnor,y saver Semi -conductors, com-
ponents, accessories, surprise bargains

MORE STIRLING SOUND MODULES
TUNING F M Front End with geared tuning and A F CSS 201 facility 88-108MHz £5.00
SS 202 1 F amp A meter and or A F C can he connected

(stye 3" x 2") For use with SS 201 £2.65
SS 203 Stereo decoder

For use with Suiting Sound modules or with arty
other good mono F M tuning section A L
beacon can be added (Price 18p) to indicate when a
stereo signal is tuned in (3" x 2") £3.85

POWER AMPS
SS.103 Basic 3 watt rms IC power amp
SS.103.3 Stereo versron of above
SS 105 5 watt ampliher to run from 12V x 2" x ';"1
SS.110 Mk. 3 ;radar to SS 105 but more powerful giving 10VV

Ito 4ohms using 24 volts
SS 120 Mk 3 70 watt module when used with 34 volts into 4
ss.125 De luxe 25 watt R M S power amp having 0 04

,tortion at all levels Operates from 50V to give
Sw r. ins into 8 ohms

£1.75
£3.25
£2 25

£2.75
£3.25

£5.00
CONTROL
SS 100 rive tone control stereo 15E18 cut and boost

with suitable network
SS. 101 Pre amp for ceramic p u radio & tape with passive

tone control details
SS 102 Stereo pm amp with R I A A equalisation mag

p u tape and radio in

VOLTAGE STABILISER
SS 300 Power Supply Stablisier. Add this to your

unstabdrSed supply to Obtain a steady working
voltage from 17 to 50V for your audio system
workbench etc Money caving and very reliable

£1.60

£1.60

E2.25

E3 25 -

All with easy to
follow instruction.

NEW SHOWROOM You are invited to our new equipment showroom forming pert of our
newly extended premises

TERMS OF BUSINESS:
VAT at 12 i must be added to natal value of order except for dents marked ' or (B'Y,:.). when
VAT IS TO BE ADDED AT No VAT on overseas orders POST & PACKING add 30p for
UK orders unless marked otherwise Minimum mail order acceptable -- El Overseas orders.add

f1 for postage. Any dttference will be credited or charged. PR ICES subject to alteration
without notice AVAILABILITY All teems available at time of going to press when every effortis made to ensure correctness of information

Order your Stirling Sound products from

131-PREPAK LTD
Co Reg No 820919

222 224 WEST ROAD. WESTCLIFF  ON SEA. ESSEX SSO 9DF.

TELEPHONE: SOUTHEND (0702) 48344
FACTORY SHOEBURYNESS ESSEX

Stirling Sound
POWER
PACKS

with low
voltage
take off point

A range of
5 models to
choose from

Not only do these excellent power packs stand up
unflinchingly to hard work. inclusion of a take -off
point at around 13 15 V adds to their usefulness
and once again price value is outstandrrig
Generously rated for reliability

SS 312 12V/1A
SS 318 18V/1A
SS 324 24V/1A
SS 334 34V/2A
SS 345 45V/4A

£3.75'
£4.1 5'
£4.60'
£5.20'
£6.25'

Please add 50p for P. p whet model

ITO STIRLING SOUND 181 PRE PAKI LTD 222 WEST ROAD WEStCLIFF C7t
I SEA ESSEX SSO DDT

IPlease send

Inc V A T

NAME

ADDRESS

Fri 9j

for which I enclose t



ake itwith!
MANN
ELECTRONIC

COMPONENTS'

WIDE RANet416'1/0114LITY-
gclVICE

BUILD IT YOURSELF .. .
IN STAGES

Get started with a 49 note instrument -
features tremulant and reverberation.
Ideal to learn on. leaflet MES 51. Price
15p gives full details to build this
complete instrument.
Extend the range of MES 51 by adding
another keyboard and several new tone
colours. leaflet MES 52. Price 15p also
shows how to use 61 note keyboards.

Fully controllable attack and delay
controls (normally found only on the
most expensive organs). up to seven
footages on each keyboard. up to 70
controls including drawbars. and a 13
note pedalboard. make up the additions
described in the step-by-step 32 page
instruction leaflet MES 53. Price 35p.

* Automatic voice operated fader.
* Belt drive turntables
* Monitor facilities (Headphones and VU meter)
* Sound operated light show - plus many other advantages.
Full details in Sept /Oct. editions of this

magazine

Send for our leaflet MES 41, giving full details for construction. Price 20p.
Soon you'll be the Deejay everyone wants at their party,

We stock all the parts for this brilliantly
designed synthesiser. including all the

PCB's. metalwork and a drilled and

printed front panel. giving a superb professional finish. Opinions of

authority agree the ETI International Synthesiser is technically superior
to most of today's models_ Complete construction details in our booklet
now available price E1.50. or send SAE for specification.

A really superior high quality stereo graphic equalizer featuring 9 octaves per
channel. We stock all the parts (except woodwork) including the metalwork drilled
and printed. 15p hrings you a reprint of the article.

.60 mc. VAT
6 P/P

This is a fully constructed and tested electronic clock module as illustrated. Data
sheet supplied. Simple to connect to alarm and your hatterynnains radio. Smart case

available shortly. Data sheet available separately. Please send SAE.

* Bright 4 Digit 0,5" Display
* Flashing Colon (1Hz)
* Switch for Display Seconds
* Alarm Set Indicator
* P.M. Indicator
* Power Failure Indicator

* Sleep Timer
* Snooze Tinier
* Time can be set accurately to

within one second
* Leading Zero Blanking

SIMPLE ALARM KIT - £9.38 ALARM CLOCK KIT - £10.99
ALARM CLOCK & f2ADIO CONTOLLER KIT - £11.51
SMART PLASTIC CASE with fully punched chassis - £2.49

Please send SAE for our Clock data sheet

Get our ',MIMS'
NEN/1977/78 CATALOGUE
PUBLICATION DATE OCT. 28. 1978 ONAPPROYAL

All new  Completely re -written  Hundreds of new lines
Lots of exciting new projects to build - PRICE. 50p
SEND NO MONEY NOW Overseas send 8 International reply coupons

=MN&
JOIN OUR MAILING LIST NOW!
Published every two months our Newsletter gives
full details of our latest guaranteed prices.

it SAVE £E's ON SPECIAL OFFERS!
* DETAILS OF NEW PROJECTS

AND NEW LINES
Send jrst 30p towards cost of postage and we'll send you the next six issues as they are
Published.. 5^ voucher is sent with each newsletter which may be used on purchases.)

MAPLIN ELECTRONIC SUPPLIES
All mail to: P.O. Box 3, Rayleigh, Essex SS6 BLR
Shop: 284 London Road, Wesfcliff-on-Sea. Essex
(Closed on Monday) Tel: Southend (9702) 44101

MI MI -MOB MN  1."1

I
1

1

I

ETI

Please rush me a copy of your brand new
1977;78 catalogue the instant it is printed (0.t
28th, 1976). Only if am completely satisfied that
it is worth every penny will I send 50p within 14
days of receipt. If I am not satisfied I may return the
catalogue to you within 14 days without obligation,
I understand that I need not purchase anything
from your catalogue should I choose to keep it.

NAME

ADRESS

IN NM in - .11 MI ENE  NM MIN 11111

If you do not wish to cut magazine, write your
request for catalogue on seaprate sheet
1975/76 GREEN COVER CATALOGUE STI_L
AVAILABLE. PRICE 40p


